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INTRODUCTION

RIDDLE ME THIS . . .

We know what you’re thinking (because we’re smart—we’re philosophers): “Batman and Philosophy? Seriously? Why?”

Well, since you asked . . . Because we believe that Batman is the most complex character ever to appear in comic books and graphic novels. Because the stories featuring him over the last seventy years, not only in the comics but also on animated and live-action TV shows and in movies, have provided us with a wealth of philosophical material to discuss. And because we had the chance, along with about twenty other fans, to combine our passion for the character with our love for philosophical mumbling, all to create the book you now hold in your hands. (No need to thank us—we’re happy to do it.)

One reason Batman appeals to so many people around the world is that he is “just” a human being, even though he is nothing like the rest of us. He has devoted his entire life to avenging the death of his parents and all other victims of crime by risking life and limb to protect his city of Gotham and beyond. He has spent years and sacrificed everything to train his body and his mind to the point of perfection. He is wealthy beyond measure, but denies himself all luxuries (except a butler) in pursuit of a goal that will never be attained. And he does all this dressed like a giant bat. (Well, that we can do, but that’s about it!)

What makes a person go to such extremes? Is what Batman does good, or right, or virtuous? And what does his obsession, his devotion to “the mission,” say about who he is? How does he treat his partners, his friends, and his enemies? What is it like to actually be Batman? These are all genuine philosophical questions, and when we read Batman stories, we can’t help but think about this stuff (and then write down our thoughts). The twenty chapters in this book explore issues of ethics, identity, friendship, politics, and more, using examples drawn from famous Batman stories such as The Dark Knight Returns, Batman: Year One, No Man’s Land, A Death in the Family, and The Killing Joke, as well as the various movies, animated series, and yes, old chum, even the 1960s TV series with Adam West and Burt Ward.

So whether you know every detail of Jason Todd’s recent resurrection, or whether you can recite all of Jack Nicholson’s lines from Tim Burton’s first Batman movie, or if you just have fond recollections of Halloweens past wearing the blue cowl and cape, there’s something in this book for you. The Bat-signal’s shining—let’s go!
PART ONE

DOES THE DARK KNIGHT ALWAYS DO RIGHT?
WHY DOESN’T BATMAN KILL THE JOKER?

Mark D. White

Meet the Joker

In the last several decades, the Joker has transformed himself from the Clown Prince of Crime to a heinous murderer without rival. Most notoriously, he killed the second Robin, Jason Todd, beating him to a bloody pulp before blowing him up. He shot and killed Lieutenant Sarah Essen, Commissioner Jim Gordon’s second wife—in front of dozens of infants, no less, whom he threatened to kill in order to lure Essen to him. Years earlier, the Joker shot Barbara Gordon—Jim Gordon’s adopted daughter and the former Batgirl—in the spine, paralyzing her from the waist down, and then tormented Jim with pictures of her lying prone, naked and bleeding. And let us not forget countless ordinary citizens of Gotham City—the Joker even wiped out all of his own henchmen recently!

Every time the Joker breaks out of Arkham Asylum, he commits depraved crimes—the type that philosopher Joel Feinberg (1926-2004) calls “sick! sick! sick!,” or “triple-sick.” Of course Batman inevitably catches the Joker and puts him back through the “revolving door” at Arkham. Batman knows that the Joker will escape, and that he will likely kill again unless the Caped Crusader can prevent it—which, obviously, he can’t always do.

So why doesn’t Batman just kill the Joker? Think of all the lives it would save! Better yet, think of all the lives it would have saved had he done the deed years ago, just among Batman’s closest friends and partners. Commissioner Gordon has contemplated killing the Joker himself on several occasions, and Batman is usually the one to stop him. In a terrifically revealing scene during the Hush storyline, Batman is this close to offing the Joker, and it is Jim who stops him. Batman asks Jim, “How many more lives are we going to let him ruin?” to which Jim replies, “I don’t care. I won’t let him ruin yours.”

So though he may have considered it on many occasions, Batman has never killed the Joker, decidedly his most homicidal enemy. Of course, with the exception of his very earliest cases, Batman has refused to kill at all, usually saying that if he kills, it would make him as bad as the criminals he is sworn to fight. But that seems almost selfish—someone could very well say, “Hey—it’s not about you, Bats!” Or . . . is it? Should it be? Usually we think a person is obligated to do something that would benefit many people, but what if that “something” is committing murder? Which is more important, doing good—or not doing wrong? (Ugh—Alfred, we need some aspirin here.)

In this chapter, we’ll consider the ethics of killing to prevent future killings, exactly the problem Batman faces when he balances his personal moral code against the countless lives that he could save. In fact, this issue has been raised many times, very recently by both the villain Hush and Jason Todd himself (returned from the dead), and earlier by Jean-Paul Valley (the “Knightfall” Batman), none of whom have the strict moral code that Batman adheres to. I’ll do this by introducing some famous philosophical thought experiments that let us trace through the ethics of a situation by whittling it down to its most basic elements, just like Batman solving a cleverly plotted crime. (Well, not quite, but you have to let a guy dream!)

Is Batman a Utilitarian or Deontologist? (Or None of the Above?)

The argument in favor of killing the Joker is fairly straightforward—if Batman kills the Joker, he would prevent all the murders the Joker would otherwise commit in the future. This rationale is typical of utilitarianism, a system of
ethics that requires us to maximize the total happiness or well-being resulting from our actions. Saving many lives at the cost of just one would represent a net increase in well-being or utility, and while it would certainly be a tragic choice, utilitarians would generally endorse it. (We could add more considerations, such as satisfying the quest for vengeance on the part of the families of his past victims, or the unhappiness it brings to some people when anyone is killed, but let’s keep things simple—for now.)

Superheroes, however, generally are not utilitarians. Sure, they like happiness and well-being as much as the ordinary person, but there are certain things they will not do to achieve them. Of course, criminals know this and use it to their advantage: after all, why do you think criminals take innocent people as hostages? Superheroes—just like police in the real world—normally won’t risk innocent lives to apprehend a villain, even if it means preventing the villain from killing more people later. More generally, most superheroes will not kill, even to save many other lives.

But why do they refuse to kill in these instances? The utilitarian would not understand such talk. “You’re allowing many more people to die because you don’t want to kill one?” In fact, that’s almost exactly what Jason Todd and Hush recently said to Batman. Hush asked, “How many lives do you think you’ve cost, how many families have you ruined, by allowing the Joker to live? . . . And why? Because of your duty? Your sense of justice?” Jason Todd put a more personal spin on it (of course): “Bruce, I forgive you for not saving me. But why . . . why on God’s Earth—is he still alive? . . . Ignoring what he’s done in the past. Blindly, stupidly, disregarding the entire graveyards he’s filled, the thousands who have suffered, . . . the friends he’s crippled, . . . I thought . . . I thought killing me—that I’d be the last person you’d ever let him hurt.”

Batman’s standard response has always been that if he ever kills, it will make him as bad as the criminals he fights, or that he will be crossing a line from which he would never return—though he is very open about his strong desire to kill the Joker.

While utilitarians would generally endorse killing one person to prevent killing more, members of the school of ethics known as deontology would not. Deontologists judge the morality of an act based on features intrinsic to the act itself, regardless of the consequences stemming from the act. To deontologists, the ends never justify the means, but rather the means must be justifiable on their own merits. So the fact that the killing would prevent future killings is irrelevant—the only relevant factor is that killing is wrong, period. But even for the strictest deontologist, there are exceptions—for instance, killing in self-defense would generally be allowed by deontologists. So killing is fine, but only for the right reasons? Might killing a homicidal maniac be just one of those reasons? We’ll see, but first we have to take a ride on a trolley.

To the Bat-Trolley, Professor Thomson!

One of many classic moral dilemmas debated by philosophers is the “trolley problem,” introduced by Philippa Foot and elaborated upon by Judith Jarvis Thomson. Imagine that a trolley car is going down a track. Further down the track are five people who do not hear the trolley and who will not be able to get out of the way. Unfortunately, there isn’t enough time to stop the trolley before it hits and kills them. The only way to avoid killing these five people is to switch the trolley to another track. But, unfortunately, there is one person standing on that track, also too close for the trolley to stop before killing him. Now imagine that there is a bystander standing by the track switch who must make a choice: do nothing, which leads to the death of the five people on the current track, or act to divert the trolley to the other track, which leads to the death of the single person.

Let’s call the person in control Bruce. Is Bruce morally allowed to divert the trolley to the second track or not? If he is, can we also say that in fact he is required to do it? Thomson takes the middle road here, concluding that Bruce is permitted—but not required—to divert the trolley. A typical utilitarian would require Bruce to throw the switch and save more lives, while a deontologist would have problems with Bruce’s acting to take a life (rather than allowing five to die through inaction). Thomson’s answer seems to combine the concerns of both utilitarianism and deontology. Bruce is allowed (maybe even encouraged) to divert the train and kill one person rather than five, but it’s valid also for Bruce to have problems with doing this himself.

One way to state the difference between the utilitarian and the deontological approaches is to look at the types of
rules they both prescribe. Utilitarianism results in *agent-neutral* rules, such as “Maximize well-being,” and utilitarians couldn’t care less who it is that will be following the rule. Everybody has to act so as to maximize well-being, and there is no reason or excuse for any one person to say “I don’t want to.” By contrast, deontology deals with *agent-specific* rules—when deontologists say “Do not kill,” they mean “You do not kill,” even if there are other reasons that make it look like a good idea. This is simply a different way of contrasting the utilitarian’s emphasis on good outcomes with the deontologist’s focus on right action. While throwing the switch to kill the one rather than five may be good, it may not be right (because of what that specific person has to do).\(^{13}\)

**Hush Will Love This Next Story . . .**

Thomson likes to compare the trolley situation with a story involving a surgeon with five patients, each of whom is dying from failure of a different organ and could be saved by a transplant. Since there are no organs available through normal channels, the surgeon considers drugging one of his (healthy) colleagues and removing his organs to use for the transplants.\(^{14}\) By doing so, he would kill his colleague, but he would save his five patients.

With the possible exception of our bandaged and demented Dr. Hush, few people would endorse such a drastic plan (least of all Dr. Thomas Wayne, bless his soul). You can see where I’m going with this (Batman fans are so smart)—“What is the difference between the bystander in the trolley case and the surgeon in the transplant case?” In both cases a person can do nothing, and let five people die, or take an action that kills one but saves the five. Thomson, and many philosophers after her, have struggled with these questions, and there is no definitive answer. Most people will agree that throwing the trolley switch is justified, and also that the surgeon’s actions are not, but we have a very difficult time saying precisely why we feel that way—and that includes philosophers!

**Top Ten Reasons the Batmobile Is Not a Trolley . . .**

How does Batman’s situation compare to the trolley story (or the transplant story)? What factors relevant to Batman and the Joker are missing from the two classic philosophical dilemmas? And what does Batman’s refusal to “do the deed” say about him?

One obvious difference between the two cases described by Thomson and the case of Batman and the Joker is that in Thomson’s cases, the five people who will be killed if the trolley is not diverted, and the one person who will be killed if it is, are assumed to be morally equivalent. In other words, there is no moral difference between any of these people in terms of how they should be treated, what rights they have, and so on. All the people on the tracks in the trolley case are moral “innocents,” as are the patients and the colleague in the transplant case.

Does this matter? Thomson introduces several modifications to suggest that it does. What if the five people on the main track collapsed there drunk early that morning, and the one person on the other track is a repairman performing track maintenance for the railroad? The repairman has a right to be there, while the five drunkards do not. Would this make us more comfortable about pulling the switch? What if the five transplant patients were in their desperate condition because of their own negligence regarding their health, and the colleague was very careful to take care of himself? We might say that in both of these cases the five persons are in their predicament due to their own (bad) choices, and they must take full responsibility for the consequences. And furthermore, their lives should not be saved at the expense of the one person in both situations who has taken responsibility for himself.

But the Joker case is precisely the opposite: he is the single man on the alternate track or the operating table, and his victims (presumably innocent) are the other five people. So following the logic above, there would be a presumption in favor of killing the Joker. After all, why should his victims sacrifice their lives so that he should live—especially if he lives to kill innocent people?

This case is different from the original philosophical cases in another way that involves moral differences between the parties. Unlike the classic trolley and transplant cases, the Joker actually *puts* the others in danger. In terms of
the trolley case, it would be as if the Joker tied the five people to the main track, then stood on the other track to see what Batman would do! (Talk about a game of chicken!) If we were inclined to kill one to save five, that inclination would only be strengthened by knowing that the five were in danger because of the one!

We might say that the one person on the alternate track has the right not to be killed, even to save the other five. While it would be noble for him to make this sacrifice, most philosophers (aside from utilitarians) would deny that he has such an obligation. This is even clearer in the transplant case. The surgeon could certainly ask his colleague if he would be willing to give up his organs (and his life) to save the five patients, but we could hardly tell him that he had to. Once again, the difference with the Joker is that he put the others in danger, and it would be absurd—in other words, appropriate for one such as the Joker—to say, “Sure I’m going to kill these people, but I should not be killed to save them!”

The recognition of the Joker’s role in creating the situation also casts light on the responsibility Batman faces. If we said to the Caped Crusader, as many have, “If you don’t kill the Joker, the deaths of all his future victims will be on your hands,” he could very well answer, “No, the deaths that the Joker causes are his responsibility and his responsibility alone. I am responsible only for the deaths I cause.” This is another way to look at the agent-centered rule we discussed earlier: the bystander in the trolley example could very well say, “I did not cause the trolley to endanger the five lives, but I would be causing the death of one if I diverted the trolley.”

“I Want My Lawyer! Oh, That’s Right, I Killed Him Too”

What the surgeon does in the transplant case is clearly illegal. However, if the bystander switches the trolley from its track, knowingly causing one person’s death to save five others, the legality of his action is not clear. Of course, the legalities of the Batman/Joker case are a bit simpler. Let’s assume (for the time being) that Batman has the same legal rights and obligations as a police officer. Under what circumstances would a police officer be allowed to kill the Joker (aside from self-defense)? If the Joker was just about to murder someone, then the police officer would be justified—legally—in killing him (if mere incapacitation is impossible and deadly force is the only effective choice). So if Batman came upon the Joker about to kill an innocent person, and the only way to save the person was to kill the Joker, Batman would be justified in doing that. (Knowing Batman, though, I imagine he would still find another way.)

Let’s make the case a bit tougher—say Batman finds the Joker just after he’s killed someone. Batman (or a police officer) couldn’t do anything to save that person, but if he kills the Joker, he’ll save untold others whom the Joker will probably kill. Probably? Well, let’s be fair now—we don’t know that the Joker will kill any more people. “This is my last one, Batty, I promise!” The Joker has certainly claimed to have reformed in the past; maybe this time it’s for real. Or maybe the Joker will die by natural causes tomorrow, never to kill again. The fact is, we can’t be sure that he will kill again, so we can’t be sure we will be saving any lives by taking his.

Given this fact, it’s as if we changed the trolley example like so: a dense fog is obscuring the view on the main track, but we can see the sole person on the other track. We don’t know if anyone is in danger on the main track, but we know that sometimes there are people there. What do we do? Or, to modify the transplant case, the surgeon doesn’t have any patients who need organs right now, but he guesses that there will be some tomorrow, by which time his healthy colleague will be on vacation. Should he still sacrifice his colleague today?

I imagine that none of us would be comfortable, in either case, choosing to kill the one to avoid the chance of killing others. It’s one thing to hold the Joker accountable for the people he has killed, and this may include the death penalty (if he weren’t the poster boy for the insanity defense), but another thing entirely when we consider the people he might kill in the future. Admittedly, he has a well-established pattern, and he may even say he’s going to kill more in the future. What if we have every reason—as Batman clearly does—to believe him? Can we deal with him before he kills again?

Punishing people before they commit crimes has been called prepunishment by philosophers, and the concept was made famous by Philip K. Dick’s 1956 short story “The Minority Report,” more recently a movie directed by Steven Spielberg and starring Tom Cruise. While Batman killing the Joker would not literally be punishment—since he
has no legal authority to impose such a sentence—we can still consider whether or not prepunishment is morally acceptable, especially in this case. Some would say that if the Joker intends to kill again, and makes clear statements to that effect, then there is no moral difficulty with prepunishing him. (There may, however, be an informational or epistemic problem—why would he confess to his future crime if he knew he would be killed before he had a chance to commit it?) But others say that even if he says he will kill again, he still has the choice to change his mind, and it is out of respect for this capacity to make ethical choices that we should not prepunish people. Prepunishment may trigger the panic button in all of us, but in an age in which very many can be killed very easily by very few, we may be facing this issue before long.

So, Case Closed-Right?

So then, we’re all convinced that Batman was right not to have killed the Joker.

What? We’re not?

Well, of course not. Look at it this way—I consider myself a strict deontologist, and even I have to admit that maybe Batman should have killed the Joker. (I hope none of my colleagues in the North American Kant Society reads this—I’ll be on punch-and-pretzels duty for a year!) As much as we deontologists say the right always comes before the good, an incredible amount of good would have been done if the Joker’s life had been ended years ago. Compare this issue with the recent torture debates—even those who are wholeheartedly opposed to the use of torture under any circumstances must have some reservations when thousands or millions of innocent lives are at stake.

Luckily, literature—and by “literature” I mean comic books—provides us a way to discuss issues like these without having to experience them. We don’t have to trick people into standing in front of a runaway trolley, and we don’t have to have a real-life Batman and Joker. That’s what thought experiments are for—they let us play through an imaginary scenario and imagine what we should or shouldn’t do. Unfortunately for Batman, but luckily for Batman fans, the Joker is not imaginary to him, and I’m sure he will struggle with this issue for many years to come.

NOTES

1 Jason Todd was killed in A Death in the Family (1988); Lieutenant Essen was killed in No Man’s Land Vol. 5 (2001); Barbara Gordon was shot in The Killing Joke (1988); and most of the Joker’s henchmen were killed in Batman #663 (April 2007).


3 The Joker is the poster child for the insanity defense, so he never receives the death penalty.

4 For instance, after Lieutenant Essen was killed at the end of No Man’s Land.

5 Batman #614 (June 2003), included in Hush Volume Two (2003). Unfortunately, I don’t have room in this chapter to quote from Batman’s internal dialogue from this issue as much as I would like, but it’s brilliant writing, courtesy of Jeph Loeb.

6 See Hush in Gotham Knights #74 (April 2006), Jason Todd in Batman #650 (April 2006), and Jean-Paul Valley in Robin #7 (June 1994).


8 Wonder Woman’s recent execution of Max Lord in the Sacrifice storyline, in order to end his psychic hold on Superman, is a significant exception and was treated as such in the stories that followed. (See Wonder Woman #219,
September 2005, also collected in Superman: Sacrifice, 2006.)

9 See note 6 for sources.

10 In the scene with Jason Todd he explains that “all I have ever wanted to do is kill him. . . . I want him dead—maybe more than I’ve ever wanted anything.” In The Man Who Laughed (2005), as he holds the Joker over the poisoned Gotham City reservoir, Batman thinks to himself, “This water is filled with enough poison to kill thousands. It would be so easy to just let him fall into it. So many are already dead because of this man . . . [but] I can’t.”

11 The most famous deontologist is Immanuel Kant, whose seminal ethical work is his Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals (1785; Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 1993).


14 Never mind the astronomical odds against one of his colleagues being a donor match for all five patients!

15 In Batman #614, he thinks, “I cannot. . . . I will not. . . . accept any responsibility . . . for the Joker.” But then he adds, “except that I should have killed him long ago.” And finally, after contemplating that the Joker may kill someone close to him again, “he dies tonight by my hand,” engaging in a graphic fantasy of several ways he could kill him. Makes you wonder what would have happened if Jim had not been there to stop him. . . .

16 This also brings in the controversial ethical distinction between causing a death through action and causing a death through inaction. Merely allowing a death is usually considered less problematic than directly causing a death—consider Nightwing’s choice not to stop Tarantula from killing his arch nemesis, Blockbuster, who also happened to pledge to kill many more people in the future (Nightwing #93, July 2004). Interestingly, Dick actually did kill the Joker once, although Batman revived him (Joker: Last Laugh #6, January 2002).

17 You can find the short story in Philip K. Dick’s collection The Minority Report (New York: Citadel, 2002). Tom Cruise, in case you don’t know, is mainly known for being married to actress Katie Holmes from Batman Begins. (To my knowledge, he’s done nothing else worth mentioning.)


19 Of course, Wonder Woman already faced this question with regard to Max Lord, who promised to force Superman to kill, and she came to the opposite conclusion. (Apparently she had read New’s papers.) But ironically, it was she who stopped Batman from killing Alex Luthor (who nearly killed Nightwing) in Infinite Crisis #7 (June 2006). Even more ironically, who eventually killed Alex at the end of the same issue? The Joker.
IS IT RIGHT TO MAKE A ROBIN?

James DiGiovanna

What Should a Batman Do?

Batman and Robin, the Dynamic Duo, the Dark Knight and the Boy Wonder—what could sound more natural? But no matter how familiar and right it sounds, you may ask yourself: is it really okay for Batman to train a young boy to be Robin in order to send him out to fight dangerous criminals? To answer this question, we turn to ethics, the branch of philosophy that considers questions like “What should I do? How should I live my life? What sort of person should I be?”

Let’s say, for example, that you have a superior intellect, an unsurpassed martial prowess, and a haunting memory of watching your parents being killed by a criminal. You might answer these ethical questions by saying, “I should probably put on a cape and cowl and slip into the dark of night to violently stop criminals from engaging in their nefarious deeds.” Or perhaps you might answer these questions with “I should get some therapy. I should become a less obsessed and more humane person. I should be a caring nurturer.” (But then few people would write comic book stories about you.)

What about this: suppose you find an orphaned boy living on the streets, and you want to help him. What should you do? It seems that the morally acceptable answers include turning him over to social services, finding a home for him, and adopting and caring for him yourself. But what about putting him in a costume, training him to fight crime, and exposing him to constant danger in the name of refining and improving his skills and character? This is what Batman did with Robin... twice (Dick Grayson and Jason Todd)! It’s harder to imagine that this would be as morally acceptable as turning him over to the state, and so on. And yet, throughout history, many people have taken a similar path in raising children. Ancient Spartans, medieval European royalty, and New Guinean warriors have all exposed young boys to potentially lethal danger in the name of making them into proper adults. While only the medieval Europeans dressed their children in capes and symbols, there’s still something rather Batman-like about the behavior of all these people.

Can we justify this sort of child rearing? Can we excuse Batman’s penchant for taking young boys and throwing them at vicious criminals who dress up like clowns? These issues form the core of ethical questions concerning the appropriate rearing and education of Robin, and they also form the basis for this chapter.

The Duty of the Superhero

Ethics could be defined as the attempt to live by a set of rules or duties, where it’s necessary to follow some of these rules or act on some of these duties regardless of the consequences, simply because the duty itself is most important. We call this deontological ethics, from the Greek word deon, meaning “duty.” The most important deontological ethicist is Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), who famously held that the most important duties must be universal and categorical. “Categorical” means “without exception”—in other words, I can’t choose a duty and then think of cases where it doesn’t apply, or choose not to apply it in some particular instance. So, for example, Kant says that there’s an ethical duty not to tell lies. Suppose that Batman was captured by the Joker, and the Joker wanted to know where Robin was. Batman could certainly say nothing, or dodge the question, but he couldn’t lie to the Joker and say that Robin was in some location where Batman had set a trap for the Joker unless Robin was actually there, because that
would violate the duty to tell no lies.2

“Universal” means that the rule applies to everyone; in other words, we should ask of any given act, “What if everyone did this?” or as Kant puts it, “Act only according to that maxim [the rule I propose to follow] whereby you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law.”2 Kant argues that if your maxim doesn’t “universalize” in this way, then it can’t be ethical, because everyone has to be able to live by the same moral rules that you do, and no one person can make exceptions for himself.

So let’s consider Jason Todd, the second Robin, whom Batman decided to train after he found Jason trying to steal the tires off the Batmobile.4 If we want to be Kantian deontologists, we’ll have to ask, “Is this in accord with a rule that is categorical (has no exceptions) and universal (applies to everyone)?” Batman’s maxim could be something like this: “If you see an orphan stealing your hubcaps, you should put him in a bright red-and-yellow costume and send him out to fight the Penguin.” This hardly seems universal, so maybe Kant would argue that it’s immoral to do this.

But maxims are rarely this specific; after all, if everyone followed the maxim “Become a philosopher,” the world would surely screech to a halt, but becoming a philosopher hardly seems immoral. “Become whatever makes you happy” or “Make use of your talents” would be more general and more easily universalized. Likely, we could reformulate the Jason Todd maxim to read “Do what you can to help orphans”—that’s certainly universalizable, and it fits with Kant’s general duty of helping others. Of course, helping orphans doesn’t necessarily include “Send the orphans out to fight psychotic criminals in Halloween costumes.” In fact, we would probably think that it should be a universal rule to safeguard children from harm while you help them. In this sense, a duty to safeguard children places limits on what you can do to help them. If we accept this, then Batman is not a very good Kantian, at least on this score, because he does expose Robin to harm.

Using Robin for the General Good

Ethics could also be defined as the process of figuring out which of our actions would produce the best outcome, and then following that course of action. This is called consequentialist ethics, because it’s concerned with the consequences of our actions more so than with their inherent moral rightness. Utilitarians such as Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) argue that an action is morally good insofar as its consequences promote the most benefit, payoff, or pleasure for the greatest number of people.3 In opposition to the deontological position that says “Safeguard children,” or at least “Don’t expose children to grievous harm,” the utilitarian perspective could be used by Batman to justify placing Robin in danger if doing so promotes the general good of Gotham City. If training Robins does more good for the citizens of Gotham than it costs in time, punching bags, and injuries, then the utilitarian would find it justified.

But what about the Robins themselves? After all, Jason Todd was famously bludgeoned to death by the Joker. Isn’t their sacrifice too high a price to pay, even if their service to Gotham helps many people in return? Utilitarians are notorious for justifying the treatment of persons as means to the greater good of the majority, even if it means harming those persons who are used in the process. For example, if the greater consequence of saving the group from some evildoer requires killing one, two, or even a hundred people in the process, then, on utilitarian grounds, this seems morally correct. So we can presume that Batman may agree that putting his young sidekicks in danger is justified due to the good consequences for the community.9 But we know Batman will never sacrifice the life of an innocent bystander to catch a criminal. So he applies this logic only to those he trains, who have also volunteered for the job. (But then again, what young boy wouldn’t?) So while the training of Robins can be explained by utilitarian thinking on the part of Batman, this thinking only goes so far.

Crime Fighting and Character

Is there another way to understand Batman’s ethical decision-making process? His decision to train Robins for crime
fighting could stem from *virtue ethics*, which emphasizes general character traits, called virtues or excellences, rather than judging specific acts (as deontology and utilitarianism do). Virtue ethics also takes into account differences, such as differences of character, the different roles people play, and the different cultures in which they live. While he strives to uphold abstract moral principles that he thinks are always right, Batman seems to understand that different sorts of characters demand different sorts of actions. Not everyone should be a Batman or a Robin. The specific character type needed to be a superhero is not suited to everyone, and society demands different roles from each of us.

It might be possible to justify Batman’s course of action because he instills in Robin a specific character that, while not appropriate for everyone, is still proper and necessary in its relation to the larger culture. In other words, Robin may have a role to play that makes the world a better place, and Batman may be making Jason Todd a better person by turning him into Robin, even if it’s not universally true that men who dress up like bats should turn tire-stealing orphans into living weapons of justice.

Plato (428-348 BCE) was the first Western philosopher to write in the tradition of virtue ethics. He believed that different ethical norms applied to different persons, depending on their role in society. Nonetheless, universal ethical rules applied to everyone, so in certain aspects everyone was ethically the same, whereas in the specific ethical demands of different societal roles, different ethical imperatives would be at play.

Virtue ethics faded into near obscurity in the early modern era. But in the twentieth century, philosophers including Michael Slote, Martha Nussbaum, and Alasdair MacIntyre argued that there were problems with the deontological and utilitarian ethics that were alleviated by virtue ethics. The deontologists and utilitarians could discuss right action, but they seemed incapable of saying how it was that someone came to be able to make right decisions. Deontological and utilitarian theories are sometimes called “act” or “rule” ethics, since they deal with individual actions and the universal rules that apply to them. What they don’t deal with, generally, is the training needed to create the sort of character who would be inclined to act morally. Deontology and utilitarianism seem to imply that simply understanding the ethical theory should be enough; anyone who knew best would, or should, do best. But it’s clear that we can know something is wrong and still do it, through weakness of the will, for example.

Further, it seems clear that certain things that we think are good aren’t necessarily good for everyone in every set of circumstances. For example, police officers can arrest people, commandeer vehicles, and use deadly force in certain situations. But we don’t want ordinary citizens acting like this. So something about the specific role of the police officer requires some specific ethical rules, even if ultimately all the societal roles must abide by certain overarching rules. Importantly, police officers undergo training to learn about their role, and only after they have been properly trained and, one hopes, instilled with the proper character, are they allowed to act as police officers. This is why the founders of virtue ethics, Plato and Aristotle (384-322 BCE), emphasized building character, noting the importance of training someone to be ethical, rather than simply explaining how to be ethical.

In his book *After Virtue*, Alasdair MacIntyre argues that character is created over the course of a lifetime by the manner in which we act. MacIntyre agrees with Plato, who thought that first we behave morally, and then we learn morality. In brief, we don’t explain ethics to a child, we simply say no. Only when people are older and have already internalized virtuous behavior are they capable of understanding the abstract reasons for behaving virtuously or morally. At that point, one can fully engage in philosophical thinking about ethical behavior and perform the kinds of ethical thought experiments that deontologists and consequentialists think of as the heart of ethics, that is, deducing general rules and effectively thinking about outcomes.

At first, we learn ethics by being reprimanded when we misbehave, and rewarded when we behave properly. If we wish to instill certain specific virtues, like courage, we must test the person who is to be given this character. Courage comes from facing danger. So if a child is to become courageous, he must encounter some dangers. If we see that the child has a natural propensity for courage, he becomes a good candidate for the role of soldier or police officer. We then increase the training in courage, adding other virtues, including gentleness and moderation, to slowly mold the character desired.

Without experience in ethical behavior, and general experience of the world, this sort of thought is likely to be misguided, and without the moral character to carry through on our ethical thinking, it’s likely to be ineffective. Without background training in good behavior, no amount of abstract knowledge of good behavior will suffice. No matter how much theorizing we do, without the background in action, our propensity to act selfishly and without
Can Batman Train Robin in Virtue?

So when Batman takes Robin under his wing, he doesn’t just explain the superhero ethic to him; he trains Robin, teaching him by example and experience the ways of the superhero. But still, we have questions about the moral rightness of this: one could, for example, train a boy to be a thief, giving him the “virtues” of the criminal. Virtue ethics also demands that we decide the kind of training we should use, what sort of ethical character we should try to create. For this we will have to, like the deontologists and consequentialists, appeal to general rules, and like the consequentialists in particular, ask, “What kind of person do we want to train a young person to be?”

Although virtue ethics concerns training, not everyone can receive the training for every role; if someone shows a natural propensity for certain virtues, those virtues can be honed. But if someone strongly lacks certain virtues, it may simply be impossible to train such a person to take on a role that requires those virtues. Take Jason Todd, for instance; Jason had the virtue of courage, but he also had the vices of harshness and rashness. He took delight in roughing up villains and made many impetuous decisions that put Batman and himself in danger. In terms of Jason’s ethical training, Batman seems to have failed in two ways: he failed in providing moderating virtues, and also in changing the underlying character of his young ward.

Batman faced a couple of difficulties in training Jason Todd. First, Todd’s character was already shaped by his life of crime. Second, Batman’s focus has always been on training in fighting, courage, and action. He was simply unprepared to train Robin in gentleness and moderation of courage. Probably as a result of these failures, Jason rushed into battle with the Joker and was killed, a tragedy that has haunted Batman ever since (even after Jason’s recent resurrection).

Sometimes Heroes Fail

But how could Robin have been saved? In the end, sometimes moral character will escape us no matter how good our intentions, or those of our teachers. Yet virtue is always worth pursuing; had Batman not made the virtuous choice in his own intense training, he would never have become Batman. While the deontologists’ rules and the consequentialists’ emphasis on outcomes can help us make moral choices, they make it seem as though morality was simply a matter of making the right choices. Sometimes, virtue ethics admits, even the best intentions are incapable of producing a morally good outcome because of the multitude of constraints upon the development of character. As Jason Todd discovered, sometimes failure is simply a fact of the moral life. Perhaps Jason was simply unfit for the role of superhero, lacking the natural propensity or inclination. (Indeed, after his resurrection, he became more of an antihero, choosing to kill criminals.) In that case, Batman should have placed him in some other role—as it happened, he did ultimately suspend Jason from superhero training late in his career (but by then it was too late). Or perhaps Jason Todd simply needed a kind of training that Batman could not give him.

We can now return to a question from the beginning of this chapter: Is Batman’s decision to train Robin morally permissible? No matter how you may answer based upon a particular ethical perspective, what seems clear is, in the context of this issue, Batman is a lousy deontologist, a decent consequentialist, and, most assuredly, some kind of a virtue ethicist. And without being the world’s greatest detectives (or philosophers), we’ll have to leave it at that!

NOTES

2 See Kant’s Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals [1785], translated by James W. Ellington (Indianapolis:
Hackett Publishing Co., 1993. Kant gives almost this exact example in his essay On a Supposed Right to Lie from Philanthropic Concerns (1799), where he said that you could not lie to a murderer who asked you the location of his intended victim (who is hiding in your house). (This essay is included in this edition of Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals).

3 Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals, 421.

4 We’ll focus on Jason because of his beginnings as a street punk (at least in post-Crisis on Infinite Earths continuity), and because of his tragic end (in 1988’s A Death in the Family).


6 For utilitarian arguments defending use of people for various means, see Peter Singer, Practical Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1993). Kant argued strongly against this position, requiring that persons must never be used simply as means to an end, without also being considered as ends themselves (Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals, 429).

7 One of the leading figures in twentieth-century virtue ethics is Alasdair MacIntyre, who, in his seminal volume After Virtue (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame Press, 1984), defined “character” as the fusing of role and personality (p. 28). In other words, in character we have what someone does, which could be their job, vocation, or calling, and their underlying inclinations, desires, and attitudes coming together to form a whole. MacIntyre notes that the Greek word that forms the basis for “ethics” and the Latin word that forms the basis for “morality” both roughly translate as “pertaining to character” (p. 38).

8 See Plato’s Republic, trans. G. Grube (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1992). The writings of the Chinese philosopher Confucius (551-479 BCE), which predate those of Plato, are often considered in the realm of virtue ethics. Homer (seventh century BCE) also wrote works that contribute to the virtue ethical tradition, but as a poet, and not in the form of philosophical writings that argue for the place of virtue ethics.

9 MacIntyre’s After Virtue is a sustained attempt to criticize the ethics of the modern world. Martha Nussbaum’s The Fragility of Goodness (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1986) is less polemical and tries to lay out what a virtue ethic that respected human fragility would look like. Michael Slote’s From Morality to Virtue (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1992) tries to recapitulate and justify the movement back toward thinking about the virtues in twentieth-century ethical thought.

10 See the chapter by Ananth and Dixon in this book for more on the ethics of the decision to become Batman.
BATMAN’S VIRTUOUS HATRED

Stephen Kershnar

Batman Hates

Let’s face it—Batman hates criminals. In The Dark Knight Returns (1986), for example, he’s in a position to kill a powerful mutant behemoth, a member of a murderous youth gang that threatens Gotham. But rather than just kill him, Batman decides to fight the behemoth in order to remove any self-doubt about whether he could beat him. Despite breaking the behemoth’s nose, Batman loses the battle. After recovering from his injuries, Batman insists on fighting him again. This time, ignoring his conscience, Batman destroys him. In this case (and others), Batman seems to get immediate satisfaction from dominating and destroying the bad guys, although he never seems to get outright pleasure from it.

What can explain this attitude? Well, Batman is plagued by nightmares and tortured memories of helplessly watching while his parents were murdered (for instance, in 1992’s Blind Justice). Also, apart from his butler, Alfred, he lives a solitary life. Of course, he works well with Commissioner Gordon, the various Robins, Catwoman, and others, but he seems to shy away from any interaction that does not focus on fighting crime. In particular, despite flirtations and temporary dalliances with Catwoman (both in and out of disguise), he never makes a life with her. Batman’s hatred of evildoers in part explains why more generally he jeopardizes his chance at loving relationships with the various beautiful women in his life. For example, his relationships with Julie Madison, Vicki Vale, and Vesper Fairchild never lead to marriage, children, or even stability. As a result, it seems that his life, however valuable to others, is lonely and unfulfilling.

Vice and Hatred

In judging whether persons are good or bad, we can use the ideas of virtue and vice, which form a central part of the moral philosophy known as virtue ethics. Virtue ethics concerns what sort of a person one should be, differing from other schools of ethics that focus on how someone should act (deontology, for example) and on how to evaluate the consequences of an act (utilitarianism, for example).

The philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BCE) put forth the most famous version of virtue ethics. In his view, moral virtues are the most appropriate character traits of a person that make him good and, thus, allow him to make the right decisions. Think of a virtue as a mean between extremes in our actions and reactions. For example, in a situation where one is called upon to fight in a war, a person having the virtue of courage will not go berserk (the extreme of too much) or run away like a coward (the extreme of too little), but will stand firm and fight (the mean between the extremes). There are many other virtues, including prudence, justice, self-control, affability, mercy, generosity, and patience, to name a few. Virtuous people tend to do things in a rationally appropriate and correct way that makes them flourish while at the same time doing what is morally required.

Virtue ethics has been criticized for a couple of reasons. First, one could argue that it’s circular in that “virtue” is defined in terms of the tendency to do good things, while at the same time “good things” is defined in terms of what virtuous people tend to do! Second, virtue ethics has been criticized for being impractical because it provides no guidance when two or more virtues conflict. For example, justice and mercy have a tendency to conflict with one another on a regular basis when people try to make moral decisions about an appropriate punishment for a crime. A
judge who considers giving a long prison sentence to a repentant Riddler cannot be both just and merciful, and virtue ethics tells her little about what to do. (It’s a riddle!)

It’s not clear that either of these criticisms succeed, however. Virtue need not be defined in terms of the tendency to do good things; instead, virtue might be defined in terms of loving what is good and hating what is bad. And even if virtue is unhelpful in guiding our actions, it might still be helpful with other issues. For example, it’s useful in helping a person decide if she is the sort of person that she wants to be. Despite these disagreements, virtue ethics sits alongside deontology and utilitarianism as one of the major ethical systems that philosophers use to evaluate and justify moral decision-making, and it’s the one that we’ll use to analyze Batman’s hatred.

Is Batman Virtuous, or Does He Do Virtuous Things?

There are two popular theories of what makes someone virtuous (or vicious). According to Aristotle, persons themselves are primarily virtuous. A person is virtuous when he tends to do the right thing, and that action is virtuous only if it’s the kind of thing that a virtuous person would do. Let’s call this theory the “Virtuous-Persons Theory.”

For example, if Commissioner Gordon tends to do the right thing—treat his wife and child well, prevent the police from using excessive force, and so on—then he’s virtuous. In the Virtuous-Persons Theory, virtue centers on the question of how someone tends to behave. Even when he has an affair with an attractive female officer in *Batman: Year One* (1987), Gordon feels guilty and tells his wife, probably in part to repair his marriage and in part to enable him to fight police brutality and corruption. On this theory, Gordon’s actions are virtuous if they are the sort that a virtuous person in Gordon’s position would do.

The Virtuous-Persons Theory raises a couple of concerns, though. One is that we normally believe that what makes someone virtuous is what he thinks, not what he does or tends to do. For instance, we think that a person who was paralyzed could be virtuous or vicious even if she were unable to affect others through her actions. So this theory is incorrect to the extent that it focuses on what people do or tend to do, rather than what goes on in their heads.

Another concern is that particular actions can be virtuous or vicious regardless of who takes the actions. For example, consider Carmine “The Roman” Falcone, a mafia don and a source of violence, corruption, and death, whom Batman and Catwoman investigate in *The Long Halloween* (1988). At one point, Carmine puts a one-million-dollar bounty on Batman’s and Catwoman’s heads, which eventually leads to Falcone’s death and the destruction of his empire. But in addition to these bad acts, Falcone truly loves his son (a Harvard MBA and Rhodes Scholar), and this love is virtuous even if Falcone himself is not. Bad guys can have good thoughts and do nice things, and we need our theory of virtue and vice to reflect this.

A second theory of virtue holds that a person’s thoughts and actions are primarily virtuous (or vicious), rather than the person himself—he’s virtuous only to the extent that he has virtuous thoughts or actions. We’ll call this theory the “Virtuous-Thoughts-and-Actions Theory.” With this theory, a thought is virtuous when it involves a person loving what is good (for example, Gotham residents having happy, healthy, and fun lives) and hating what is evil (for example, Gotham residents suffering because of the Joker or the Ventriloquist). A person loves something when he is pleased that it happens, wants it to happen, or does what he can to make it happen, and he hates something when he has the same attitude toward the thing not happening. Similarly, a person’s thoughts are vicious when he hates what is good and loves what is bad. According to this theory, a person is vicious if he has many vicious thoughts, or perhaps many more vicious thoughts than virtuous ones.

The Virtuous-Thoughts-and-Actions Theory is attractive. It lets us judge a thought or action without having to know anything about the person who has it. For example, in *Batman: Year One*, a pimp manhandles a young prostitute in response to her poor judgment in soliciting tricks. Other than his motivation, we don’t need to know anything else about the pimp to know that his actions—pimping her out and manhandling her—are vicious. Of course, Batman (disguised as a veteran cruising the red-light district) responds by provoking the pimp and then smashing him with an elbow and a devastating kick to the head. The provocation suggests that Batman is looking for
an excuse to injure the pimp, rather than merely trying to protect the young girl. His violence results from his hatred of evil.

The Virtuous-Thoughts-and-Actions Theory, unlike the Virtuous-Persons Theory, explains that virtuous people tend to think and act in certain ways because they love good things and hate bad things. According to this theory, persons are virtuous depending on the number of virtuous thoughts they have, or perhaps their ratio of virtuous to vicious thoughts. This is consistent with how we often think of people, isn’t it? We often think that whether someone is virtuous or not depends on what goes on in his head—in particular, it depends on whether he loves good things and hates evil ones.

**Batman’s Hatred Is Virtuous**

Batman hates criminals and loves to see them suffer, and this might suggest that he’s vicious. For example, when smashing the pimp with his elbow, he worries about enjoying it too much. But is Batman in fact vicious? Or might this hatred actually be virtuous?

The issue of whether Batman is virtuous is a tricky one, because not all persons are good and not all pain is bad. For instance, we often think that it’s good that evildoers suffer. We think that it’s good that people get what they deserve, and vicious people deserve pain (or suffering). Because virtuous persons love good things, they may love to see a vicious person in pain—a virtuous person can actually want a vicious one to suffer, and be pleased when he does suffer. And if wanting someone to suffer or being pleased that someone is suffering is the same thing as hating him, virtuous people can hate. Batman is just such a case.

“Just desserts” explains why we think that Batman’s suffering is bad, whereas the suffering of a dirty and brutal cop isn’t. Detective Flass in *Batman: Year One* is a former Green Beret who uses his training and size to brutalize men who are doing nothing more than hanging out on a street corner. Flass and fellow officers actually beat James Gordon for not taking bribes or tolerating a dirty police force. Gordon then gives Flass a bat to make the fight more even and severely beats him, stopping just short of sending him to the hospital. He then leaves Flass bound and naked, which sends Flass and the other dirty cops a clear message.

Like Batman, Gordon is obviously a superb fighter, but unlike Batman, it’s not clear that Gordon enjoys handing out rough justice or beating people to send a message. We imagine that Batman would probably enjoy beating and humiliating Flass. His hatred is virtuous, but this dark personality stands in sharp contrast to a person like Saint Francis of Assisi and superheroes like Spider-Man and Superman, who are also virtuous but not awash in hatred.

Responding critically, you might claim that a truly virtuous person doesn’t hate other human beings. Rather, hatred is a bad thing, an inherently negative attitude, and therefore best avoided. If this is true, then two conclusions might be drawn. It might be thought that because he hates some people, Batman isn’t virtuous, or at least he is less virtuous than he could be. Alternatively, we might conclude that Batman, being virtuous, doesn’t really hate people. Perhaps he views criminals in the way a soldier might view warriors on the other side, as adversaries who have to be disabled or killed—but not as persons worthy of contempt or disrespect.

I would argue, however, that such criticism is mistaken (though I don’t hate my critics for proposing it!). Hatred (that is, having a negative attitude toward something) is an appropriate attitude toward persons who maliciously cause others to suffer. Other points of view, which may be either positive or indifferent, are not appropriate: good persons should not feel benevolent toward evildoers who intentionally hit, poison, or kill others. Nor should a person merely indicate through indifference toward evildoers that she does not care if they act in such ways. Negative attitudes and emotions such as hatred, disgust, or contempt are the morally correct ways to respond to wrongdoing, and therefore they are virtuous.

The analogy to soldiers is also mistaken in that it doesn’t capture Batman’s actual attitudes toward evildoers. He shows little appreciation for criminals and never expresses regret or remorse when foiling their plans, even when doing so involves serious violence. Criminals, unlike soldiers fighting for their countries, are not worthy of respect or admiration, but are wrongdoers who have earned contempt and hatred. So, I would argue that Batman does indeed
hate criminals. And since this is the only appropriate attitude to have toward such people, he is virtuous because of, not despite, his hatred.

**Batman’s Hatred Is Not in His Self-Interest**

Even if we accept that Batman’s hatred of evildoers is virtuous, it still might not be in his self-interest. Batman’s hatred has led him to be so focused on crime fighting that he can’t indulge in other things that make a person’s life worthwhile, such as family, friends, and hobbies. For example, the fact that Batman has so many ruthless enemies makes it unwise for him to get involved with a woman. Consider what happened to Jim Gordon in *Year One*: Flas and his buddies severely beat him with baseball bats, kidnapped his wife, dropped his baby off a bridge, and exposed his affair—and this is nothing compared to what Bruce Wayne could expect for his friends and family if his identity became known to the Joker, Two-Face, and the rest. Even though it’s in the interests of Gotham’s citizens for Batman to be consumed with hatred and crime fighting, it’s not good for his mental and emotional well-being.

There is something unseemly about having a life revolving around hatred and violence, even if it’s directed at persons who deserve it. Perhaps this is best explained by the notion that a virtuous life need not go well. Batman is certainly an example of this. Virtue alone does not guarantee that your life will be a success, because it doesn’t guarantee meaningful relationships, true beliefs, and pleasure—all things that are essential for someone’s life to flourish. A person whose life is consumed with hatred, even virtuous hatred, might have a less pleasurable life, or lack a beloved partner and friends, and this explains why his life goes poorly. With his brooding and violent outlook and his isolation, Batman seems to be just such a person.

Batman’s hatred makes the world a much better place even if it makes his life worse. His pain and isolation pale in comparison to the ocean of death and destruction that would have resulted had Batman not stopped his enemies’ nefarious plans. For example, in *The Long Halloween*, the Joker plans to stop a serial killer by gassing everyone in Gotham Square on New Year’s Eve. He reasons that “odds are” the killer will be in the crowd, and he seems utterly unconcerned with the massive collateral damage. (Luckily, Batman stops him.) Another example of how dangerous the Joker is comes from *The Dark Knight Returns*: after claiming to have already killed six hundred people, he gasses and kills hundreds more who come to hear him interviewed on a late-night talk show. Batman doesn’t stop the Joker every time, but when he does, he saves many lives, and on the balance definitely makes the world a better place, regardless of the effect on his own well-being.

Could Batman choose not to hate? It’s not obvious that he could: watching his parents being murdered greatly influenced his attitude toward crime and criminals. In *The Dark Knight Returns*, we see that as a boy, Bruce insisted that any criminals in his bedtime reading were caught and punished. In another episode in that story, which may be merely a dream, young Bruce fell down into a hole where he was claimed by a giant bat that instilled hatred and ferocity in him. Without control over his hatred, Batman can’t be responsible for it, so we can distinguish the issue of whether Batman is virtuous from whether he is responsible for what makes him virtuous, his hatred of evil.

**Lacking Balance**

One issue we have not considered is whether a successful life requires a balance between love of the good and hatred of the bad. It might be that a person’s life is happier if he has a proper balance between love and hate.3 In this view, a person who spends too much time loving the good seems oblivious to the suffering and pain that are a part of everyone’s life. Similarly, a person who spends too much time hating evil seems insensitive to the many good and beautiful things in life. Given Batman’s laserlike focus on fighting crime, he might fit into the latter category. Thus, aside from his isolation and tortured dreams, Batman’s life might also be limited by the prevalence of hate in his life. But without his hate, could the Batman exist? Would he be the same Dark Knight? I think not.
NOTES


3 See the interview with Bat-Tzu in chapter 20 of this book for more on the importance of balance in one’s life.
PART TWO

LAW, JUSTICE, AND THE SOCIAL ORDER: WHERE DOES BATMAN FIT IN?
NO MAN’S LAND: SOCIAL ORDER IN GOTHAM CITY AND NEW ORLEANS

Brett Chandler Patterson

No Man’s Lands: Gotham City and New Orleans

The average American takes social order for granted. We wake up each day assuming that our institutions—educational, medical, political, and so on—will run smoothly, even if not always in our interests. Terrorism has fostered some doubt, but on the whole, most Americans still assume and enjoy a relatively peaceful existence. Even the United States, however, is not exempt from the large-scale destruction of natural disasters. Hurricane Katrina made this point painfully clear. Earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, hurricanes, tornadoes, mudslides, and meteor strikes—there are still many forces in this universe that are beyond our control, forces that we fear. When that fear strikes during and after these disasters, what happens to social order? Do human beings resort to a more primal, violent nature in our struggle to survive?

This is the topic of perhaps the most masterful Batman storyline to date, No Man’s Land, which traces the disintegration of social order in an earthquake-ravaged Gotham City. Though the fictional story predates the flooding of New Orleans by six years, the eerie resemblance between the fictional story and the days following Katrina’s landfall on August 29, 2005, adds weight to a story that we might otherwise dismiss as exaggerated and melodramatic. No Man’s Land presents a wide array of responses to the loss of social order and reminds us that despite the colorful rogues’ gallery, Batman’s true enemy, and perhaps ours as well, is anarchy. The storyline also calls to mind the political philosophy of Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), who argued that human beings in their natural state are inclined to war and distrust. When the structures of social order are challenged by large-scale disasters, this “natural state” rears its ugly head again, forcing representatives of that social order to step in and fight to reclaim the social contract.

The Road to No Man’s Land

Gotham crumbled overnight in 1998’s storyline Cataclysm, in which a magnitude 7.6 earthquake devastated the city (which had recently been weakened by a widely dispersed lethal virus in 1996’s Contagion). The only buildings left standing in Gotham after the quake were the ones reinforced by Wayne Enterprises. Wayne Manor, however, was destroyed because that historical structure could not be reinforced (or Bruce Wayne’s secret batcave might have been discovered). In the months that followed, Batman and company struggled first in pulling themselves out of the rubble and then in assessing the full extent of the damage. In Aftershock and Road to No Man’s Land, Gotham’s elite abandon the city since the infrastructure that supported their industries and businesses has been destroyed. They do not have the will or the wealth to attempt to rebuild it. Meanwhile, the crowds of people in the city panic in various ways, contributing to a bridge collapse that kills hundreds. Though Police Commissioner Jim Gordon tries to keep the peace, he also, in what he perceives later as a moment of weakness, seeks in vain to find a job in another city.

In “Mr. Wayne Goes to Washington,” Bruce attempts to persuade the federal government to assist Gotham, pleading for the lives of the seven million people there, while trying to combat the negative rhetoric of Nicholas Scratch, a mysterious public figure (villain) who has targeted Gotham. Yet in a surreal move, the president issues an executive order—followed by congressional approval—that the city must be cut off from the rest of the country, because the damage is too great and too costly. The federal government gives a forty-eight-hour deadline for the
people to evacuate the city and then, in a drastic move, blows the other bridges and surrounds the city with
blockades and troops. At this point, Gotham officially becomes a “no man’s land.”

In our world, Hurricane Katrina’s storm surge and the subsequent flooding were the undoing of New Orleans in
2005. Around 80 percent of the city flooded (water primarily from Lake Pontchartrain) after the levee system failed.
Much of this occurred late at night, surprising those resting in their homes, thinking that the levees had protected
them from the worst of Katrina. Although the federal government did not go as far as the one portrayed in the
comics, there was a delay of a couple of days before a full-scale rescue effort was put into place, and there were
a few politicians who voiced a desire to abandon the city to the swamps surrounding it. Since New Orleans—unlike
Gotham—had advance warning of the impending disaster, there were some emergency measures already in place,
leading thousands to seek shelter at the New Orleans Superdome and the Convention Center. The breakdown of
social order was not as severe as in the fictional Gotham, but much chaos did ensue.

Survival over Justice: Villains, Gangs, and Hobbes’s State of Nature

At the time of the declaration of No Man’s Land, a significant number of people were unable to leave, or chose not
to leave. They found themselves in an environment without technology—no electricity, no heating or air
conditioning, no gasoline, no transportation, and no grocery or retail stores. Gotham City resorted to a primitive
state, people scavenging off the remains of what Gotham once was. The “No Law and a New Order” story (in NML
1) introduces us to No Man’s Land, showing a group of children fighting over food dropped into the city by a
sensationalist photographer who wants pictures of people fighting. Within a few pages Scarface has shot a young
boy over a package of cookies. We soon learn that an elaborate system of barter has developed, as people trade
things that are no longer of value (fancy electronics) for basic necessities (flashlights with batteries, fresh produce).

We also learn that people have started to gather into gangs to protect themselves and to provide some system of
distributing goods. Tagging—spray painting a symbol of your gang in a highly visible place—becomes essential for
identifying whether you are in a relatively friendly or an overly hostile part of the city. In the early days of Gotham’s
危机, the major Bat-villains—including Two-Face, Penguin, Black Mask, and the Joker—have each carved out
territory from the chaos, celebrating in the absence of the social order that had imprisoned them in Arkham Asylum.
During this period, Batman, going through his own crisis as Bruce Wayne, is absent from the city, adding to the
general despair among the populace.

The situation resembles the “state of nature” that Thomas Hobbes described in his political philosophy. In
Leviathan (1651), Hobbes painted a rather dark portrait of the natural state of humanity, claiming that outside
society we became brutes at war with one another. Yet his theory grew out of his own experience of living in exile
in France during the English Civil War in the 1640s, watching his nation’s social order break down. Hobbes argued
for the value of a centralized authority that would galvanize the rest of the populace. In his opinion, human life is a
competition to obtain power; life is a struggle over a limited number of material goods. We are motivated by a fear
of death and fear of others’ power, no matter how high-minded we might pretend to be. Fear motivates us to seek
peace; we agree to a social contract out of a desire to preserve our own lives in a social order; we agree to a system
of justice to preserve that order. A sovereign power—“the Leviathan”—preserves that order and protects those
subjects who have willingly submitted to that rule. Fear of falling back into the “state of nature” keeps subjects in
line.

Though some philosophers have challenged whether such a “state of nature” ever existed, Hobbes would counter
that whenever a country plunges into civil war, it falls back to this condition. Several novels in the twentieth
century, from Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899/1902) to William Golding’s Lord of the Flies (1954) and
the current television show Lost, have all suggested that going from “civilization” to extremely isolated natural
settings can bring out the “wild” side in human beings. Of course, wide-scale natural disasters have the same
potential.

In the days immediately following the 2005 flooding of New Orleans, the media reported looting, possible rapes
and murders, and conflict among various gangs of people brandishing weapons. Tensions in the city over racism,
poverty, and drugs broke out as the populace was in a state of panic, with corpses lying in the city streets. When
National Guard troops started evacuating people and restoring order; they discovered that a number of the rumors were unfounded; the media had sensationalized and exaggerated the extent of the criminal activity, particularly at the refuge centers. So New Orleans was not exactly Gotham City, but there were long moments of distrust, and there could easily have been more criminal activity away from these crowds. Some police officers actually abandoned the city and were later disciplined. Twenty-five thousand people waited over five days to be rescued from the Superdome; National Guard troops turned people away from refuges in those later days; hotels turned people out onto the streets; and the sheriff of Jefferson Parish closed the greater New Orleans Bridge to refugees, emphasizing that the suburbs would not fall into the chaos. Many have argued that latent racism affected the handling of the thousands who could not or did not leave the city. It is also noteworthy that one of the first institutions to be restored in the first week was a makeshift jail. Hobbes’s “state of nature” seemed to be alive and well.

William Petit versus Jim Gordon: Violence in the Quest for Justice

One of the more thought-provoking threads in the No Man’s Land storyline is the conflict between Jim Gordon and fellow police officer William Petit, revealing two distinct perspectives on how to oppose the reigning anarchy. Gordon and Petit start out on the same side; they are both seeking to reclaim Gotham and rebuild social trust in the police force. But as the plot progresses, we are gradually shown the radical difference between Petit and Gordon. We come to see that they represent different tactics in reestablishing a sovereign power over the chaos. In Leviathan Thomas Hobbes described two different ways that sovereignty can come to power—the people can agree to the rule (a “paternal” power) or the ruler can seize power (a “despotical” power). In certain ways, Gordon is the paternal power, seeking to maintain the standards of justice as he moves back into control of the social order, while Petit is the despotic power who seeks to seize power through intimidation and force.

In “No Law and a New Order,” Jim Gordon believes that he is sliding into moral ambiguity by setting off a war between two rival gangs in an effort to weaken them, but Petit pushes even further, calling for murder to solidify the war—and he finds his opportunity in rescuing Gordon from an ambush. Another significant conflict arises within the week: when Gordon’s plan works and the GCPD claims the gangs’ territories, the police wonder where they are going to put the prisoners. Gordon decides to release them, but Petit demands that they need to be intimidated so that they will not return later in greater numbers. So he executes a gang member before Gordon can stop him. Gordon immediately seeks to discipline Petit, but in feeling that he too has compromised, he offers no answer to Petit’s verbal challenge: “Tell me I’m wrong.” From this point on, Petit becomes increasingly obsessed with violence, claiming that the only way to deal with Gotham’s criminals is to exterminate them.

Gordon’s main goal, along with keeping his family safe, is to reestablish social law over the city. In “Bread and Circuses” (in NML 2), Gordon expresses the Machiavellian lesson that he must be seen enforcing the law to create social trust again. Jim Gordon’s biggest compromise, though, is working with Two-Face in a power play that wins more territory for the GCPD, but which eventually comes back to hurt them.

Gordon and Petit stay together through this, but in “Fruit of the Earth” (in NML 3), the conflict reaches a turning point. While facing a hostage scenario in which a gang threatens an officer, Gordon tries to negotiate, but Petit simply shoots the offender. After Gordon’s reprimand, Petit goes his separate way, claiming that Gordon is not strong enough to face the challenges of No Man’s Land. The Huntress (one of Gotham’s heroines) later faces off against Petit, who argues that their tactics must change because they are soldiers in a war. Petit hovers on the periphery of the plotline, though frequently calling for lethal force against Killer Croc, Two-Face (who happens to be imprisoned), and the Joker. The climactic encounter with Joker in “End Game” (NML 5) shows Petit finally broken and insane; in seeking to murder the Joker, he ends up killing several of his own men (whom the Joker dressed as clowns).

In “Jurisprudence” (NML 4), Gordon literally faces his own trial when Two-Face (former district attorney Harvey Dent) kidnaps him and “prosecutes” him for violating the laws he was sworn to protect. Yet because of his compassion for Harvey Dent, and with help from Officer Renee Montoya, Gordon is able to survive. Then in the last, crucially heart-breaking moment, after Joker has murdered his wife, Gordon faces the maniacal clown, with Batman nearby pleading for Jim not to sacrifice his values (NML 5). Gordon does not kill Joker, but he does shoot
him in the knee before Joker is taken into custody—showing that the residual impact of No Man’s Land is still in play. In the days that follow, mourning the loss of his wife, Jim Gordon wonders if their efforts and triumphs were worth the sacrifices.

The Witness of Nonviolent Humanitarians

Thankfully, there are also a few peace-loving humanitarians in the midst of the story. Two prominent examples are Father Christian, a Catholic priest in charge of a mission, and Dr. Leslie Thompkins, a medical doctor trying to hold together a makeshift hospital for the scores of wounded in the city (and one of Bruce Wayne’s oldest friends and confidantes). Their parallel stories are told in “Fear of Faith” (NML 1) and “Spiritual Currency” (NML 4). In the first of these stories, Father Christian has turned the remains of his church into a refugee center, seeking to provide food, water, shelter, and some degree of safety to those staying there. He has refused to ally himself with anyone else, including the GCPD, which is using force in its efforts to reclaim the city. He also extends his charity to one of Gotham’s villains, Scarecrow, despite warnings from the Huntress. Scarecrow sabotages the mission’s food supply, forcing Christian to negotiate with another villain, Penguin, who, as a master tradesman, has thrived in the chaos. Penguin gives Christian the supplies he needs in exchange for allowing him to store guns in the basement of the mission. Feeling backed into a corner, Christian accepts the offer, a decision that precipitates a later power struggle in front of the church, where Father Christian’s group apparently is saved by the intervention of the GCPD, Huntress, and Batman. At the end of the struggle, Father Christian and company dump the guns into Gotham Harbor, stubbornly refusing to let anyone get their hands on the weapons.

In the second story, Dr. Leslie Thompkins sees her clinic as a place of refuge, even for a notorious killer, the gang lord Mr. Zsasz. Huntress, Petit, and Batman all challenge Dr. Thompkins’s decision, but she argues that her commitments are to healing and to pacifism. Huntress tells her that it’s easy to make such a stand as long as Batman is protecting her, and in fact, later in the story, Zsasz awakens and Batman is not there. Dr. Thompkins faces the possibility of her death as she tries to appeal to some compassion in him and announces that she will not resist with violence. Killer Croc, who is seeking Zsasz for killing a friend, grabs Zsasz before he can hurt the doctor, and then Batman finally arrives to scare Croc away and take Zsasz to Blackgate Prison. Since she had earlier reprimanded him for his tactics, Batman now apologizes to her for the violence that he uses. Thompkins makes an agreement with him that if he will work for peace in the city, she will help him work for peace in his heart.

Both of these stories contrast greatly with the excessive violence, competition, and hatred expressed in the activity of the gangs and the power maneuvers of various Arkham escapees. Though others like Batman and Jim Gordon help protect these individuals, Christian and Thompkins are prepared to face the consequences of their humanitarianism and pacifism, even to the point of sacrificing themselves for others. In Leviathan (Book 3), Thomas Hobbes argues that religious organizations should be subservient to the sovereign power to prevent divided loyalties, thus preserving peace. Church authorities should acknowledge the preeminence of the sovereign rule; otherwise, they will undermine the stable social order enforced by the sovereign.

Christian theologians today, following H. Richard Niebuhr, John Howard Yoder, and Stanley Hauerwas, however, would strongly disagree with this subordination. These theologians have argued for the distinctive social character of the Church; the beliefs and practices of the Christian community set it apart from other communities. Commitment to God should be the centering activity that orients the value of all other aspects of one’s life. Christians can serve an earthly sovereign, but their primary loyalty is to God through church communities. These theologians believe that unlike the deist “distant God” perspective of Thomas Hobbes, God is working in the world through the new order presented in the politics of the Church.

Father Christian has a respectful relationship with Jim Gordon and with Batman, but he refuses to be subservient to the social order they seek to reinstitute in violent ways. Concern for his people leads Father Christian to compromise in negotiating with Penguin, but he reasserts the values of the Church later in the story by dropping the guns in Gotham Bay. Though it’s unclear whether Dr. Thompkins would consider herself a Christian, she, as a pacifist, also resists becoming a part of Jim Gordon’s and Batman’s efforts to reclaim the city through coercive means, reprimanding Batman for his violent tactics. Batman and Gordon (and others) need the examples Father Christian and Dr. Thompkins provide. Without such examples they might cycle into insanity like William Petit.
Likewise, although most of the news coming out of New Orleans seemed to focus on the chaos, there were also stories of heroism and humanitarian aid—ministers trying to provide hope to their congregations and doctors trying to keep patients alive under hostile circumstances. Many of the relief workers were themselves trapped in the city. Ordinary citizens also became heroes as they stepped forward to help, creating makeshift shelters, sharing looted water and food, and offering comfort to the elderly and the sick; their heroism became an inspiration to others. Numerous humanitarian organizations made their way into New Orleans following the devastation. Though they worked respectfully with the civil authorities, many of the relief organizations mobilized on their own. New Orleans needed their distinct contributions.

“This Is My Town”: Batman and the Restoration of Order

Finally, in “Shellgame” (NML 5), we witness the events that lead to the end of No Man’s Land, when Lex Luthor enters the city in a shrewd political move, attempting to claim the land of many who died during the earthquake and of those who lack the resources to challenge his claim. To the public, he simply seems to bring the money and national attention needed to pull Gotham out of its decay. Batman faces Luthor twice—once not long after he arrives and again after foiling Luthor’s fraud—both times emphasizing that Gotham is his town, not Luthor’s.

At the start of No Man’s Land, many characters questioned this assertion because, mysteriously, Batman was nowhere to be found. When Batman finally appears, over three months into the city’s isolation, he finds that he must rebuild the mythology that he uses to intimidate criminals and that he must adjust his tactics to the new environment. Eventually he learns to work within the system of gangs, acknowledging that the people feel lost without loyalty to a leader (a sovereign) who can protect them and help distribute goods justly. Batman essentially becomes a gang lord, albeit a benevolent one. He also permits various Arkham residents, like Penguin and Poison Ivy, to maintain roles in the new order similar to the roles they chose for themselves (upon their escape from Arkham), as long as they contribute to the greater good of the city. Gotham is deeply hurt, and Batman invokes a long-range plan (in contrast to Superman’s quick fix, which does not work), which eventually incorporates most of his partners and colleagues: Oracle, Huntress, a new Batgirl (Cassandra Cain), Robin, Nightwing, Azrael, Alfred, and Dr. Thompkins, as well as Jim Gordon and the GCPD. It is a long road to the city’s healing, to a restoration of the law and order that existed before the earthquake.

Batman’s ultimate goal is this reestablishment of order; thus, it is extremely important that he reconcile with Jim Gordon, who previously distanced himself from Batman, feeling betrayed by the Batman’s absence those first months. Batman’s ongoing relationship with Jim Gordon emphasizes that he is not an isolated vigilante, a law unto himself. He seeks to uphold social justice, and to that end he works closely with Jim Gordon and is also more in tune with the GCPD than at odds with it. He also has a code against killing, and his reprimanding Huntress for her more violent methods parallels Jim Gordon’s disciplining Petit. (Huntress, though, redeems herself in the end and witnesses Petit’s descent into insanity.)

As a detective, Batman uncovers crimes that run counter to social order; and as a gang lord, he walks the streets during the day and demands tribute to provide rules and structure to those citizens lost in this hostile environment. Batman helps people pull together to share resources in a more just way, as opposed to the exploitative ways of Penguin, Mr. Freeze, Two-Face, and others. Batman must first dismantle their systems of oppression to establish a new order, which will eventually coincide with the work of Jim Gordon and the GCPD. It is a long process, involving the work of the Bat-family in the streets during the long months of No Man’s Land, and the money and willpower of Lex Luthor and Bruce Wayne during the turning point, when the executive order is revoked. The rebuilding of Gotham is a long, tortuous road, with many sacrifices along the way.

Years later, in the real world, New Orleans is still rebuilding. Many people still live in temporary housing, and large sections of the poorer neighborhoods are filled with abandoned homes. Each anniversary brings national attention back to the devastation, but then the story fades away in the midst of other news. The people of New Orleans know that the process of rebuilding continues; there is much still left to do. They did not have a Batman with a masterful plan to pull the city back from the brink, but they have had government aid, National Guard troops, police officers, and volunteers of all types coming to their rescue. A hot debate continues as to whether there has been enough follow-up; the devastation was great, and many still suffer.
The Thin Veil

The stories of a ravaged Gotham and a flooded New Orleans leave us with a mixed message. We wonder how close we, in our different communities, might be to anarchy—what would it take to rip that thin veil of order? But on the other hand, we see stories of heroism as people pull together in the face of extreme challenges. Batman’s ultimate enemy is chaos: Arkham’s criminally insane celebrated in crippled Gotham, a city ruled by anarchy. Batman’s crusade is not only against them, but, more important, against what they represent. Though we often take social order for granted, we may also have a deep-seated fear about whether we could survive if that order were ever to crumble. Batman rises as a defender of social order, even as he operates in a questionable world of vigilantism. This image has resonated with readers, whether or not they could voice it, since 1939, and it is one that can still encourage those who listen today to fight to hold back chaos, as we continue to face disasters the size of Katrina. Hopefully we will have our own heroes in these moments of trial, common people who will rise to the challenges.

NOTES

1 Most of this storyline was collected in five trade paperbacks, No Man’s Land, Vols. 1-5 (1999-2001), and these will be cited in the text as NML 1, NML 2, etc. Some parts of the story were not reprinted in these volumes, and can be found in the various Batman-related titles from 1999 to 2000.

2 These storylines encompass a number of issues from 1998 and 1999. Aftershock includes Batman #555-559, Detective Comics #722-726, Shadow of the Bat #75-79, and Batman Chronicles #14. Road to No Man’s Land includes Batman #560-562, Detective Comics #727-729, and Shadow of the Bat #80-82.

3 Batman #560-562 (December 1998-February 1999).


8 Hobbes, Leviathan, Book 2, chapter 20.

9 Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2005 [1532]). One of the main arguments of this work is that a ruler must be aware of his social reputation. It is not enough to be virtuous; your subjects must also see you being virtuous.

10 See Stanley Hauerwas, Peaceable Kingdom (Notre Dame, IN: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 1983); H. Richard Niebuhr, Meaning of Revelation (New York: Collier Books, 1960 [1941]); and John Howard Yoder, The Politics of Jesus (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 1992 [1972]). Hobbes’s political philosophy so removes God from earthly politics that it is easy to see why a number of proponents of his thought have seen an atheistic bent to it, even though Hobbes himself denied such a connection.


12 See “Visitor,” in NML 3.
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GOVERNING GOTHAM

Tony Spanakos

Can somebody tell me what kind of a world we live in, where a man dressed up as a bat gets all of my press? This town needs an enema!

—The Joker, from the 1989 movie Batman

Gotham Made Me Do It

Defeating freaky bad guys, using cool gadgets, and leaving “Ka-Pows” in your wake is pretty impressive. But what is most compelling about the Batman is how and why he took up tights and evening prowls in the first place. The story of Batman’s origin has been retold many times and many ways, but it always focuses on the child who witnesses the murder of his parents and grows up to become a crime-fighting bat.

Most analyses of the Batman’s actions and motivations—including the movie *Batman Begins* (2005)—focus on the psychological impact of this event on Bruce Wayne/Batman. In this chapter, we’ll take a different approach, arguing that Gotham, particularly its government, is the source of Batman’s angst. Thomas and Martha Wayne were murdered because the state was incapable of maintaining law and order, and Bruce Wayne’s response was to become the crime-fighting Batman, trying to correct the lack of order in his city. Though extreme, this reaction is not unique. Nearly all of the major characters in the Batman pantheon are reacting against a state that is perceived as either too weak or too restrictive. Batman and Jim Gordon have a more nuanced vision of public safety in that they support the state but reject its exclusive authority in the area of security. This highlights the precarious nature of political rule, and it also explains why the Batman (and, periodically, Gordon) has such a problematic relationship with the state.

Do We Need Any Stinking Badges? Legitimacy and Violence

“Faster than a speeding bullet, more powerful than a locomotive, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound . . .” These and other powers have always allowed Superman to serve the greater good, justice, and the American way. He is an orphan from another planet, whose loyalty to the country in which he was raised is unquestioning. Superman equates the greater good with the American way like the good citizen/soldier he was drawn to be some seventy years ago. Because of his love for his adopted country, Superman recognizes the authority of the state, and it, in turn, authorizes him to act on its behalf. When Superman saves Gotham City from a nuclear warhead in *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986; henceforth *DKR*), his use of force is licensed and therefore “legitimate” because he is an agent of the state. The crime-reducing activities of the Batman, however, are not licensed and legitimate.

This produces an interesting tension, which Frank Miller explores in *DKR*. Miller’s Superman is a golden boy who has decided to play nice with humans and their government. He struggles to understand Bruce Wayne’s quip “Sure we’re criminals. . . . We’ve always been criminals. We have to be criminals.” Bruce is a friend, but he
understands order, crime, and the world very differently. Despite their friendship, Superman has no misgivings about who to support when the confrontation between the state and the Batman is made clear. He first warns Bruce candidly, saying, “It’s like this, Bruce—sooner or later, somebody’s going to order me to bring you in. Somebody with authority.” Later, as a government representative, he kills (or so he thinks) the Batman.

German sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920) defined the state as the institution that holds a monopoly on the legitimate use of coercion in a given territory. Through the police and military, the state—and only the state—may enforce authority. The use of violence by nonstate actors (terrorists, revolutionaries, criminals, vigilantes) occurs, and may even be understandable on occasion, but it can never be legitimate. Most superheroes, even unintentionally, play a subversive role because very few are officially licensed or commissioned by the state to use coercion to guard public order (except during World War II and the Cold War, when heroes such as Captain America and the Justice Society of America worked with the U.S. government to fight off Nazis, Soviets, intergalactic aliens, and other hobgoblins). Batman, however, is particularly subversive, especially in his “Dark Knight” incarnation (in the earliest stories, and again after 1986), because his concept of order and the good goes beyond the state; his use of violence is in addition to, though not in coordination with, the state. The challenge to the state’s monopoly on the legitimate use of violence is seen most clearly in Miller’s depiction of Batman in contrast with Superman and Commissioner Yindel.

The return of the Batman in DKR corresponds with a rise in violent crime in Gotham City (coincidentally, Miller’s story debuted in 1986 as crime was cresting in New York, the model for Gotham). The mayor is depicted as a poll-watching, weak politician who has no position on Batman’s activities until one is imposed on him by an aide. When the time comes to choose a successor for the retiring Commissioner Gordon, the mayor selects Ellen Yindel. Yindel had a brilliantly successful career fighting crime in Chicago, but Chicago is not Gotham. Yindel’s inability to understand Gotham underlies her relationships with Gordon and Batman. She correctly realizes that she is inheriting a situation where there is virtual anarchy. But her effort to impose order depends on a “black and white” interpretation of the law that sees the Batman as a vigilante and, by definition, a criminal. She justifies this position, saying, “[d]espite Gotham’s plague of crime, I believe our only recourse is law enforcement. I will not participate in the activities of a vigilante. Therefore, as your police commissioner I issue the arrest order for the Batman on charges of breaking and entering, assault and battery, creating a public menace.”

Comic fans might be shocked by this, but it is a highly rational response, especially from a representative of the state who prides herself on “law and order.” Our problem, as readers and fans, is that we know that law and order are not perfectly correlated. Sometimes there is so little order that the law does not work well, and that is precisely why we need the Batman in the first place. But Yindel, at least until the end of DKR, is blind to this because she understands the state as the only location of law and order. If only the state can legitimately enforce the law, and use violence in the process, logically any other violence is illegitimate and criminal, regardless of whether it produces good results. After all, even if Gotham is safer because of the Batman, it is no more “orderly,” since it has explicitly accepted the idea that one individual can use violence legitimately. This opens the possibility for copycats with lesser abilities and questionable motivations (as DKR shows through the “sons of Batman”).

From Crime Alley to Sin City: Hobbes and Gotham

Young Bruce Wayne learns about the need for someone to enforce order in Crime Alley, beneath a solitary streetlamp, between the corpses of his parents Thomas and Martha. Like the rest of us, he had assumed that the state would keep order, that it would prevent criminal elements from individual and lawless pursuit of their own interests. But the robbery-turned-double homicide changes everything. The Batman is born in a city where the state fails at its most basic responsibility of maintaining public safety, where the “social contract” between citizen and state is most essential. Life in Gotham is scary, tenuous, and cheap; danger lurks everywhere. Of course, no government can prevent all crime, but Bruce knows the government cannot, on its own, ensure order. In 1987’s Batman: Year One, Miller retells the origin of the Batman. The story opens with Lieutenant Gordon arriving in Gotham by train and Bruce Wayne returning to Gotham by plane. Both know they are entering a fallen city, where government has lost control over crime, and it becomes their personal challenge to solve that. Over the course of Year One each will learn how his personal efforts require cooperation with the other, sometimes ignoring, or even challenging, the state.
Without a state to enforce order, life is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short”: that’s what Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) argued in *Leviathan*, published shortly after nearly a decade of civil war in Britain.² Hobbes imagined a world that existed before government. In it, humans have unlimited liberty, but they are guided by passions, and liberty soon becomes license, and the state of nature becomes a war of all against all. Then there is neither order nor the possibility of justice. It is so oppressive that man will cede virtually all of his liberties to a sovereign so that order can be established. That, according to Hobbes, is the origin of government.

Most Batman stories begin with Gotham being ungovernable, a place where society has broken down into Hobbesian disorder. Various characters in the Batman series give us insight into how the fall of the state allows disorder and how they individually seek to overcome or exploit this. For instance, when Gordon arrives in Gotham in *Year One*, he is greeted by Detective Flass, a happy-go-lucky cop on the take, who takes him to meet Commissioner Gillian Loeb, who runs the police as an old-boy protection network for powerful city elites, politicians, and drug dealers. When Gordon refuses to take a bribe from a priest, Flass and a few other officers, in disguise, jump and beat Gordon. Later, Gordon returns the favor to Flass and is grateful to Flass for teaching him what it means to be a cop in Gotham City. When Batman first appears, Gordon sets traps to try to catch him, but the commissioner tells him that there is no need to be concerned with Batman: after all, he is reducing street crime, which does not disturb Loeb’s racket. Only after Batman raids a private dinner of Gotham’s elites (including Loeb) and threatens them does Loeb make catching Batman his number-one priority.

Rather than establishing order, Loeb’s state perverts it. The impact is so extensive that even Gordon is affected. Personally, he cheats on his very pregnant wife Barbara with a fellow officer, Sergeant Sarah Essen. Professionally, he is conflicted by an order that he cannot understand, especially once he sees and learns more of Batman. He lies in bed, hunched over, stares at the gun in his hand while Barbara sleeps, and thinks:

I shouldn’t be thinking . . . not about Batman. He’s a criminal. I’m a cop. It’s that simple. But—but I’m a cop in a city where the mayor and the commissioner of police use cops as hired killers . . . he saved that old woman. He saved that cat. He even paid for that suit. The hunk of metal in my hands is heavier than ever.

Like Superman and Yindel in *DKR*, Loeb and his henchmen in *Year One* impose an order onto Gotham City. But unlike Superman and Yindel, their intentions are hardly praiseworthy, and as agents of the state, they not only fail to prevent the use of violence by people other than the police, but they use violence in a profoundly illegitimate way. More important, though they have the ability to enforce law, establish order, and protect citizen life, they allow a state of license to prevail in Gotham because it allows cover for their activities. Rather than the state ending the chaos of the state of nature, as Hobbes hoped, the state itself is a participant in the war of all against all.

“Two” Little Security

The failure of the state to maintain its most basic responsibility provides an explanation for the origin of the Reaper, the villain in *Batman: Year Two* (1988). His beginnings very obviously mirror Batman’s: Judson Caspian and his wife and daughter were assaulted years ago on their way back from the opera, and his wife was killed. The failure of the state to provide order leads Caspian to become the Reaper and his daughter, Rachel, to eventually enter a convent. (We will focus on the Reaper here, but it is interesting that both he and his daughter seek to bring order to a world of sin and license, and both do so outside of the government.) The Reaper starts his career by killing four muggers, telling the intended victim of the mugging, “You have naught to fear. Tell the world that the Reaper has returned . . . and will save this city—with its consent, or without.” A fallen city is in need of saving, and rather than engaging in collective action or political mobilization, Caspian takes up arms to begin a one-man war.

The similarities and differences between the Reaper and Batman are made explicit when the Batman appears as the Reaper goes after a prostitute: “The Batman, eh? They say you continue the fight I began. If so, prove it now—stand aside.” Batman refuses because the Reaper seeks “wholesale slaughter” whereas he seeks justice. The Reaper then targets Big Willie Golonka, a mobster in protective security, whom he kills along with his security detail. The state that failed to protect his wife is now protecting a mobster. This is incomprehensible and unacceptable. The police, as agents of the state, “must learn—those who knowingly protect evil . . . must suffer the same penalty as those who commit it!” The state, as the Reaper sees it, has turned the world upside down and forgotten that it exists
to prevent a war of man and against man. His “job” is to reestablish order in a Hobbesian world, but he does so as a self-appointed Leviathan. Hobbes’s Leviathan, on the other hand, solves the problems of the state of nature through a collective social contract, not brute individual force.

Another one of the most interesting Batman villains is Harvey Dent, otherwise known as Two-Face. Dent is a passionate and incorruptible district attorney who supports Batman and goes after Gotham’s greatest criminals, even the politically connected ones (see *Year One*, for instance). When he has acid thrown at him by a mobster during his trial, Dent’s face is disfigured and he takes on the new identity of Two-Face. It’s not just that half his face is now distorted, but also who he is has changed. This is not simply a case of Dr. Jekyll trying to suppress the id and creating the conditions for its irrepressible emergence as Hyde. Harvey Dent cannot bring the world to order through the law. Being a public prosecutor has, in fact, made him a target and turned him physically into the half-monster he is.

Two-Face is yet another Batman character who responds to the failed state’s degeneration into a Hobbesian state of war of all against all. In each case, the Hobbesian Gotham is not met by effective state authority. In Loeb, the state consciously chooses predatory action, ushering in a state of war. The Reaper is the individual’s brutal and unmeasured response to the failure of the collective security that the state is contracted to provide. And Harvey Dent was a faithful but ultimately ineffective agent of the state. It is the state’s incapacity to act, perceived from within, that turns him into someone who tries to bring order through criminality.

**The Anti-Batman: Nietzschean Rebellions**

Weber’s and Hobbes’s understandings of the state assume that it is a legitimate institution that brings security, that it is “good.” Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), however, sees the state as a threat to individual self-expression and self-overcoming. The state obsessively tries to change its citizens in its own image. In *Thus Spoke Zarathustra*, Nietzsche has the state say, “On earth there is nothing greater than I: the ordering finger of God am I.” The Nietzschean state constitutes a “new idol,” one that is no less repressive than its predecessors, as it defines good and evil for, and hangs a “sword and a hundred appetites” over, the faithful.

No Batman villain sees this as clearly as Anarky, a teenager seduced by anarchist thought in 1999’s *Batman: Anarky*. Anarky aims to bring “freedom” to the people who are enslaved by an order perverted by politics, religion, and capitalism. Like the Reaper, Anarky emerges by combating unpopular figures—a drug dealer, a polluting corporate type, and a big bank that has demolished and cleared an area once inhabited by the homeless. Alfred points out the similarities between Anarky and Batman to Bruce Wayne, who responds quickly, “I know, I know—my own methods aren’t always legal, either. But there is a difference, Alfred. . . . I only use violence when it’s absolutely necessary, not as a form of punishment . . . not lately, anyway!”

Anarky’s need to order the world is seen in his long letter explaining to his parents who he “really” is, his teaching anarchism to other juvenile delinquents, and his dream at the end of the graphic novel. In the dream, Anarky tries to “de-brainwash” Gotham, so that its citizens can see the real Gotham, “[w]here administration bigwigs view the world from stretch limos, while families sleep in cardboard boxes—corrupt businessmen flourish, while honest men beg in the gutter—crime explodes. While decent folk are afraid to walk the streets their taxes pay for. All human life is there—from the best to the worst, the kings in their fortresses to the scum in their sties. And all of them believe that it has to be that way. I’m going to show them that it doesn’t.” In his dream, Anarky creates a dystopia in which there is no state to order things, where politicians flunk a “parasite test” and are interned in ghettos for being “enemies of the people,” and where the people—in the absence of a state—become nasty and brutish. The moral of the tale is that the anarchic order that Anarky tries to impose is worse than the one he tries to replace. His search for an organizing principle that is less repressive than the state fails.

In contrast, the Joker’s goals are not nearly as political, but they are nonetheless linked to order. The ultimate Batman enemy is conceived in *DKR* as being a playful harlequin whose vicious acts of crime belie his motivation for lawbreaking: the need to disrupt a boring and restrictive order. The state imposes this order not so much politically as socially, and the Joker responds by trying to undermine any order. In *DKR*, the Joker is content to play small-scale pranks in Arkham Asylum until he learns that the Batman has come out of retirement. The return of the
Batman necessitates the Joker’s return. Batman is too boring, brings about too much order. The Joker has to go back into Gotham to temper the Batman’s effect. The duality of the Batman—who is obsessed with order—and the Joker—who needs to challenge order—is best seen when the Joker, speaking of his victims, tells the Batman, “I never kept count, but you did, and I love you for it.”

The Real Dynamic Duo: Batman and Gordon

*Batman: Year Two* opens with the newly appointed Commissioner Gordon being interviewed on television:

Interviewer: You seem to be on good relations with Gotham’s official police force, but many have questioned your relationship with this masked vigilante, the Batman.

Gordon: My department’s relationship with the Batman is strictly—

Interviewer: Many feel that the Batman is no better than the costumed lawbreaker who stalked Gotham’s streets twenty years ago, calling himself the Reaper.

Gordon: That comparison has been made, yes, but unfairly. Interviewer: Some say it was the Reaper’s abrupt departure from Gotham that plunged our city into the maelstrom of crime and police corruption from which it’s only just emerged.

Gordon: If I can finish: I can’t speak for the department of twenty years ago, but the Batman works with the police force, not against us.

Interviewer: And is this “Batman” an authorized representative of force?

Gordon: No, he operates strictly on his own. But he’s offered me his services.

This dialogue is a microcosm for the Batman-Gordon understanding of an order that goes beyond the state. The state is not the only agent that can legitimately use violence (as Weber held), and it does play a constructive role in providing order (against Nietzsche). But society also has a role to play in providing security: Batman symbolizes and inspires that, and Gordon knows it.

At the same time, Batman’s actions are not wholly legitimate. When Bruce Wayne distinguishes himself from Anarky, he says, “The fact is, no man can be allowed to set himself up as judge, jury and executioner.” And, indeed, even though it often seemed silly in the early comics or the television series, Batman always beat the bad guys and tied them up so that the police could imprison them. He regularly surrendered the Penguin, Poison Ivy, the Joker, and so many others to Arkham Asylum, knowing that they would soon walk right out that revolving door. Batman has the ability to pronounce justice and to punish, but he refuses to do either. This speaks volumes about the place of the state (and society) in establishing order and justice.

In *DKR*, the state is weak, infiltrated by touchy-feely organizations and specialists who claim to speak for society but who are entirely alienated from what most people think. The Council of Mothers asks the mayor to arrest Batman as a “harmful influence on the children of Gotham,” and the Victims’ Rights Task Force demands protection for the victims of the Batman’s violence. A psychologist even calls Batman a “social fascist” because of his effort to reorder society in his own image. After considerable fence-sitting regarding the danger of mutants, the
mayor says, “This whole situation is the result of Gordon’s incompetence—and of the terrorist actions of the Batman. I wish to sit down with the mutant leader . . . to negotiate a settlement.” Three pages later, the mayor is killed by the mutant leader in his prison cell after the mayor insisted on having no police protection. He dies because he does not understand the reality of Gotham.

Still, the mayor correctly fingers Gordon as fundamental to the Batman’s freedom to pursue his crime-fighting activities. Unlike the mayor, Gordon understands Gotham and he understands Batman. In *DKR*, he tries to explain this to Yindel, but she begins to see this only after she gets a real sense for the kind of crime that predominates in Gotham, and how Batman is a very necessary response to that. Gordon’s sympathy to the Batman is rarely perceived as what it is, a significant deviation from law enforcement and dereliction of duty. Very few comic books address this, and none so directly as *Dark Victory* (2001), in which a young, beautiful, liberal, and misguided district attorney named Janice Porter directly confronts Gordon. Referring to a criminal that Batman roughed up, she tells Gordon, “Batman did quite a number on him. In what way weren’t his civil rights violated? And from what I understand, you were not only there at the time of his arrest—you stood by and allowed this to happen.”

Batman always violates criminals’ civil rights, since he has no authority to act as an agent of the law, and Gordon knows that, but he does not place rights and the law before justice and order. You need rights to have justice, but as Lana Lang says in her defense of the Batman in *DKR*, “We live in the shadow of crime . . . with the unspoken understanding that we are victims—of fear, of violence, of social impotence. A man has risen to show us that the power is, and always has been in our hands. We are under siege—He’s showing us that we can resist.” Throughout *Dark Victory*, Gordon is under pressure because Porter tries to keep him from inappropriate contact with the Batman. This disturbs a fundamental aspect of the Batman mythos, which requires this linkage between the just man inside the legal system and the just one outside of it.

The personal, informal relationship between Gordon and the Batman is essential. Batman will not mete out punishment, and Gordon cannot rely on his police to maintain order and to rein in supervillains. In the process, they install and maintain a precarious order that the reader believes is legitimate. We know that only Batman can handle men in tights with riddles that only a thirteen-year-old former Communist chess master can solve. At the same time, we know Batman ultimately cannot enforce justice, even on Joe Chill, the murderer of his parents. We may cheer for the Batman’s righteous revenge, but we pull back and we want him to pull back. As longtime Batman editor Dennis O’Neil says, killing “is not something . . . [Batman] does.”

But while this order comforts readers, and lets us know that we can sleep at night because someone is watching over the prowlers in Crime Alley, it is very threatening to the state. The state believes it must monopolize the legitimate use of violence. And more than the villains he fights, it is Batman, and to a lesser extent Gordon, who is a threat to the state, for it is Batman who challenges the state’s monopoly over the legitimate use of violence. This is why he is hunted in *DKR* and *Year One*, and why his actions are challenged in *Year Two* and *Dark Victory*. The irony of the Batman’s relationship with the state is that the more he reduces crime and contributes to public order, the more he challenges the state, as it becomes obvious that the state’s use of violence is ineffective. That makes Gordon necessary to prevent the Batman from being a complete threat. Batman trusts Gordon and will turn over criminals to him, and in return Gordon recognizes him as the exception to the state’s monopoly.

**Theorizing Government**

We may wonder to what extent we, as fans, are capable of imagining a gap between order and law. No state can claim that it can guarantee both flawlessly all of the time. Batman and Gordon hold together a world that eludes our sense of logic and justice, and although all characters attempt to impose some sort of order on Gotham, it is the tandem team of Batman and Gordon who do it most legitimately. This renders the state precarious, shows how society must participate in its own defense, and points out how very important personal relationships and trust are in establishing the line between the just use of violence and the proper enforcement of law. Of course, it is possible to theorize about the state, justice, and violence without discussing the Batman, but as the Joker would say—“Why bother?”
NOTES

1 For a more recent exploration of this issue, see how the “Superhuman Registration Act” has influenced the Marvel superhero community in the recent crossover events “Civil War” and “The Initiative.” I am grateful to Mark White for suggesting this reference.


6 I would like to thank Rob Arp, Mark White, Michel Spanakos, and Photini The for the suggestions they gave that strengthened this chapter.
THE JOKER’S WILD: CAN WE HOLD THE CLOWN PRINCE MORALLY RESPONSIBLE?

Christopher Robichaud

Laugh and the World Laughs with You—or Does It?

The Joker isn’t playing with a full deck. This isn’t news, of course, least of all to the Joker himself. “Don’t get ee-ee-even, get mad!” he cackles in Alan Moore’s The Killing Joke (1988). From poisoning the fish in Gotham Harbor, twisting their faces into a permanent grin just for the sake of copyrighting them, to trying to launch some of Gotham’s luminaries into the stratosphere using candle rockets atop a giant birthday cake, the Joker’s lunatic schemes have earned him a permanent cell in Arkham Asylum. And while insanity doesn’t distinguish the Joker amongst Batman’s adversaries—Two-Face, for one, often gives him a run for his money on the crazy-as-can-be count—the Clown Prince of Crime’s deranged escapades have certainly earned him the dubious distinction of being the Dark Knight’s chief antagonist and foil.

If it all were just about laughing fish and preposterous birthday celebrations, we might happily leave the Joker to his exploits without further reflection. But as fans of Batman’s adventures are all too painfully aware, the Joker’s deeds are often as ghastly as they are absurd. Beyond the countless lives he’s taken by way of his leave-them-laughing gas, the Joker has beaten Jason Todd, the second incarnation of Robin, to the point of death with a crowbar—in front of Jason’s mother, no less—and then blown him up, taking him way past the point of no return. He also shot Barbara Gordon, Commissioner James Gordon’s daughter, and then stripped her naked and took pictures of her. When the Joker subsequently captured Commissioner Gordon, he stripped the commissioner naked as well, and put him on an amusement ride where he was forced to see pictures of his daughter naked, shot, and paralyzed. And that, according to the Joker, was done just to prove the point that all it takes is one really bad day to put otherwise good people over the edge.

So the Joker hasn’t just done criminal things, he’s done unimaginably awful things, things of the utmost moral repugnance. But how much blame—moral blame—should we assign to him? Perhaps our first reaction is “Are you kidding me? He’s a villain, an abomination, and he warrants the most severe moral censure.” Perhaps, but then we ought to remind ourselves of the fact we began with: namely, that the Joker really isn’t playing with a full deck. And there is a strong sentiment among us—not universally shared, but not uncommon, either—that genuinely insane people often aren’t morally responsible for what they do, and therefore don’t deserve moral blame for their misdeeds. Maybe, then, the Joker shouldn’t be held morally accountable for his actions.

But if that’s right, we need to ask why. And that’s where philosophy enters the picture. In what follows, we’ll examine some of the things philosophy has to say about this issue, looking in particular at the light it can shed on the relationship between a person acting freely, on the one hand, and a person being morally responsible for what she does, on the other. We’ll focus on this because it seems correct to say that a person is morally responsible only for those actions that she freely performs. So if we want to conclude that the Joker isn’t morally responsible for his actions, we’ll need to argue that his mental state doesn’t allow him to freely do the villainous things he does. Let’s get to it!

Clearing Out Some Bats in the Belfry
Any good philosophical exercise should clarify the relevant background assumptions that are being made, and it should spell out important distinctions that will help in exploring the topic under discussion. We’ll begin, then, by attending to the most glaring assumption of our investigation, which is that the Joker is truly insane.

Admittedly, issues surrounding insanity are complex and multifaceted, and they often fall more comfortably within psychology and psychiatry than philosophy. Nevertheless, some philosophers, like Michel Foucault (1926-1984), have made very interesting contributions to the field by exposing how groups of persons have been marginalized by being labeled as insane. Engaging as Foucault’s discussion is, unfortunately it has led some people to question whether insanity actually exists. We won’t go that far; we’ll acknowledge that there are several kinds of mental impairments that rightly justify categorizing persons who suffer from them as insane. And we’ll further assume that the Joker suffers from one or more of these mental conditions, permitting us to accurately refer to him as insane.

But before moving on entirely, it’s worth defending this position against the objection that it’s groundless or extreme. We can agree that we often call folks crazy when we simply find their behavior odd, without meaning that they really suffer from some serious mental derangement. Such is not the case with the Joker, however. Yes, he often does weird things, no question about that—let’s face it, putting a Cheshire-cat-grin on all the fish in the harbor is really out there—but he also displays some hallmarks of the genuinely disturbed. One example is his attitude toward people: simply put, he often treats them as objects rather than as persons. The Joker didn’t blink at shooting Barbara Gordon through her spine and stripping her bare. He wasn’t “out to get her.” He simply had made up his mind that he wanted to prove a point, and she was a useful object to help him make that point, no more or less meaningful to him than the amusement ride he later used for the same purpose. That’s a classic psychotic attitude.

The Joker also lacks a healthy sense of self-preservation. In the Batman Superman Movie (1998), there’s a wonderful moment when Lex Luthor and the Joker are on a plane together, desperately trying to escape capture by the Dark Knight and the Man of Steel. A box opens, and explosives roll toward Lex and the Joker, about to detonate. Luthor, sanely, cries out in dismay and tries to escape. The Joker simply starts laughing uncontrollably. If these examples aren’t enough, perhaps Alfred Pennyworth puts it best in 2008’s The Dark Knight when he says about the Joker, “Some men aren’t looking for anything logical. They can’t be bought, bullied, reasoned, or negotiated with. Some men just want to watch the world burn.” Clearly, the Joker is insane.

We next need to discuss an important distinction that will help us avoid confusion later, and that’s the difference between causal responsibility and moral responsibility. When we consider causal responsibility, we’re simply asking whether a person’s action is a cause of a particular event. Suppose that the Joker douses an unsuspecting victim with Smilex gas, killing her. Was he causally responsible for her death? Sure, his dousing her with the gas—that action—was clearly part of the chain of events that brought about her death. Moral responsibility concerns itself with the moral praise and blame connected with an act. Let’s say, very roughly, that a person is morally responsible for an action only if she’s the appropriate subject of moral praise or blame for that action.

Now with those ideas in place, we may be tempted to conclude that we’ve already undercut our position: if we grant that the Joker is causally responsible for such things as poisoning people, then it just follows that he’s morally responsible for these actions. But that does not follow, and we can cook up much less controversial cases to see why. Suppose Batman starts the Batmobile to head into the city, and it backfires, disturbing the bats in his cave. The bats fly out into the night and disrupt a driver on a nearby country road, who swerves and drives her car into a ditch. It seems true that Batman is causally responsible for the driving into the ditch—his starting the Batmobile is part of the chain of events that led to the driver swerving—but it doesn’t seem right to claim that Batman is morally responsible for the driver’s minor accident. He simply couldn’t have reasonably anticipated the sequence of events that ensued. So a person’s being causally responsible for something does not automatically make that person morally responsible for it. And that opens the door to the possibility that the Joker, while quite clearly causally responsible for his villainous deeds, may not always be morally responsible for them.

**Putting One More Card on the Table (Don’t Worry, It’s Not a Joker)**

There is one more important assumption to defend, which is that we ordinary folk do in fact act freely. The problem
is that if this isn’t true—if none of us have a free will—then it seems that no one is morally responsible for what she does. And if that’s the case, it’s rather uninteresting to focus on these issues as they relate to the Joker, since he’s in the same boat as the rest of us.

Fair enough, we might think, but what in the world would lead us to believe that we never act freely? Certainly such a claim runs contrary to our ordinary way of thinking—and feeling! The way things seem from within when we’re deciding what to do is that we face legitimate options all the time and freely choose between them. Why would we ever think that our beliefs and feelings are inaccurate on this count?

The answer lies with determinism: the view that for any moment in time, the state of the world at that time is wholly fixed, or determined, by the prior states of the world (together with the laws of nature that run the whole show). This view is appealing for numerous reasons, one of which is that it seems to conform with a mature scientific understanding of the world. If determinism is true, we are nothing more than a product of events that originated long before we even came into the picture. And facing any apparent choice, it’s already determined which course of action we will follow. That doesn’t leave much room for free will.

One way to respond to this worry, of course, is to reject determinism. That’s an approach that some philosophers happily take, sometimes justifying their position on scientific grounds, by citing facts about the fundamental randomness of quantum mechanics as a reason to believe that the past doesn’t perfectly determine the future. Or sometimes they argue simply that determinism runs riot over our common sense, and that’s enough to warrant our rejecting it.

Others, though, challenge the idea that determinism is incompatible with the idea of free will. Let’s consider an example based on a famous paper by philosopher Harry Frankfurt (b. 1929). Suppose the Joker has devoted huge quantities of money to the construction of a strange machine that tracks Batman’s actions and, more interestingly, his thoughts. Moreover, it’s able to “control” what Batman does. The Joker’s ultimate aim is to use this machine to force Batman to do terrible things, but at present, he just wants Gotham cleansed of all other supervillains. So right now, let’s say the machine is tracking Batman as he faces off against Poison Ivy, and the situation is one where a well-placed Bat-a-rang will trip Ivy up enough to allow Batman to capture her.

Here’s where things get interesting. If Batman chooses to throw the Bat-a-rang—if he makes that mental decision—then the Joker’s machine will not stop him by sending out the appropriate mind-rays (or whatever) to interrupt that course of action (because the Joker wants Ivy taken out of commission). But if the Dark Knight—for whatever reason—chooses not to throw the Bat-a-rang, the machine will intercede and force him to do so. Let’s suppose that Batman does choose to throw the Bat-a-rang and in fact does so. We would normally think that in doing so, Batman exercised his free will—he made a free choice and acted accordingly—even though, unbeknownst to him, he had no alternative but to throw the Bat-a-rang. In other words, what he did in this case was actually determined.

So even if determinism is true and what we do is determined by past states of affairs and the laws of nature, there’s still room to exercise free will. And as long as there’s room to exercise free will, there’s room for moral responsibility. Of course, there’s much that can be said in response to this line of reasoning. Here’s just one concern: it seems that moral evaluation is going to face a certain epistemological problem, a problem concerning whether we can ever know whether praise or blame is appropriate to attribute to a person. To see why, let’s stick with the example sketched above. In order for us to know that Batman deserves praise for his actions, we can’t simply attend to what he did, for that was already determined; he was going to do it regardless of whether he intended to or not. We’d have to get inside his head, as it were, and see what choice he made. And crazy Joker-machines aside, getting inside people’s heads isn’t the easiest thing to do. So we might worry that free will and the moral responsibility that comes with it have been saved only at the cost of making it virtually impossible for us to ever attribute praise or blame, and that cost is too high.

There are responses to this worry, but we must move on. Let’s assume, then, that we do have, and can exercise, free will, whether that’s compatible with determinism or not. We now turn to the issue of whether there’s something wrong with the Joker in particular that prohibits him from exercising free will, and as such, whether this exempts him from moral responsibility for his actions.
Taking the Plunge: The Fall from Freedom

So far we’ve talked loosely about exercising our free will in terms of making choices. But clearly there’s more involved in the performance of free actions than that. Many philosophers believe that exercising free will—and the moral responsibility that comes from it—crucially involves a person being able to think about what motivates her and then using this ability to change her motivations, at least sometimes. The core idea, espoused in various forms by Harry Frankfurt among others, is that one of the things that distinguishes us from other animals is our ability to form desires about our desires: second-order desires. We can take a stance on our first-order desires—the things that drive other animals directly to action—and in this sense, we aren’t merely passive in where our wants take us, as it were. Our free will is constituted by our ability to form desires about our desires, to reflect upon and evaluate them, and to change our motivations accordingly.

For example, Batman may find himself so totally exhausted one evening after having spent numerous nights thumping on the Joker’s goons that he has a very strong first-order desire to stay in bed and sleep rather than continue to pursue his foe. But Batman also has the desire to bring justice to Gotham, and this is also a first-order desire (though more abstract). Let’s suppose it is strongly held, but not as strongly as the first-order desire to stay in bed. What makes Batman free, so the thought goes, is his ability to recognize these two desires in himself and to form a second-order desire that in some sense weights his desire to pursue justice more highly than his desire to stay in bed.

This is a very rough sketch of how free will works and it is not uncontroversial. But it is already enough to help us explain why we think that some persons “aren’t in control” in certain matters; that is, why we think they aren’t able to exercise their free will. Classic examples involve addicts. We often speak as though people addicted to heroin, say, aren’t entirely exercising their free will when they continue to get fixes long after any benefits of the rush have passed, all the time admittedly well aware that they are destroying their lives. The idea, based on what we’ve sketched above, is that the drug addiction has inhibited their ability to form second-order desires about their desires. One of the influences of the drug, in other words, is that once taken, a person’s wanting the drug cannot be trumped by a second-order desire to weight one’s desire to be healthy over the desire for the drug.

But if such addicts aren’t able to exercise their free will when it comes to future decisions to consume the drug, must we conclude that they aren’t morally responsible for these future actions? Simply put, no, and that’s because, at least in many cases, it is reasonable to presume that a free choice was made to start taking the drug. Before a person chose to start taking heroin, she possessed the capacity to rank her first-order desires. Possessing that capacity means that her decision not to rank her desire to stay healthy over her desire to get high was a decision freely made. She’s morally responsible for the action that ensued, and that moral responsibility carries over to future actions that aren’t free.

However, it might look like this line of reasoning opens the door for us to conclude that the Joker is morally responsible for his actions. Let’s suppose that his current insanity is best understood as an inability to form second-order desires to quell his first-order homicidal tendencies. So we can agree that once he went mad, all the Joker’s further actions were not performed freely. But according to at least one origin story (from The Killing Joke), the Joker was first a husband and father who chose to enter a life of petty crime—as the Red Hood—to help make ends meet. A confrontation with Batman resulted in his plunging into a vat of chemicals, forever burning his face into the monstrously clownish visage it now is. THAT’s what sent him over the edge (literally). But he entered a life of crime freely—and if so, it seems that the moral responsibility for that action carries over to his present actions, given that his free choice led him to where it did.

Not so fast, though. We need to spell out in more detail why we think that the heroin addict is morally responsible for her future drug-related actions that aren’t done freely. And part of that story, it seems right to say, is that we believe that her initial choice to take the drug was not only done freely, but it was done in complete awareness of the likely consequences of her action. One has to go out of one’s way to remain ignorant of the effects of heroin. Forget health classes and after-school specials—the novels and the respective movies Requiem for a Dream and Trainspotting alone make it pretty darn obvious what can happen. We should test our intuitions: if the heroin addict was truly ignorant of the effects of heroin and freely chose to take it, would we be as willing to saddle her with moral responsibility for that and future actions? I don’t think we would.
If that’s right, we need to ask whether the Joker acted in ignorance upon taking the job as the Red Hood. And here it seems correct to say that while he surely had to be aware of many of the dangers and the ramifications of his actions, it would not be reasonable to expect him to have foreseen that becoming the Red Hood ran him the risk of turning into a homicidal maniac. Notice that that’s true even if he somehow could have foreseen that he would take a plunge into a vat of chemicals. He would have to have known a lot more about his psychological makeup to conclude that from the possibility of that chemical plunge, madness would likely ensue. After all, had we made similar choices and had the same thing happened to us, it seems unlikely we would’ve become the Joker. Unluckily for Batman and for Gotham’s citizens, the circumstances that led to his “birth” were one in a million.

**Who Has the Last Laugh?**

With that objection aside, we can defend our belief that someone as mad as the Joker isn’t morally responsible for his actions. The core idea is that the Joker is not morally responsible because he doesn’t perform his actions freely. His craziness has inhibited his ability to form second-order desires about his first-order desires, desires that include very lunatic impulses.

So there we have it. The Joker is crazy, and his craziness, because it inhibits his free will, relieves him of any moral responsibility for his actions. This is a satisfying analysis, but as is often the case, our philosophical investigation has resolved some issues only to allow room for others to arise. For given the Joker’s insanity, there remain important questions surrounding what obligations Batman and the city of Gotham have toward the Joker. And there are no easy moral answers to the question of how to deal with a genuinely insane person who performs the most vile of deeds. Pity him? Hate him? Institutionalize him? Let him die, if the opportunity arises? The Joker is Batman’s nemesis not only because of what he does, but because of what he is. And if the Clown Prince of Crime is able to entertain that thought, there’s no doubt he finds it very, very funny.

**NOTES**

1 *Detective Comics* #475 (February 1978).

2 *Batman* #321 (March 1980).


7 See Frankfurt’s “Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person,” *Journal of Philosophy* Vol. 68, No. 1 (1971): 5-20; also reprinted in *The Importance of What We Care About*. 
PART THREE

ORIGINS AND ETHICS: BECOMING THE CAPED CRUSADER
BATMAN’S PROMISE

Randall M. Jensen

Batmen’s Promise

Where do superheroes come from? Where do they get their powers? What makes somebody adopt the persona of a masked crime fighter, defender of all that is good? Who decides to leave the house wearing tights and sporting a cape?

Every good superhero saga includes an origin story. Such stories are memorable and powerful, coming close to real mythmaking. Origin stories are typically driven by incredible and fantastic events: genetic mutations, strange laboratory accidents, alien encounters, dealings with the devil, and so on. But Batman’s beginnings are different. The crucial catalyst—an alleyway mugging gone bad—is all too tragically ordinary. And the rest of the Batman genesis is built upon a boy’s extravagant and seemingly foolish promise to his murdered parents that he’ll cleanse Gotham City of crime.

The senseless murder of Thomas and Martha Wayne is likely to remind comic fans of the tragic elements in other superhero origin stories. For example, Peter Parker becomes your friendly neighborhood Spider-Man largely because of the circumstances surrounding the murder of his uncle Ben, and Frank Castle turns into the Punisher due to the execution of his wife and children. What’s distinctive about the Batman origin story is that the why precedes the how. When Uncle Ben is killed, a radioactive spider bite has already given Peter his amazing abilities. Likewise, Castle is a scarily competent military operator long before the mob takes out his family. But Bruce is just a boy at the time of his parents’ death. He has no reason to think that he can do what he’s promising to do. Bruce Wayne doesn’t acquire superpowers and then later discover how he ought to use them. No, he first acquires a mission—a vocation or calling, really—and with it, a desperate need for extraordinary abilities. Through his own herculean efforts (and with the help of the enormous financial empire he has inherited, of course!), he makes himself into Batman so that he can keep the promise he made.

Unlike so many others, Bruce Wayne doesn’t become a superhero by accident, but rather through sheer force of will. Since even the greatest tragedy doesn’t transform most children into superheroes, the key element in Batman’s origin is not the murder of a mother and father but rather the extraordinary promise of a young boy.

The Nature of the Promise

In the 1939 Bob Kane and Bill Finger version of the Batman origin story, just days after the murder of his parents, Bruce Wayne makes an oath: “And I swear by the spirits of my parents to avenge their deaths by spending the rest of my life warring on all criminals.”1 Much more recently, in Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale’s classic The Long Halloween (1998), Batman recalls his boyhood promise: “I made a promise to my parents that I would rid the city of the evil that took their lives.” In fact, this promise plays a very prominent role throughout Loeb’s various contributions to
the Batman history, showing up in *Haunted Knight* (1996), *Dark Victory* (2001, the sequel to *The Long Halloween*), *Hush* (2003), and more recently in his run on the popular *Superman/Batman* title (2003-2005). For Loeb, this promise seems to be the defining moment in the life of the Batman. So, what kind of promise is it? What prompts Bruce to make it? And why does it have such an enduring role in the Batman mythos?

One all-too-obvious answer is that this promise is an expression of a desire for vengeance. And indeed in its earlier version, Bruce does speak of “avenging” the deaths of his parents. But it’s crucial to recognize it isn’t simple revenge he’s after; Bruce doesn’t promise his parents that he’ll kill the man who killed them. Clearly, with either interpretation of the promise, he takes on a much larger task than that—either to war on all criminals or to rid Gotham of evil! Furthermore, in the first volume of *Justice* (2006), Batman tells us that “when I was a boy, my father and mother were murdered before my very eyes. I have dedicated my life to stopping that criminal, regardless of the forms or faces he wears. Really, the form is of no consequence” (emphasis added).

And in most storylines, Batman never does bring this nameless and faceless killer to justice. Hollywood is the unfortunate exception here. In Christopher Nolan’s 2005 film *Batman Begins*, as an angry young man who’s just returned home from college, Bruce plots to kill his parents’ killer when he’s unexpectedly released from prison, only to be thwarted because someone else gets there first. True, he later realizes that there’s more to his mission than simple payback, but in the comics he seems to know this even as a boy. To make matters worse, the 1989 Tim Burton film *Batman* makes Jack Napier—the man who’ll become the Joker—the very man who killed Bruce’s parents. In that film, in one single narrative Bruce watches his parents die as a boy, and then later, as Batman, he watches their killer fall to his death. But that’s just the movies—we don’t find such a neat and tidy resolution anywhere else in the Batman universe. This isn’t a simple revenge story.

However, it’d also be a serious mistake to deny that revenge—or perhaps, better, a desire for retribution—plays an important role in Batman’s motivation. Retribution isn’t the same thing as base revenge, although it proves surprisingly difficult to spell out the differences. Chief among them is that retribution is less personal and more concerned with a wrongdoer’s getting exactly what she deserves. In Loeb’s *Superman/Batman: Public Enemies* (2005), when Batman uncovers what looks like some evidence that points to the identity of his parents’ killer, he confesses, “Nothing haunts me more than finding out who killed my parents.” But he immediately complicates matters by adding that “their unsolved murder changed Gotham City.” Batman isn’t focused only on his personal loss. Yes, he has a keen interest in bringing his parents’ killer to justice. But the key point is that he’s after a lot more than mere payback. Earlier in the story, Superman says, “I’ve known Bruce for years. I can’t decide if it’s the hero in him that drives him—which I respect . . . or the dark side that puts him in harm’s way—trying desperately to make up for the murder of his parents. That I don’t respect.”

Yet there doesn’t seem to be any good reason to think that these are the only two possible motivations for Batman, or to assume that they’re mutually exclusive. Why must we make this choice? And why should we adopt Superman’s simplistic conception of what it is to be a hero? Why not acknowledge that Batman is a very complex character whose motives may be numerous and perhaps even difficult to identify at times—especially given how many different people have written his lines! Why not let our heroes be human beings who don’t always understand themselves and often aren’t easily understood by others?

In addition to a desire for retribution, what other motives play into Bruce’s promise and his lifelong struggle to fulfill it? In *Haunted Knight*, Batman remembers his father being called out of bed in the middle of night to respond to some medical emergency, and he asks of himself, while crouching on a rooftop like a gargoyle, “Is that why I’m here?” And this isn’t the only time Batman thinks of his role in Gotham as somehow analogous to his father’s role as a physician. *Batman Begins* also hints that Bruce wants to continue in his parents’ role, this time as the financial caretaker of Gotham City. In a pivotal scene, Rachel Dawes makes the following appeal to Bruce before he’s decided to become Batman: “Good people like your parents who’ll stand against injustice? They’re gone. What chance does Gotham have when the good people do nothing?” But whereas his philanthropic parents fought crime economically by improving Gotham’s infrastructure, Batman takes the fight to the streets. This suggests that Bruce wants not only to atone for their deaths, but also to give meaning to their lives by ensuring that their legacy doesn’t die with them. If that’s right, then Batman isn’t just trying to defeat and destroy the evil forces of Gotham; he’s trying to build something as well, and this constructive aim further distinguishes him from someone like the Punisher or *Watchmen’s* Rorschach.

On a psychological level, it’s likely that Bruce’s desperate promise serves to give unity and shape to a life that’s
just been broken into pieces. As Alfred observes at the outset of *Hush*,

I cannot imagine the man young Bruce might have become had his childhood not been ripped from him at gunpoint. Suddenly orphaned and alone, a chilling event took place. There would be no grieving for this child. No time would be lost wishing he could change these events. *There would only be the promise.* That very night, on the street stained with his mother’s and father’s blood, he would make a vow to rid the city of the evil that had taken their lives. (Emphasis added)

With his parents gone, Bruce needs a new center of gravity in his world, and this life-changing promise provides just that. To fulfill his promise he spends years in study, training, and travel, acquiring the skills and the knowledge he’ll need if he’s to have any chance at all of living up to the intimidating task he’s sworn to perform. Take away that promise and he’s still just a boy in shock, kneeling over the bodies of his parents. His promise gives him something to do and, more important, someone to be. Our commitments and projects shape us and define our character. Thus, the young Bruce Wayne grows up to become Batman; as Rachel Dawes sadly observes at the end of *Batman Begins*, the Bruce Wayne billionaire-playboy persona is nothing but a convenient disguise.

**Promises and Morality**

Much about Batman’s mission looks toward the future: he wants to make Gotham a safer and better place to live—a place where children don’t lose their parents as he lost his. Batman thus has *forward-looking* moral reasons for his war against criminals. Are those reasons sufficient to justify his actions?

For a *consequentialist*, who believes that consequences are the only relevant factor in deciding what’s right and wrong, this all depends on whether Batman’s mission brings about the best possible consequences for everyone. If so, then he ought to go to work. And surely Batman does a lot of good, regardless of what critics, like the talking heads in *The Dark Knight Strikes Again* (2002), might say. But if fighting crime as Batman isn’t bringing about the best possible consequences, Bruce should hang up the cape and cowl. Wouldn’t that mean breaking the promise he made to his parents? And it’s wrong to break promises, right?

In fact, consequentialists have a difficult time giving promises the kind of moral weight they seem to deserve. Consequentialist morality is about making the world a better place, and while keeping promises may often do just that—if they’re the right sort of promises, anyway—there’s really no room to say that we ought to keep our promises even if people are worse off because we do so. Consequentialists aren’t very impressed with “Because I promised I would!” as a moral reason, believing that we need to be prepared to set our commitments aside when the greater good calls for us to do so. To put it another way, consequentialists believe that the end justifies the means, and someone with that mentality will probably end up breaking promises along the way.

After all, why should one keep promises? If, for example, when it’s time for Alfred to keep a promise, doing what he promised is a good idea, then of course he should keep his word. He would have been glad to do so anyway! But if doing what he promised seems like a bad idea, then why on earth should Alfred go through with it? Because he said that he would? So what? If he’s looking to the future, what he may have promised in the past seems relatively unimportant. A potential reason for Alfred to keep his promises might be that he needs people to trust him, and if they find out that he isn’t a man of his word, then they won’t accept any promises he makes in the future. But that’s just a reason for Alfred to make sure that no one finds out that he broke his promise!

All this just underscores the fact that promises aren’t fundamentally forward-looking. Batman’s promise anchors his mission in the past; his commitment to keeping this promise gives him a *backward-looking* moral reason to carry out his mission, night after night and villain after villain. Furthermore, while it’s undeniable that he wants Gotham’s citizens to be safe from marauding criminals, Batman clearly also wants wrongdoers to get what’s coming to them. And retribution is backward-looking, too. In different ways, then, Batman’s war on crime is connected to the past, to his own history, and to the history of the villains against whom he fights. (Notice how he continually returns to the location of his parents’ murder, then called Park Row and now dubbed Crime Alley.) This shouldn’t surprise us, however, for as witnessed by the architecture of the Gotham cityscape and by the pervasive presence of fear, the unknown, and the uncanny, Batman’s story is a truly *gothic* one—and this movement of the past into the present is
another hallmark of the gothic.

This also means that Batman isn’t a thoroughgoing consequentialist. He’s also motivated by deontological moral reasons, which are reasons that involve what someone is doing rather than what happens as a result of what someone does.4 “Because it would break a promise!” is a deontological moral reason, as is “Because it would be dishonest!” or “Because it would be murder!” Batman’s repeated refusal to kill in carrying out his mission, even when it’s the Joker, is a perfect illustration of his commitment to a deontological moral reason.5 Another such illustration is the way Batman is motivated by his resolve to keep his boyhood promise. And as Alfred observes in Under the Hood (2005-2006), Batman’s enemies fear his incredible resolve more than they fear his appearance or his strength. Batman is a man who always keeps his promises—and that makes him more than a man in the eyes of his foes.

Making Promises to the Dead

In spite of the fact that certain aspects of promises may seem puzzling, their importance to our ordinary moral lives is hard to deny. We often make promises to one another, even as young children, and we take ourselves to be obligated by them. There’s a further problem in the case of Batman’s promise, however. We do make promises to someone, right? In fact, that seems to be an essential part of what distinguishes a promise from a more generic commitment. Further, one very natural way of understanding the wrongness of breaking a promise is that in some way it wrongs or harms the person(s) to whom the promise was made. This idea is supported by the fact that if Batman broke a promise to Oracle, for example, he would owe her an apology for doing so, and even if he thought he was morally justified in breaking that promise, surely he would at least owe her an explanation. But Bruce’s parents are dead when he makes his promise to them. Does it even make sense to promise something to a dead person? Can it be wrong to break a promise to the dead in the way it’s wrong to break a promise to the living? Can someone who is dead be wronged or harmed? Are the dead inside or outside of our moral universe?

Of course, we can’t think for very long about such questions without facing an even larger question: what happens to us when we die? Is death the end of our conscious existence, or is there some kind of conscious life after death? This is a question that confounds any number of religious and philosophical thinkers—and it leaves even the world’s greatest detective in the dark! In Under the Hood, when Batman begins to suspect that somehow Jason Todd—the second Robin, who was killed by the Joker—has returned from the grave, he seeks out both Superman and Green Arrow to ask them about what it was like to die and then to come back to life. Although he doesn’t really understand it, resurrection is a genuine possibility in Batman’s world. We mustn’t forget about Ra’s al Ghul’s Lazarus pits, either, for they can also bring the dead back to some kind of life. Whatever may be the case in our reality, death doesn’t seem to be the final exit in comics.

Suppose death isn’t the end of us. The 1939 version of Batman’s promise invokes the spirits of Thomas and Martha Wayne. One relatively clear way to make sense of promises to the departed is to say that in some sense the dead still exist among us—as ghosts or spirits of some sort. But while Batman is haunted by his murdered parents, he’s not usually haunted in that way. They don’t reappear to fight alongside him in the way that Harry Potter’s parents do, for example, and when they do show up, it’s typically in the form of a flashback sequence, a memory, a dream, or a hallucination.6 Batman isn’t literally haunted by his parents’ ghosts. Rather, he’s haunted by his memories of them and of their deaths, by his longing for them, and by the loss of the life he shared with them. And so our question is whether we can understand his making a promise to a mother and father who are dead and gone—and who aren’t going to show up to express their disappointment if he doesn’t do as he’s promised to do. As it turns out, that’s the most philosophically interesting question here, too, and a number of philosophers have wrestled with the issues it raises.2

So, let’s suppose, for the sake of argument, that death is the end of us after all. The ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus (341-270 BCE) goes beyond supposition here. His view is that human beings are composed of atoms, body and soul, and that death is literally our dissolution: we simply go to pieces, and that’s it. We don’t get to reassemble ourselves like Clayface does. Epicurus famously argues that such a death is nothing to be afraid of:

Get used to believing that death is nothing to us. For all good and bad consists in sense-experience, and death is
the privation of sense-experience. Hence, a correct knowledge of the fact that death is nothing to us makes the mortality of life a matter for contentment, not by adding a limitless time [to life] but by removing the longing for immortality. For there is nothing fearful in life for one who has grasped that there is nothing fearful in the absence of life. Thus, he is a fool who says that he fears death not because it will be painful when present but because it is painful when it is still to come. For that which while present causes no distress causes unnecessary pain when merely anticipated. So death, the most frightening of bad things, is nothing to us; since when we exist, death is not yet present, and when death is present, then we do not exist. Therefore, it is relevant neither to the living nor to the dead, since it does not affect the former, and the latter do not exist.

Epicurus is a hedonist, which means he believes that what’s good for human beings is pleasure and what’s bad is pain. And since pleasure and pain can’t exist without being felt, Epicurus says that “all good and bad consists in sense-experience.” And since death is the absence of sensory experience, it’s nothing to be afraid of. (The process of dying might be really painful, and thus something to fear, but as long as you’re still dying “death is not yet present.”) Moreover, nothing can be good or bad for the dead, for they experience nothing at all. If Epicurus is right, then it seems like nothing can be good or bad for Bruce’s dead parents. And if a large part of the reason not to break a promise is that it’s somehow bad for the one to whom the promise was made, that reason simply won’t apply in this case, or in any case where the “promisee” is deceased.

But lots of people don’t buy this Epicurean argument. For one thing, it seems reasonable to think that even if death itself doesn’t involve any bad experiences, it’s a bad thing to die precisely because we’re deprived of all the good experiences we might have had! Furthermore, there are reasons to be suspicious of the idea that all bad things must be experienced. Consider the following words from Aristotle (384-322 BCE): “For if a living person has good or evil of which he is not aware, a dead person also, it seems, has good or evil, if, for instance, he receives honors or dishonors, and his children, and descendants in general, do well or suffer misfortune.”

According to Aristotle, then, there are things that are good and bad for the dead. Let’s call these things postmortem benefits and harms. Aristotle begins by appealing to an analogy: if the living can be harmed but remain unaware of it, then the dead can be harmed as well. Obviously, he flatly rejects Epicurus’s claim that “all good and bad consists in sense-experience.” Suppose that Selina Kyle (aka Catwoman, for anyone not in the know) is only pretending to be romantically interested in Batman as part of some complicated plot against him. Suppose further that Batman is totally unaware of this and quite enjoys her company—and in fact he never becomes aware of her duplicity. Hasn’t he been harmed? Hasn’t something bad happened to him although he doesn’t know it? If so, then perhaps there are unexperienced harms.

This example suggests that deceit and betrayal can harm us quite apart from their effect on our experience. As Thomas Nagel puts it, “The natural view is that the discovery of betrayal makes us unhappy because it is bad to be betrayed—not that betrayal is bad because its discovery makes us unhappy.” And Aristotle believes we can be harmed through our reputations and through our friends and families in a way that doesn’t depend on our experiencing anything. The idea of an unexperienced harm seems very plausible.

What about a postmortem harm? If a living Batman can be harmed without experiencing the harm, why not a dead one? If Bruce Wayne were to die, and if after his death people wrongly came to believe that he was a horrible villain rather than a terrific hero, wouldn’t we think that something harmful—in Aristotle’s words, a misfortune—had happened to him? Expressions like “He’d be turning over in his grave” suggest that this is a rather natural thought. Aristotle certainly thinks so, although he concedes that harms to the dead are relatively weak.

Maybe Epicurus is wrong, then, to say that the dead cannot be harmed because they can’t experience the harm. But doesn’t another of his points still remain? It’s one thing to say that a living person can be harmed in a way that doesn’t affect her experience. It’s another thing to say, as Aristotle does, that a person who no longer exists can be harmed! How on earth can harm befall someone who doesn’t exist? Well, in one sense, it surely can’t. Nothing you or I do can really harm Bruce Wayne, right? Because he’s made-up; he’s not a real person. Surely, however, the dead are in a category different from fictional characters! While the latter do not exist and never did exist as flesh and blood human beings, the former are real people who used to exist.

That’s the clue we need to make sense of harming the dead. When we wonder whether it makes sense to say that breaking a promise to the dead might harm them, we need to be careful how we characterize the ones we harm. Are
we asking whether Bruce can harm the postmortem Thomas and Martha Wayne? If so, we’re asking whether he can harm a ghost, or a corpse, or maybe even nothing. And that’s just silly. But what if we ask whether he can harm the antemortem Waynes, the living people who cared for him in his early childhood? If that’s how we think of it, then there is an appropriate candidate to suffer the harm of a broken promise. The next problem is to figure out when the harm occurs and how to talk about a harm that seems to involve backward causation, where somehow what Bruce might do in the present might cause harm to his parents in the past. And that’s a real philosophical problem, but it seems like the right kind of problem for Batman fans to take up, given the ways in which the Dark Knight’s stories always blend the past and the present.

**Batman Returns**

In *Kingdom Come* (1997), a story depicting one possible future or alternate Earth in the DC Universe, Batman is still fighting crime in Gotham. In fact, it seems that he’s winning the war, with the help of a legion of robotic Bat-Knights. He’s kept his promise, or close to it. But at the opening of Frank Miller’s classic *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986), another futuristic tale, Batman has retired. Why? Not because he’s rid the city of evil and fulfilled his promise to his parents. Far from it. Miller’s Batman has hung up his cape and cowl not because his mission is over but because of the death of Jason Todd, a former Robin. (Interestingly, Miller wrote this story a couple of years before Jason died in the regular Batman continuity, thereby predicting—and probably helping to bring about—the Joker’s infamous killing of Robin depicted in *A Death in the Family* in 1988.)

In *The Dark Knight Returns*, Batman’s career ends as it began: with a promise. Consider this internal monologue in which Bruce is describing an ongoing struggle with his inner Batman:

And he [Batman] laughs at me [Bruce Wayne], curses me. Calls me a fool. He fills my sleep, he tricks me. Brings me here when the night is long and my will is weak. He struggles relentlessly, hatefully, to be free—

I will not let him. I gave my word.

For Jason.

Never.

Never again.

Finally, of course, Batman is victorious in this psychic conflict; he comes out of retirement to fight evil once more. Why? Perhaps it’s because the older, stronger promise simply cannot be ignored. As Miller puts it, in trying not to be Batman, Bruce has made himself into “a walking dead man.” The promise to his parents and the project to which it gave birth define who he is. Without them, he’s just a shell of a man. And the past simply cannot be forgotten: “It could have happened yesterday. It could be happening now. They could be lying at your feet, twitching, bleeding.” In the end, Batman has made a promise he can never fully keep, yet it’s a promise he can’t live without.

**Batman Forever?**

Some philosophers have argued that human beings should be glad they’re not immortal, for an endless life would inevitably prove to be boring and thus be a curse rather than a blessing. Surprisingly, then, death might be part of what makes life attractive and appealing. Even a superhero’s life might grow tedious; the thrill of fighting evil might wear off after years, decades, or centuries. But Batman’s not primarily driven by the thrill of the chase or by the pleasure of victory. He isn’t a superhero because he finds the life so exciting and satisfying. In *Superman/Batman: Public Enemies*, he is brutally honest: “It is not a life I would wish on anyone.” No, Batman’s crusade against crime is motivated by his ongoing commitment to strive to keep the unkeepable promise that defines him. This
commitment gives his life a meaning that isn’t connected to his own personal satisfaction. In fact, it’s connected to
his own personal sacrifice. Batman’s promise binds him to Gotham for however long she may need him.

NOTES

1 Detective Comics #33 (November 1939). This scene is included in Les Daniels, Batman: The Complete History: The Life and Times of the Dark Knight (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2004), 34-35.

2 See, for example, Robert Nozick, Philosophical Explanations (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1983), 366-368.

3 Historically, the most important consequentialists are the British utilitarian philosophers Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873). A useful anthology is Stephen L. Darwall, ed., Consequentialism (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2002).


5 The chapter by Mark D. White in this book discusses Batman’s refusal to kill the Joker in more detail.

6 See, for example, Haunted Knight’s third tale, a revision of Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol in which Bruce’s father appears as Jacob Marley’s ghost; or The Long Halloween, where Bruce is gassed by the Scarecrow and lives half in the present and half in the past while he and his mother are trying to escape his parents’ killer.


11 Nagel, Mortal Questions, 65.


SHOULD BRUCE WAYNE HAVE BECOME BATMAN?

Mahesh Ananth and Ben Dixon

What to Do with So Much Time and Money?

Bruce Wayne, Batman’s alter ego, is rich—very rich. *Forbes* magazine’s list of the fifteen wealthiest fictional characters slots Wayne at number seven, estimating his net worth to be nearly seven billion dollars. Notably, Wayne was born into wealth, inheriting his parents’ fortune after their untimely deaths at the hands of a Gotham City criminal. So when twenty-five-year-old Wayne takes up the very expensive, very risky task of fighting for justice as Batman, he makes a moral judgment that doing so is an appropriate way to spend his time and his inherited wealth. He decides, essentially, that the right thing to do is honor his parents’ memory by cleaning up Gotham City’s crime. But is this the morally correct decision?

Not Going Gentle into That Dark Knight

Without warning it comes . . . crashing through the window of your study . . . and mine. . . . I have seen it before . . . somewhere . . . it frightened me as a boy . . . frightened me . . . yes. Father. I shall become a bat.

—Bruce Wayne, age twenty-five, from *Batman: Year One* (1987)

*Batman: Year One*’s first depiction of Wayne is visually macabre: a seven-year-old Wayne kneels helplessly before his parents, his blood-stained father clutching his mother’s shoulder, both parents lying strewn across the ground, motionless. A few pages later we see a grown-up Wayne kneeling before his parents once more, this time in front of their graves. Given his sorrowful expression and his hunched posture, Bruce’s pain over their murders appears not to have faded much in the years since. Indeed, the story quickly unmasks why Wayne, through his metamorphosis into Batman, decides that no resource should be spared to fight injustice. Following the examples set by his father, himself a wealthy heir and Gotham physician, Wayne must use his own keen intellect and his inherited wealth to make Gotham a better place.

Batman’s crime fighting is largely a way of paying homage to his deceased parents, as becomes clear in one of the more surreal scenes in *Year One*. A failed attempt at vigilantism has left Bruce wounded and nearly bleeding to death; sitting in his Wayne Manor study, he starts “speaking” to what appears to be a bust of his dead father, Thomas Wayne. The younger Wayne asks his father how he can terrify criminals so as to fight crime more successfully, and he makes clear that he has longed for such success since the night his parents were murdered—the night, he says, when “all sense left [his] life.” His recollection of the details of his parents’ final night is immediately followed by a bat shattering the window of his study, flying into the room, and landing atop the sculpture of his father. The incident stirs up terrifying memories of a childhood incident involving bats. Inspired by the bat, Wayne then and there decides to evoke similar terror in the hearts of Gotham criminals. Disguised as a bat, he will fight the scum of Gotham. The imagery and dialogue of this scene make obvious the close links between Wayne’s decision to become Batman, the loss of his parents, and the desire he has to respect his father’s memory by serving Gotham.

“The Singer”: Batman’s First Real Nemesis

But is becoming Batman the morally best option for Wayne? At first glance, questioning the moral status of
Wayne’s choice to live as Batman seems odd. Surely his decision to save crime-ridden Gotham City, a place that a newly arrived police lieutenant, James Gordon, dubs “a city without hope” (Year One), is not only commendable but reveals a high moral character. Upon close inspection, however, this characterization may be premature.

In his famous article “Famine, Affluence, and Morality,” the philosopher Peter Singer (b. 1946) argues that humans have a moral obligation to assist others who are suffering and dying due to a lack of basic needs, such as food, shelter, and medical care. Singer is a utilitarian. Utilitarianism is the moral theory that instructs us to perform those actions that will bring about the greatest good or least amount of evil for the greatest number of people, based upon the fact that all people are morally equal. Singer reasons that the following moral principle should clearly be part of our everyday thinking: “If it is in our power to prevent something bad from happening, without thereby sacrificing anything of comparable moral importance, we ought, morally, to do it.”

The usefulness and appeal of this principle can be illustrated by an example Singer gives involving a child drowning in a shallow pond. Imagine walking past this pond and observing the drowning child. You further see that it is quite easy for you to wade into the pond and save the child. Although your clothes will get muddy, the damage to your clothes and any other associated inconveniences are insignificant when compared to the life of the child, right? Thus, clearly you should rescue the child.

It appears that Singer’s moral principle accurately captures why anyone coming upon the drowning child should offer aid: one can save a life and do so at very little moral cost. What Singer wants us to consider, however, is that acceptance of this principle has profound implications for how we should live day-to-day. Notice that in much the same way as the person in the example can aid the child without sacrificing something of comparable moral worth, so too can affluent Westerners forgo certain luxuries in order to benefit those who are facing disasters, such as famine and treatable diseases. Clearly many of us do not identify ourselves as wealthy, and yet we are often awash in smaller luxuries like CDs, DVDs, name-brand clothing, and fine food. Singer’s moral principle forces us to determine whether enjoying these smaller luxuries is more important than saving human lives.

Let’s call Singer’s argument “the argument from prevention.” Basically, he is arguing that if suffering and death from a lack of food, shelter, and medical care are bad and if it is in our power to prevent such bad things from happening, then we as individuals ought, morally, to prevent such bad things. Given that this sort of suffering is bad and we can help, Singer thinks that it is indisputably the case that we, as individuals, ought to prevent such bad things from happening. Singer takes it to be true that suffering at the hands of starvation, disease, poor shelter, and such things, is bad. Indeed, he claims that if you disagree with the truth of this claim, then stop reading his article! For the sake of our discussion, we will assume (along with Singer) that this claim is true.

Now it’s important to understand Singer’s rendering of “giving.” Specifically, how much are we to give of ourselves in an effort to assist those in such great need? A young Wayne clearly decides to live some version of a sacrificial life, insofar as Batman’s nocturnal activities will aim at preventing the suffering and death of his fellow Gothamites. Surely this is enough sacrifice, right? But Singer’s own words as to “how much is enough” are startling:

One possibility [the strong version]. . . . is that we ought to give until we reach the level of marginal utility—that is, the level at which, by giving more, I would cause as much suffering to myself or my dependents as I would relieve by my gift. This would mean, of course, that one would reduce oneself to very near the material circumstances of [the starving poor]. [Alternatively,] I proposed the more moderate version—that we should prevent bad occurrences unless, to do so, we had to sacrifice something morally significant—only in order to show that, even on this surely undeniable principle, a great change in our way of life is required.

Singer makes clear above that there are two versions of giving, a strong version and a moderate version (note that he is skeptical of the latter, but he is willing to adopt it for the sake of argument). The strong version claims that we’re morally obligated to give until we reach the point where we would cause as much suffering to ourselves as is present in those we are helping, unless in doing so we had to sacrifice something of comparable moral significance. The moderate version, in contrast, claims that we’re morally obligated to give until we reach the point at which we sacrifice something morally significant as a result of our degree of giving.

Batman versus the Singer: The Battle over Aiding Gotham
It’s unclear how much weight, if any, a young Wayne places on the option of giving away most or all of his inherited wealth. Perhaps an incident occurring later in his life gives some indication of his general attitude toward such charitable giving. The comic story A Death in the Family (1988), which chronicles the Joker’s killing of the second Robin (Jason Todd), includes a scene in which Bruce Wayne encounters famine-stricken refugees in Ethiopia. While reflecting on this human tragedy, Wayne thinks to himself: “The Refugees flock into the camps by the thousands each day. It’s utterly heartbreaking. When I return to Gotham, I’ll send out another check to help the effort and try to forget what I’ve seen here. I’m no different from anyone else. There’s only so much even Bruce Wayne—and Batman—can do.”

Notice Wayne’s skepticism as to how effective his donations can be, and also his desire to forget the suffering he sees in Ethiopia, a desire upon which he will act, presumably after he cuts yet another check. Were these general beliefs and attitudes present in Wayne’s thinking as a younger man? If so, and if they represent that which is both factual and morally permissible, perhaps they can help to meet the challenge Singer presents. That challenge is whether or not Wayne can become Batman in the light of either the strong version of giving or the moderate version of giving.

With respect to the strong version, the challenge is clear: Wayne must give away most of his income—including both his inheritance and his existing income from Wayne Enterprises—to those in dire need, unless he can show that what happens after he becomes Batman is of comparable moral worth. A utilitarian like Singer can acknowledge that if Wayne is successful as Batman—and that’s a very big if—he can provide a considerable amount of crime-fighting support for Gotham City, which likely will result in a reduction of some suffering. But such help likely pales in comparison to the benefits he can immediately bring to the masses of poor and needy around the world, especially considering the probability of his fortune’s being put to good use by a reputable aid organization. Again, this is opposed to the likelihood of success he will achieve dressing up as a bat, fighting bad guys wielding high-tech weaponry, and keeping up the facade of a billionaire playboy. The implication here is that Wayne cannot defend the choice to become Batman according to Singer’s strong version of giving.

Responding to the strong version, Wayne could acknowledge his moral obligation to give to the needy but insist that if he were to abandon the life of Batman, then he would be abandoning something of equal moral worth. Specifically, he may claim that his desire to honor his parents’ memory by benefiting Gotham reasonably counts as “equal moral worth.” Such a reply, if true, would perhaps allow him to become Batman and charitably assist the less fortunate.

Singer, however, has a reply to this argument based on two implications of his brand of utilitarianism. The first implication is that neither version of giving acknowledges the proximity or the distance of those who need help. The second implication is that neither version of giving entails the idea that giving to the starving is a matter of charity.

In true utilitarian form, Singer makes clear that location, especially in our richly interactive global market, is irrelevant with respect to moral decision making. Every person morally counts as one, and that’s it. So, the suffering of Gotham’s “first-world” citizens at the hands of crime, while important, is outweighed by the needs of huge numbers of starving poor in impoverished nations facing certain death. Thus, Wayne’s familial ties to Gotham allow for no additional “points” in a utilitarian calculation that weighs harms versus benefits. The idea here is that Wayne cannot use the supposed rightness of honoring his parents’ memory by focusing on helping Gotham, even when it has the benefit of alleviating some suffering there, as any kind of trump against a utilitarian like Singer.

The knowledgeable fan, armed with a formidable grasp of the Batman mythology timeline, may wish to point out that once Wayne establishes himself as Batman, it’s not too long before he starts encountering villains who wish to cause destruction and suffering well beyond Gotham’s city limits. Like utilitarians, bad guys are not so concerned with proximity and distance, not when they realize there’s money and power to be had away from home! According to the sophisticated Batman fan, then, it is a bit unfair to say that Wayne’s efforts as Batman will benefit only Gothamites.

Remember, though, that in this chapter we are analyzing only Wayne’s initial decision to become Batman. What we want to know is whether that particular decision is morally reasonable from a certain moral theoretic perspective. Certainly utilitarianism will require Wayne to take a hard look at what will be the most reasonable way to utilize his vast resources given the knowledge he has at the time his young self is making this decision. Thus, it’s still the case
that, very early on in Wayne’s decision making, the utilitarian will cast a skeptical eye on Wayne’s option of fighting crime as Batman.

**Batman versus the Singer (Round Two): No Supererogatory Superheroes**

What would Singer say to Wayne’s invoking a notion of charitable actions that are above and beyond the call of duty? Wayne could argue that his desire to honor his parents’ memory and the city his father once practically saved from ruin should have more than a modicum of moral legitimacy, so much so that his aid to others in need (outside of Gotham City) should be viewed as charity. In ethical terms, Wayne could insist that his charitable assistance to others is clearly *supererogatory*—that is, his charitable contributions should count as going beyond the call of duty. From this perspective, Wayne can claim himself not only to be moral and heroic, but also *super*-moral and *super*-heroic, to be acting beyond moral duty.

The utilitarian would reject this, however. Typically, according to utilitarianism, charitable or supererogatory acts do not exist because such acts, when all is said and done, turn out really to be obligatory anyway. Such acts are just plain “erogatory”! As another moral philosopher, Lawrence Hinman, writes, “One is always obligated to do the thing that yields the greatest amount of utility, and it is precisely this obligation that constitutes duty. . . . For the utilitarian, there is no room for supererogatory actions, for duty is so demanding that nothing above it is greater.”

Singer thinks that at the very least, the moral weightiness of the suffering due to lack of food, shelter, and medical care is so great that efforts to alleviate it are not reducible to “charitable giving.” Thus, Wayne’s donations to alleviate such suffering, which could be greater, of course, if not for the costs of being Batman, constitute neither charity nor supererogation. It should be clear now that the utilitarian’s moral life is an exacting one—and this is precisely Singer’s point. Singer can ultimately reply to Wayne, then, that his argument from prevention remains untouched by Wayne’s counterarguments. So, based upon the strong version of giving, Wayne is morally obligated to abandon becoming Batman in favor of giving his fortune to the needy. If he chooses to ignore the strong version of giving, then his choice to become Batman and his corresponding actions will be viewed as immoral from this utilitarian perspective.

In terms of the moderate version of giving, Wayne would have to show that he’s justified in giving only to the point at which he doesn’t have to sacrifice his life as Batman and all that comes with this life—a life that he would have to argue is morally significant. The problem here is that it’s not clear (even in Singer’s analysis) what necessarily counts as “morally significant.” One could argue that our many luxuries in life are morally significant because they provide a degree of happiness. Clearly, some constraints on what counts as “morally significant” are needed to avoid the implication that any luxury valued is of moral significance. Following Singer’s lead, we suggest that something should count as “morally significant” if and only if such a possession brings about happiness for oneself and its cost does not prevent substantial reduction of suffering for those in dire poverty.

So according to this definition people are allowed to keep a portion of their material gain as a result of their way of life, but they must relinquish some of it to assist others. In keeping with the spirit of Singer’s account, however, the definition rules out (for the most part) the acquisition of many “frivolous” material items, because they are likely to come at the expense of reducing a substantial amount of suffering for those living in famine-stricken nations.

**The Singer’s Victory: Letting the Light of Reason Illuminate the Bat-Cave**

In response to Singer, Wayne could offer a reasonable defense of his choice to become Batman by way of both the moderate version of giving and the definition of “morally significant.” First, the fact that he’s able to save many people’s lives and provide security to Gotham City makes clear that his way of life is (in general) morally significant. After all, even if he achieves only minor successes, his efforts reduce suffering and death, precisely what Singer clearly identifies as morally significant. Second, it’s clear that the income Wayne receives from Wayne Enterprises offers him the kind of financial security and technology to become the Dark Knight, and also allows him
to give to the needy through the Wayne Foundation. So, although Wayne goes to great financial lengths to conceal his identity as Batman and come off as a lazy playboy, his expenditures are allowable, indeed necessary, to his morally significant way of living. Thus, Wayne could defend his choice to become Batman as a morally acceptable choice within the domain of the moderate version of giving.

Despite the moderate version’s possible validation of Wayne’s decision to become Batman, Singer does not really see any reason for privileging it over the strong version. He writes:

I can see no good reason for holding the moderate version of the principle rather than the strong version. Even if we accepted the principle only in its moderate form, however, it should be clear that we would have to give away enough to ensure that the consumer society, dependent as it is on people spending on trivia rather than giving to famine relief, would slow down and perhaps disappear entirely.10

This dissatisfaction isn’t surprising, given Singer’s status as a true utilitarian. Typically, utilitarianism has a maximizing/minimizing element, such that what is moral is bringing about the greatest good, or the least bad, for the greatest number. The moderate version of giving is really not utilitarian (traditionally speaking) in nature; therefore, the invocation of the moderate version to support the decision to become Batman isn’t the same thing as invoking a Singer-type utilitarianism in support of it.

But there is another reason why Bruce Wayne’s decision runs afoul of utilitarianism, and this reason has stalked Bruce’s choice from the beginning: the fact that he looks to the past to justify becoming Batman. For a utilitarian, however, the relevant aspect of an action is tied to its consequences in the future, so they would not approve of Bruce’s looking to his parents’ deaths and their commitment to Gotham City as sufficient reasons to fight crime. Only beneficial consequences in the future could justify Bruce’s decision, and we’ve already cast a lot of doubt on that! Once again, “the Singer’s” utilitarian arguments would force Bruce Wayne to jettison his morally charged memories, sell his rudimentary bat costume and utility belt, and give away virtually all his money to the starving poor.

**But This Ruins Everything!**

If you are a fan of the Batman character, like us, you probably don’t like the possibility of young Bruce Wayne’s acting on utilitarian advice and never becoming Batman. “It is much too demanding and thus unreasonable,” you may think to yourself. But utilitarianism represents a powerful way of approaching morally difficult problems, especially when those problems present a choice between sacrificing the well-being of a great number of persons, and sacrificing some good that involves fewer persons, even when some of those few are loved ones.

In fact, a mature Bruce Wayne, as Batman, sometimes invokes utilitarian thinking when approaching such problems. Recall, for example, the time when the Joker stole medical supplies and replaced them with his deadly laughing gas, looking to leave his mark by wiping out an entire Ethiopian refugee camp. Having discovered the Joker’s plot, Batman must intercept the convoy of trucks carrying the Joker’s deadly cargo. However, in deciding to pursue the trucks, he must leave Robin (aka Jason Todd) behind, knowing that his protégé may very likely be hurt or killed by the Joker. In deciding to leave Robin, Batman makes a moral choice between saving hundreds of persons in immediate danger or remaining with his friend and partner, Robin, to face the Joker. Thus, Batman chose to prevent the death and suffering of the greater number of persons; as Batman puts it to himself, “I didn’t have any choice, really” (*A Death in the Family*).

It’s ironic that this very way of thinking would have prevented Wayne from becoming Batman in the first place! Perhaps what this illustrates, though, is how tempting it is to invoke utilitarianism when difficult moral choices present themselves, choices that involve harm that is so great, so immediate, and so palpable, that we feel tremendous rational pressure to alleviate that harm. But Peter Singer’s point is that such harms are constantly occurring all around us. Internalizing this fact within our own minds presents us with a difficult moral choice: should we emulate the younger Bruce Wayne and privilege our commitments to those closest to us while pursuing our own self-interests? Or, like the older Wayne, should we be prepared to sacrifice the well-being of those very same persons, including our own, by trying to do the greatest good for the greatest number of persons?
NOTES


2 Regarding Batman mythology, our understanding of Bruce Wayne’s decision to become Batman is informed by Frank Miller’s Batman: Year One and the movie it inspired, Christopher Nolan’s Batman Begins (2005), which similarly displays Bruce Wayne’s loyalties to his slain parents.


6 Ibid., 231.

7 Ibid., 235.


10 Ibid., 241.
WHAT WOULD BATMAN DO? BRUCE WAYNE AS MORAL EXEMPLAR

Ryan Indy Rhodes and David Kyle Johnson

Moral Exemplars

How can I live a good life? One prominent answer to this question involves moral exemplars—people who embody moral virtues. By examining moral exemplars we can discover the virtues, and by emulating the moral exemplars we can live a good, virtuous life. But who are these moral exemplars? To start we might make a list of noted men and women who have worked for positive change in the world: Jesus, Buddha, Gandhi, Mother Teresa, and the Dalai Lama among others.

What about Batman—could he be on the list too? Batman—although fueled by revenge—is thought by most fans to be morally good. He is one of “the good guys,” dedicating his life to protecting people from supervillains like Joker, Penguin, Riddler, and Bane—not to mention common crooks and street thugs. Like other heroic fictional characters, such as Sir Galahad, Robin Hood, and Momotaro (from Japanese folklore), Batman fights to make the world a better place. So it makes sense to think that if we were more like Batman, we would be better people and would make our world a better place as well. However, some philosophers argue that fictional characters such as Batman cannot serve as moral exemplars. In this chapter we will answer their objections and argue that Batman can indeed fill that role.

Batman’s Virtues

Although most readers probably don’t need reminding, let’s consider some examples of how Batman exemplifies moral virtues. Justice is a constant aim of his activities, not only in the general sense of fighting crime and protecting the innocent, but in more particular endeavors. For example, in Batman Chronicles #7 (Winter 1997), Batman investigated a condemned woman’s case based on last-minute doubts about her guilt. In the epic No Man’s Land story arc, he made duplicate copies of title deeds in order to stop Lex Luthor from acquiring most of Gotham City with forgeries.

In the movie Batman Begins (2005), Batman’s beneficence is on display when he sacrifices his own reputation—and by extension, his late father’s—in order to save his party guests from impending violence. We see Batman’s generosity in the numerous charitable trusts he funds, as well as in cases like Azrael #2 (March 1995), where he gives his vanquished ally-turned-adversary several million dollars to aid in rebuilding his shattered life. Examples of courage are so ubiquitous in Batman’s character that it is difficult to choose a single example. From infiltrating the underworld, to confronting madmen, to diving through the air on a rope to catch a falling innocent, practically everything he does requires the utmost bravery.

The Unrealistic Objection

Rather than deny that Batman is virtuous, some people suggest that Batman’s depiction is so unrealistic that emulation is impossible. No one can really do the things that he does, and thus he is an unsuitable exemplar for human behavior. This is less of a concern for Batman than it would be for certain other superheroes, of course. Batman is much more realistic than his DC counterparts such as Superman, Green Lantern, and Wonder Woman.
Batman is not an alien, he has no magic ring that creates objects from his willpower, and he was not blessed with superpowers by the gods. In fact, a large part of Batman’s appeal is that he is just a human—an extremely intelligent human with exceptional physical skills and lots of money, but a human nonetheless. All of his “powers” derive from his training, intelligence, and the devices and vehicles that his great wealth enables him to buy or build.

Still, some of his feats cannot be realistically emulated. Few (if any) people could withstand the psychological burden of constantly fighting killers, thieves, and psychopaths—to say nothing of the physical prowess involved. Batman is “the world’s greatest detective,” solving mysteries that leave Commissioner Gordon and the rest of the Gotham police baffled. He is one of the best hand-to-hand fighters in the world, able to engage and defeat several armed opponents at once. In his own words, he “evades gunfire on a nightly basis,”3 can hold his breath for four minutes while swimming,4 and always develops plans that are not only five steps ahead of his enemies, but plans that all have “five contingency plans, and five backup plans for those contingencies.”5 Though not technically superhuman, Batman’s peak mental and physical abilities far surpass those of most mortal men.

However, emulating a moral exemplar doesn’t require exact duplication of specific actions. Rather, it is essential to emulate his or her virtues. I don’t need to miraculously heal the sick to model the virtues of Jesus Christ; by aiding the sick in whatever ways I am capable of, I can exhibit his compassion. In the same way, I need not be able to sneak into a fortified compound and free a political prisoner, single-handedly fight and subdue a group of rapists, or give millions of dollars to a struggling acquaintance in order to practice the virtues of Batman. By actions like writing letters for Amnesty International, supporting self-defense programs for women, and distributing food to the impoverished with the Salvation Army, I can emulate his justice, beneficence, and generosity. I may not do exactly what Batman does, but I can still improve myself and the lives of the people around me by cultivating his virtues.

The Language Objection

Since Batman is a fictional character, it would seem that he cannot be referenced by language. That is, because Batman is not real, sentences about him do not operate in the same way as they do about things that really exist. Consider the following two statements: (1) “Bruce Willis is wealthy” and (2) “Bruce Wayne is wealthy.” The first sentence is true because it makes reference to an actual existing “thing”: the actor Bruce Willis. Willis either does or does not have the property of “wealthiness.” Willis’s bank account is what makes this statement true or false—it is the statement’s truthmaker. As happens to be the case, Bruce Willis’s bank account is quite full, so the statement is true. But if there were no person named “Bruce Willis,” the sentence wouldn’t have a truthmaker—how could it? It wouldn’t be referring to anything! So if Bruce Willis didn’t exist, a statement regarding his wealth could be neither true nor false.

So it would seem that the second sentence, “Bruce Wayne is wealthy,” is likewise neither true nor false. There is no actual person existing named “Bruce Wayne” who fights crime with a combination of martial arts, detective work, and an amazing collection of gadgets. As such, it can’t be true or false that Bruce Wayne is wealthy or—more to the point for our discussion—virtuous. If Batman does not exist, the objection goes, it cannot be true of Batman that he is virtuous. Consequently, it would be a mistake to put him on the “moral exemplar” list.

However, this argument fails to take into account an important feature of how we use language. Of course it is true that Batman doesn’t exist: there is no actual billionaire named Bruce Wayne who fights crime with a combination of martial arts, detective work, and an amazing collection of gadgets. Nevertheless, in talking about the character Batman, it is still correct to say that Batman’s real name is Bruce Wayne, his parents were murdered when he was young, he wears a suit with a cape and a cowl when he fights crime, and so on. If someone denied or disputed those claims, we would rightly say that they lacked knowledge of who Batman is as a character. So even though Batman doesn’t exist, those statements about him are true—just not in a literal sense.

But what could that possibly mean, “not literally true”? Isn’t that the same as saying it isn’t true at all? Not exactly. Consider the statement “Dragons breathe fire.” This seems to be true even though dragons don’t exist. Why? Well, when we say “Dragons breathe fire,” we don’t literally mean: “There is at least one living creature called a dragon and that creature breathes fire.” We know better; the literal understanding is false. We really mean something like “Our conception of dragons includes their breathing fire.” Perhaps more accurately we mean, “The
stories that contain dragons depict them as breathing fire.” And that is true!

So contrary to the objection, when we say “Dragons breathe fire,” we aren’t failing to refer to anything real and thus failing to say something that could be true or false. We are making reference to a real existing entity: the stories about dragons. Our statement “Dragons breathe fire” is saying something about the content of those stories. The main difference between the two kinds of sentences—“Dragons breathe fire” and “Bruce Willis is wealthy”—is that what the former refers to, namely “dragons,” is not made explicit by the sentence’s subject. Given that we do understand such statements, we must already know that the statement is not meant to be taken literally and, instead, means something else.

In the same way, when we say “Batman is virtuous,” we don’t literally mean, “One of the existing things in the universe is a person named Batman and that person is virtuous.” Instead, we are saying something about the Batman stories: Batman is depicted in a virtuous way within them. This, in fact, is true. Thus it seems that—even though Batman doesn’t exist—it is still true that he is virtuous. In that regard, the fact that he is fictional has no bearing.

**The Exaggeration Objection**

Another possible objection to holding fictional characters like Batman up as moral exemplars is that just as Batman’s physical and mental skills are shown by the writers and artists to be far greater than those of most people, his virtue could also be elevated beyond anyone’s reach. In the case of real-world historical exemplars like Jesus, Buddha, Mother Teresa, Gandhi, and the Dalai Lama, the example must be attainable because the exemplars themselves actually lived up to it. The argument is that fictional characters are unsuitable as exemplars, not because they lack virtue, but because their writers can give them so much virtue that no one could really achieve their impossible standard.

This objection fails, however. Many historical exemplars were not as virtuous as we all imagine them to be. In fact, we dare suggest, when it comes to “historical exemplars,” most of the time the persons we place on the “exemplar list” aren’t historical at all, but exaggerated (mythical) renditions of historical people. Although Buddha was certainly virtuous, undoubtedly much of his discourses, rules, and life story were embellished and exaggerated in the four hundred years of oral tradition that preceded their written recording. For example, the tale of Buddha’s four signs is most often taken to be symbolic, not historically literal. Even though a shorter time elapsed between Jesus’ life and the writing of the gospels, something similar might be said about the records of his life and teachings. Even when we think about Socrates—a favorite exemplar of philosophers—we hold up Plato’s depiction of him despite knowing that it is at best a roughly accurate reflection of what he actually said and did. This is the case with modern exemplars, too. Perhaps even Gandhi and Mother Teresa weren’t quite as “history” depicts them.

So, the “version” of a person’s life that qualifies him or her for the moral exemplar list is often not purely historical. Those who do make the list are at least partially as fictitious as Batman himself. But this doesn’t mean that the historical Buddha, Jesus, Gandhi, and Mother Teresa were bad people. Of course not! They were good people—it’s just that the idea of them that we hold up as a moral exemplar may not be entirely historical. Additionally, our point is not that the exaggerated version of these historical characters should be taken off the exemplar list. Quite the opposite: they should be left on! The point is that the embellishments in the life of an exemplary figure don’t affect the question of whether that person should be emulated. Suppose that Buddha didn’t sit under the banyan tree seeking enlightenment some time after seeing, in exact succession, an old man, an ill person, a funeral procession, and a sage. This would not mean that enlightenment is an unworthy ideal, nor would it diminish the value of Buddha’s search for it. In the same way, even though no historical figure has ever shown courage, justice, and the like in precisely the ways that Batman does, we can still improve ourselves by imitating the character traits he exhibits. Batman, although unhistorical, is a moral exemplar.

**To the Defense: Incomplete Information**
So far, we have addressed objections that suggest that nonfictional exemplars are preferable to fictional exemplars. Now let’s look at an argument that suggests the opposite, that fictional characters (at least in one sense) make better moral exemplars. As we discussed, the truth about historical moral exemplars is often less impressive than the exaggerated ideal, but many of these persons are still worthy of emulation. However, there is clearly a point at which it would no longer be feasible to continue to view someone as admirable.

Imagine a counselor for troubled youth, whose apparent compassion, determination, and insight have made her a highly esteemed member of the community and a personal hero to the children she has helped. If we discover that despite her best efforts, her own children are severely troubled and constantly running afoul of the law, we might amend our assessment of her, but we would probably still consider her worthy of praise and emulation. However, if we discover that she actually has a low rate of success with patients and gained her reputation by falsely claiming credit for the work of others, we would rightly conclude not only that she fails to be a moral exemplar but also that she is a vicious person. The point of this example is that unless we know everything about our exemplars’ lives, we run the risk of considering someone virtuous who actually isn’t. Even if the person in question did not turn out to be morally bad, as in the example above, we might still find out that those we once believed to be heroes were in fact morally unremarkable.

Because Batman is a fictional character, however, he is not subject to this problem. We can have full access not only to everything he does, but all of his internal states and motivations as well. If a real person helps someone in need, we might wonder whether he did it because he was truly compassionate or only because it served his self-interest. With Batman, we can read the thought balloon and settle the issue. If we hear someone high-mindedly praising nobility and courage, we can wonder whether her actions bear this out, or whether she is a hypocrite. With Batman we can simply read his stories and see all of his actions for ourselves. If someone is virtuous now, we can wonder whether he will continue to be virtuous in the future, or whether one day his resolve will fail him and he will fall from grace. With Batman, the writers can ensure that he always remains true to his mission. For all these reasons, Batman as a fictional character serves as a better moral exemplar than real people. Unlike real people who suffer from human frailties, Batman can forever represent indefatigable virtue. Like Bruce says in Batman Begins: “As a man I’m flesh and blood, I can be ignored, I can be destroyed. But as a symbol? As a symbol I can be incorruptible. I can be everlasting.”

But Then Again . . .

By the same token, however, Batman has a weakness that historical people do not have—a different kind of incomplete information. With a human being, there is only one person deciding what actions she takes, and what is true of her is strictly limited to what she has actually done. In addition, when her life is over, there is no more room for change—her traits and actions, whether virtuous or vicious, were what they were. But with Batman and other fictional persons, there is not only always the possibility for change, there are multiple people defining the character and potentially engineering that change. We just noted that the writers can ensure that Batman always remains true to his mission, but there is no guarantee that they will do so. The more Batman stories that are written, by more and more people, the higher the chance that these stories will not represent a consistent, cohesive character, let alone one that always lives up to the same standards of moral excellence.

Not only is this potentially true of future stories, but it is a problem for past ones. While many features of Batman’s character are fairly common throughout, there are exceptions. For example, most Batman stories depict him as refusing to use guns, and as never being willing to kill. However, when he was first created, Batman did use guns and had few compunctions about administering fatal justice to the criminals he battled. A potentially very serious objection arises then: Batman cannot serve as a moral exemplar, because there is no way to pick out the true Batman from among competing, equally viable alternatives. How can this objection be answered?

We might first try by excluding tales that aren’t considered part of the Batman “canon.” Some comics are not part of mainstream continuity, but merely serve to envision characters in fun and different ways. In the DC Universe, these were known as “Elseworlds” tales, which took place either in alternate timelines or on alternate Earths. In Batman’s case, this includes such works as “Dark Knight of the Round Table” (1999), which places Bruce Wayne in Camelot, and “Castle of the Bat” (1994), where Bruce is a Dr. Frankenstein-type character. However, to exclude
noncanonical comics is insufficient to answer the objection for two reasons. First, that exclusion would not solve the problem of future releases within mainstream continuity, which could potentially change the character (as we’ve seen in the “softer and gentler” Batman after the events of *Infinite Crisis* and *52*). Second, there are some depictions of Batman that, while outside continuity, are widely considered to capture Batman very well. Frank Miller’s *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986) is praised not only for its portrayal of Batman, but as one of the most important publications in comics. Similarly, while *Batman: The Animated Series* (1992-1995) is clearly a separate incarnation from the comics, it enjoys near universal acclaim among Batman fans for truly getting Batman right as a character. So we must look for another answer.

There may be a clue in the phrase “getting Batman right as a character.” If there is a way to get Batman right as a character, there must also be a way to get him wrong as a character—but how do we determine this difference? Could it be simple fan majority? No, because if it is based on the majority, then it could change, and we are looking for a stable, “true Batman.” Perhaps, then, the true Batman is whatever is consistent with his original depiction. But as we saw above, this would be different from what most of us today would consider some of Batman’s essential properties—the properties that Batman must have in order to be Batman. And that seems to be what the whole question comes down to: can a fictional character such as Batman have essential properties? And if so, how?

**Batman the Icon**

It makes sense to talk about Batman’s essential properties, insofar as Batman has become an *icon*. True, his portrayal when he was first created was different from how most of us conceive of him now. However, like Superman and many other fictional heroes both inside and outside of comics, the concept for Batman grew and matured into something different and greater. Those new, matured concepts of those characters are what have become *iconicized* as part of our modern mythology. As such, there is a very strong sense in which that version became the *true* Batman. There is a psychological power in that character—one that appeals to our literary consciousness as an archetype—and that is why the character has endured and continues to inspire.

There is room, of course, for continued growth as future Batman stories are written. As with any established character in literature, however, we can view such growth in the context of preserving the character’s essence. Just as learning enough new information about a person can make it impossible to continue viewing him as a moral exemplar, if the changes to his character are sufficiently drastic, we could not plausibly continue to call him “Batman.” Insofar as Batman exists as an icon, and not just as a character, he has come to possess a mythological status for us. As such, he has evolved into what we can rightly call his true persona. The resulting consistent character, a modern literary hero, can guide us in becoming more virtuous.8

**Batman Is a Moral Exemplar**

The fictional nature of Batman should not impede our striving and desire to be like him. After all, fictional stories have morals, don’t they? Often they are a call to behave as the characters in the story did. Like our “historical” exemplars, Batman’s ideal may lie beyond our reach. But even so, by studying and emulating Batman, we can develop courage, justice, benevolence, and the like. A shadowy dark knight from a fictional city can actually help us live a good, virtuous life in the real world.

**NOTES**


3 Gotham Knights #27 (May 2002)

4 Detective Comics #663 (July 1993).

5 Shadow of the Bat #92 (December 1999).


8 For more on the different “versions” of Batman over the years and across various forms of media, see the essay by Jason Southworth in chapter 12 of this book.
PART FOUR

WHO IS THE BATMAN? (IS THAT A TRICK QUESTION?)
UNDER THE MASK: HOW ANY PERSON CAN BECOME BATMAN

Sarah K. Donovan and Nicholas P. Richardson

So, You Wanna Be Batman?

Well, do you? If so, you cannot believe that there is any real depth to who you are as a person. You must accept a world without religion or a higher power of any sort. You must surrender any moral code that you have that is based on religion or God. You must believe in your heart of hearts that you are wholly and completely alone in determining your fate. You must live among criminals. You must dress like a bat, in tights with underwear over them. If you’re on board—or if you’re at least curious—then read on. (If not, read on anyway—you already paid for the book!)

We’ll be looking at three works that demonstrate Batman’s construction of himself in his early, mid-, and late career: *Batman: Year One* (1987), *Arkham Asylum* (1989), and *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986). Drawing on Friedrich Nietzsche’s and Michel Foucault’s views of identity and power, we’ll see that Batman’s identity and reality are constructed, and that a hero of the night must be aware of this construction and embrace it.

Will the “Real” Batman Please Step Forward?

But before we can start giving you the information you’ll need to become a dark knight, we need to set up a few ground rules based upon the ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) and Michel Foucault (1926-1984). We will also look at one of the branches of philosophy that they are criticizing: metaphysics, which deals with that which is beyond what we can touch, such as God, the soul, objective moral values, or purely rational, absolute truths.

We can sum up Nietzsche’s and Foucault’s ideas by listing a few short points. They do not believe humans have souls that determine who we are or what we will become. There is no God or afterlife—you die with your body. Neither biology nor genetics properly explains or determines what you will call your identity (or self, or personality, or subjectivity—choose your own favorite label because they are all irrelevant now!). Who you are is a product of both your environment and how you understand and create yourself within that environment. There is no deep meaning to your life (some of you may have already realized this). You are nothing more than the multiple (and sometimes conflicting) identities that you live, or become, each day or even moment to moment. According to Nietzsche and Foucault, our day-to-day grind numbs us to these truths, and this lack of insight limits and constrains our freedom. But Batman is able to lift the veil and embrace these truths.

Let’s stop for a second and clear up a language issue. When we talk about Bruce Wayne creating Batman, we are not claiming that Batman is Bruce Wayne—we are simply using this language because it’s the easiest way to understand what we’re talking about. Hypothetically, Batman could have created Bruce Wayne, so that Batman would be no more Wayne than Wayne is Batman. Following Nietzsche and Foucault, we think that both Bruce Wayne and Batman are performances. We are rejecting the idea that there is some “true” self underneath Wayne or Batman that connects them. Obviously the two identities overlap and are aware of each other through memory, but there is much more to it than that.

As Foucault demonstrates in books such as *The History of Sexuality: An Introduction*, identities, bodies, and knowledge do not exist in a pure state outside of history and power relationships. We are not born with identity;
identities are products of power (this could be the power of a state or society) or power relationships (such as the relationship between Batman and the Joker). Foucault challenges us to understand all aspects of our lives in terms of a very specific “definition” of power. In particular he focuses on how we are unwittingly controlled by rules, laws, and social norms.

Many of us follow rules without questioning them, or even knowing that we are following them. Even more interesting is that individuals create rules without questioning why they are doing so. Turning to the world of Batman, we can consider the example of Two-Face, who makes decisions based on the flip of a coin. In *Arkham Asylum*, when Batman returns the coin to him, Two-Face uses it to decide Batman’s fate, and even the Joker follows the rule. Looking at the same graphic novel, the Joker lays out the rules for Batman when he is in the asylum, giving him one hour to hide, and Batman follows this arbitrary rule. According to Foucault, following rules leads to the construction of a person’s identity.

Likewise, Bruce Wayne’s constructed identity reflects his affluent life. As a child he was sheltered from the grim realities of life in Gotham, lived with parents who loved him, and clearly had a carefree childhood. But Wayne soon becomes a victim of circumstance—the murder of his parents woke him up to the nature of the vicious and senseless world around him. In *Batman: Year One* he describes that day as the day that “all sense left my life.” As we see in *Arkham Asylum*, the young boy who saw his parents murdered and who would eventually become Batman lost faith in rules and civilized society. As an adult, Wayne decided to stop being afraid and to create his own order.

**Building a Batman**

In *Year One*, we watch as Batman comes into being. Wayne’s creation of Batman is telling. Batman is not some sort of heroic force inherent to Wayne that emerges in times of need. Let’s consider three examples from *Year One* that show Wayne’s conscious decision to create the identity of Batman.

First, when Bruce Wayne is training on his family estate before creating Batman, he says, “I’m not ready. I have the means, the skill. . . . I have hundreds of methods. But something’s missing. Something isn’t right.” Second, after his first failed attempt to defend a young girl from her pimp, he starts to put his finger on what is missing. As he thinks about his missteps during the evening, he says, “God . . . fear of God . . . fear . . . I have to make them afraid.” And as he sits seriously injured in his home and wonders how to incite fear in others, a bat crashes through his window, and he says, “Yes, Father, I shall become a bat”—the idea of Batman is born. Third, Wayne begins to don the costume and practice being a Dark Knight. As Police Commissioner Jim Gordon remarks, Batman works “his way from street level crime to its upper echelons, from junkie mugger to pusher to supplier—and along the way, to any cops that might be helping the whole process along.” We still sense Wayne’s hesitation when he crashes a party at the mayor’s mansion in order to incite fear in corrupt politicians: “The costume—and the weapons—have been tested. It’s time to get serious. Chauffeur by chauffeur, I make my way toward the Mayor’s mansion.”

Wayne’s actions construct the identity of Batman. Both Nietzsche and Foucault would agree that identity is always under construction and therefore capable of radical reconstruction. When Wayne witnessed the murder of his parents, he had the financial means to leave Gotham forever. However, he chose to remain and to reconstruct himself physically, mentally, and emotionally as Batman.

**Arkham Asylum and the Construction of Truth**

If you’ve made it this far into the chapter, then you really are serious about becoming an avenging force. We now must reveal another key piece of information: there is no absolute truth. Nietzsche and Foucault criticize historical philosophers who insist that there are absolute truths about the way the world really is, who we are as individuals, and how we ought to live. For both philosophers, people with power determine what counts as truth. As Nietzsche says in *Philosophy and Truth*, “What then is truth? A movable host of metaphors, metonyms, and anthropomorphisms.” In the same way that Nietzsche believes that Christians made God in their image but then
said that it happened the other way around, Nietzsche believes that humans create truths but then pretend that truth exists outside of our minds to be discovered.

Agreeing with Nietzsche’s basic insight about truth, Foucault applies this analysis to social issues. Foucault argues that we divide our experiences into normal and abnormal. Normalcy is constructed, and it cannot exist without the “abnormal” (which is also constructed). Abnormal must be sustained in order to bolster the “normal.”

Let’s take Foucault’s logic about the constructed and mutually dependent relationship between categories such as normal and abnormal, and apply it to *Arkham Asylum*, replacing the categories of normal and abnormal with “sane” and “insane.” Accepting that sane and insane are both constructed and therefore inherently unstable categories, let’s focus on how these two categories construct the identity of both the Joker and Batman respectively. While most people consider the Joker insane and Batman sane—we did say *most* people—*Arkham Asylum* questions this, highlighting the larger themes that both identity and reality are constructed.

In *Arkham Asylum*, the inmates have literally taken over the asylum. In a bargain to release the hostages, Batman enters the asylum and faces the criminals, the most famous of whom he bested and busted. Some of the asylum staff voluntarily stays, and psychotherapist Ruth Adams explains to Batman the treatments that villains like Two-Face have undergone. When Batman points out that therapy has had no effect on the Joker, Adams says that it may not be possible to define the Joker as insane. She says,

> It’s quite possible we may actually be looking at some kind of super-sanity here. A brilliant new modification of human perception, more suited to urban life at the end of the twentieth century. . . . Unlike you and I, the Joker seems to have no control over the sensory information he’s receiving from the outside world. . . . He can only cope with that chaotic barrage of input by going with the flow. . . . He has no real personality. . . . He creates himself each day. He sees himself as the lord of misrule, and the world as a theatre of the absurd.

The Joker is an extreme and undesirable example of the previously discussed theory about identity. However, Dr. Adams’s analysis of the Joker shows that the label “insane” is constructed from society’s definition of insane. Joker is insane only because Gotham’s rules (which are constructed truths) have labeled him as such. As Adams hints, in a society with vastly different rules from our own, he might be considered sane.

Your Turn, Batman!

In the same way in which Joker’s insanity is called into question, so is Batman’s sanity. (Imagine that!) *Arkham Asylum* begins with the following epigraph from Lewis Carroll’s *Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland*, “‘But I don’t want to go among mad people,’ Alice remarked. ‘Oh, you can’t help that,’ said the Cat: ‘We’re all mad here. I’m mad, you’re mad.’ ‘How do you know I’m mad?’ said Alice. ‘You must be,’ said the Cat, ‘or you wouldn’t have come here.’” Note that this is another example of a constructed rule, where madness is defined based upon location. What we find in *Arkham Asylum* is that Batman, like Alice in Wonderland, enters only because he is ultimately similar to the criminals. According to the theories of Nietzsche and Foucault, whether we recognize it or not, we all have the potential to be classified as “insane.”

We can demonstrate that the sanity of Batman can be called into question if the rules are changed. First, Batman ultimately knows that he shares traits with Alice when he remarks before he goes in to the asylum, “I’m afraid that the Joker may be right about me. Sometimes I question the rationality of my actions. And I’m afraid that when I walk through those asylum gates. . . . It’ll be just like coming home.” This is not the first allusion to Alice in Wonderland in these three graphic novels—in *The Dark Knight Returns*, Wayne falls into the cave while chasing a rabbit!

Second, *Arkham Asylum* is not just the story of Batman confronting his enemies. It also chronicles the life of Amadeus Arkham, which eerily parallels the life of Bruce Wayne. Both left Gotham and their family estates and returned after twelve years. Both returned to try to bring order to Gotham (Arkham in the form of an asylum for the mentally ill, Wayne as a vigilante who fights crime). Both Arkham and Wayne feel guilty about the deaths of their mothers (Arkham because he killed her, and Wayne because he was the reason that his parents left the movie theater
that fateful night). Both of them went through the shock of their family members being murdered. And both saw visions of a bat. However, Arkham was classified as insane, and Wayne created Batman to fight the criminally insane. In the context of *Arkham Asylum*, these direct parallels encourage us to consider who should be classified as sane and insane. They also challenge us to question Arkham’s construction of himself as opposed to Wayne’s construction of himself.

Finally, at the end of the graphic novel, we read notes written by all of the inmates, including Batman. Of interest are the following lines: “Mommy’s dead. Daddy’s dead. Brucie’s dead. I shall become a bat.” Batman has constructed his own identity and considers himself to be different from Bruce Wayne—or at least Brucie Wayne—who he may feel is dead.

So if you do decide to become Batman, please be aware that you may very well be labeled insane for running around in a costume at night, but once you’ve created a cadre of villains as your foes, society’s definition of sanity will be expanded to include you and exclude the villains.

**How Batman Sees Through the Lies about Identity and Reality**

You’ve made it this far—congratulations! You’ve accepted that identities are constructed, and that even truth is constructed. So what’s the next piece of the puzzle to complete your transformation? The key to cracking this part of the puzzle resides with Nietzsche. We read *Batman: Year One*, *Arkham Asylum*, and *The Dark Knight Returns* as a chronology of Batman’s life, and if you want to become a Batman yourself, you must embrace Nietzsche’s philosophy—as Batman has.

Nietzsche states that we are instinctual creatures and our identity is constructed out of our desires for survival and power. Nietzsche coins the phrase *will to power* to describe these desires. A companion concept to this is the *eternal recurrence* (also known as *eternal return of the same*). This is the ability to welcome both the highest peaks and the deepest, darkest valleys of our individual lives. Nietzsche praises the person who fully embraces these concepts.

In *Thus Spoke Zarathustra*, Nietzsche poetically captures the essence and the difficulty of the eternal recurrence in “On the Vision and the Riddle” when he describes the following scene as a vision and a riddle to be deciphered:

> Among the wild cliffs I stood suddenly alone, bleak, in the bleakest moonlight. *But there lay a man*. . . . A young shepherd I saw, writhing, gagging in spasms, his face distorted, and a heavy black snake hung out of his mouth. Had I ever seen so much nausea and pale dread on one face? He seemed to have been asleep when the snake crawled in his throat, and there bit itself fast. My hand tore at the snake and tore in vain; it did not tear the snake out of his throat. Then it cried out of me: “ Bite! Bite its head off! Bite!” Thus it cried out of me—my dread, my hatred, my nausea, my pity, all that is good and wicked in me cried out of me with a single cry. . . . The shepherd, however, bit as my cry counseled him; he bit with a good bite. Far away he spewed the head of the snake and he jumped up. No longer shepherd, no longer human—one changed, radiant, laughing! Never yet on earth has a human being laughed as he laughed.

Nietzsche believes that life is full of real suffering (as represented by the snake in the riddle) and joy (as represented by the triumphant bite of the shepherd and his subsequent laughter). Most people “sleep” through their lives (as the shepherd is doing when the snake bites him), but an individual who lives according to Nietzsche’s philosophy of the eternal recurrence can embrace both suffering and joy. This person loves life so much that he or she does not regret or wish away even the most painful moments. In the same way that no one could save the shepherd except the shepherd himself, we are all the captains of our own lives.

Much like the snake in the vision, in the world of Batman the bat is a symbol for everything frightening, tragic, and ruthless in life. Only Batman is able to confront the bat, embracing it and overcoming the despair that it symbolizes. Others have also witnessed the bat; when they fail to embrace the bat, they have two options: one, they may pursue a life of crime or evil deeds (this may include criminal insanity), or two, they may be utterly terrorized and become withdrawn.
To see a failed encounter with the bat, consider in *Arkham Asylum* when Amadeus Arkham chronicles his own descent into madness and also the insanity of his mother. After his family is brutally murdered, he uncovers a repressed memory in which we once again see the vision of a bat. Arkham recalls that he visited his mother before her death. His mother is frightened and tells him that something is there to take her. At first Arkham thinks that she is mad, but then he says, “But God help me, I see it. I see the thing that has haunted and tormented my poor mother these long years. I see it. And it is a bat. A bat!” Arkham murders his mother in order to save her from the bat. Recollecting this, he says, “I understand now what my memory tried to keep from me. Madness is born in the blood. It is my birthright. My inheritance. My destiny.” Here the vision of the bat terrorized both Arkham and his mother.

Dr. Cavendish similarly descends into madness upon reading Arkham’s journal. He frees the prisoners of Arkham Asylum and forces Batman to read the passage from Arkham’s journal in which he speaks of a bat. He accuses Batman of having a partnership with the “hungry house” in which he supplies the asylum with “mad souls.” Cavendish says, “I’m not fooled by that cheap disguise. I know what you are.” He suggests that Batman is a mystical force when he says of Arkham that he “studied Shamanistic practices, and he knew that only ritual, only magic, could contain the bat. So you know what he did? He scratched a binding spell into the floor of his cell.” Arkham died once the binding spell was complete. While Cavendish does not literally see the bat, the vision conveyed to him by Arkham’s journal drives him to madness.

**Batman and—Well, Uh, You Know—Bats**

The vision of the bat has an effect on Bruce Wayne that is different from its effect on the others who have seen it. While Batman’s sanity is called into question in *Arkham Asylum*, none of the other graphic novels causes us to seriously doubt that there is a moral distinction between his actions and those of criminals such as the Joker. We read about Bruce Wayne’s struggles to come to grips with both the vision of the bat and his identity as Batman. This is a Nietzschean struggle to face the madness and suffering that is a part of life. At the end of *The Dark Knight Returns*, we see Bruce Wayne finally come to terms with the bat.

Bruce Wayne and Batman have four significant encounters with the bat in the three graphic novels. First, in *The Dark Knight Returns*, Wayne dreams about a childhood experience in which he sees a bat. While chasing a rabbit, Wayne falls into the rabbit hole and into what will later become the Batcave. Here he encounters what he describes as an ancient bat. He says, “Something shuffles out of sight . . . something sucks the stale air . . . and hisses . . . gliding with ancient grace . . . unwilling to retreat like his brothers did . . . eyes gleaming, untouched by love or joy or sorrow . . . breath hot with the taste of fallen foes . . . the stench of dead things, damned things . . . surely the fiercest survivor—the purest warrior . . . glaring, hating . . . claiming me as his own.” When the adult Wayne awakens, he finds that he has been sleepwalking and is in the Batcave. In this graphic novel, he recounts the dream as if the childhood experience determined the course of his life—even though he would not understand the significance of seeing the bat for many years.

Second, Wayne sees the bat crashing through the window of his study at the Wayne Manor on two occasions that mark a birth and rebirth of Batman. In *Batman: Year One*, the vision prompts him to create the identity Batman. In *The Dark Knight Returns*, the vision incites him to come out of retirement and once again don the mask and become the Dark Knight. As he says soon thereafter, dressed in his Batman costume, “I am born again.”

Third, in *Arkham Asylum*, if we follow the visual cues of the artist, Batman is the vision of the bat as seen by Amadeus Arkham and his mother. Batman is consistently drawn as a shadowy figure, almost always without a face. Here, Batman himself is the walking vision of the bat.

Finally, in *The Dark Knight Returns*, Batman sees the bat, drawn in the exact same manner as it is drawn from his childhood memory when he looks at Two-Face (compare pages 19 and 55 of the graphic novel). This reinforces the earlier idea we suggested, in which exposure to the bat can lead to one’s becoming a hero if the bat is embraced, or a villain if the bat is rejected. Just like Nietzsche’s shepherd has embraced and overcome the snake, Batman has embraced and overcome the bat.
Can You Face the Bat?

So having accepted that your identity is constructed, that truth and reality are constructed, and then going so far as to fully embrace these concepts, you have the philosophical underpinnings to become Batman yourself. But if you follow the steps we have outlined and, instead of becoming a Batman, you become a Joker or a Two-Face, we assume no liability whatsoever. For this is the risk one must take on the road to becoming the Bat.

NOTES


3 As Foucault says, “The soul is the effect and instrument of a political anatomy; the soul is the prison of the body” (Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, 30).

4 We should also consider a point made by Judith Butler, a philosopher influenced by Nietzsche and Foucault. She said that just because identity is a performance does not mean we can change it like a pair of tights. For example, you cannot wake up one morning and decide to be Batman; rather, you must rehearse the performance. See her book Bodies That Matter (New York: Taylor and Francis, 1993).

5 Keep in mind that by saying that Wayne creates Batman, we are not implying that Wayne is any less constructed than Batman. We might refer to Batman as the construction of a construction, as Bruce Wayne is himself a construction.

6 Nietzsche, Philosophy and Truth, 84.

7 Foucault’s essay on Nietzsche entitled “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” (included in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice) demonstrates Foucault’s understanding of Nietzsche’s genealogical approach to truth.

8 Nietzsche discusses the will to power in books such as Beyond Good and Evil, On the Genealogy of Morals, and Thus Spoke Zarathustra.

9 Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 159-160.
COULD BATMAN HAVE BEEN THE JOKER?

Sam Cowling and Chris Ragg

A Modal Question

Suppose that you and I are citizens of Gotham City, who read the Gotham Gazette with all its Batman-related headlines and have suspicions about the identity of Batman. We’re convinced he’s either billionaire playboy Bruce Wayne or—courtesy of a grandiose conspiracy theory—the criminal mastermind known only as the Joker. One day, the Gazette announces, “Batman Unmasked: Billionaire Wayne Is the Dark Knight!” Our suspicions have been confirmed; we now know Bruce Wayne is Batman. Despite this, it certainly seems to be true that the Joker could have been Batman. But is this really the case?

There are many ways to make sense of the claim “Batman could have been the Joker.” The way that will be relevant to our discussion is as follows: “It is possible that the Joker is identical to Batman.” Claims of this sort—claims about possibility, necessity, and impossibility—are modal claims. Typically, modal claims assert that the universe could have turned out a certain way. For example, “Batman could have two sidekicks” and “Catwoman couldn’t fight crime if her suit were any tighter” are modal claims about what sorts of things are possible for Batman and Catwoman. In ordinary language, these sorts of claims usually include terms like “would” and “might.” The truth or falsity of modal claims depends on facts about what sorts of things are possible and, in the particular case we’re interested in, on whether Batman could bear a certain relation—the identity relation—to the Joker.

In this chapter we’ll tackle a single modal question: Could Batman have been the Joker? Answering this question requires a fair bit of modal investigation and some serious metaphysics. Fortunately, metaphysics—the study of what exists and how it goes about existing—is the realm of philosophy that has the most in common with comics. It often gets complicated, not to mention absolutely bizarre. But before we consider whether the Clown Prince of Crime might have been identical to the Dark Knight, we’ll try to bring together a few key pieces of a very complex modal-metaphysical puzzle. And after introducing some (we hope) plausible metaphysical assumptions, we’ll consider an argument aimed at showing that, perhaps surprisingly (and perhaps not), Batman could not have been the Joker. Finally, we’ll raise some problems for anyone who accepts this argument and suggest why answering modal questions involving fictional characters like Batman and the Joker is a trickier matter than one might expect.

Some Not-So-Secret Things about Identity

Let’s start by introducing the first and most important piece of the metaphysical puzzle: identity. We often say things like “They have identical haircuts” or “Their outfits were identical.” These sentences involve a notion of identity between two separate yet extremely similar things. It’s important to note that the notion of identity we’ll be discussing is different in a very important way—in fact, it’s a relation that things bear only to themselves. The notion of identity we’re interested is expressed when we say things like “Dr. Jekyll is identical to Mr. Hyde” or “Chicago is identical to the Windy City.” So, while a painting and its forgery might be identical, in the sense of being extremely similar, it’s not the case that they’re identical in the way that we’ll be concerned with. After all, you might own one but not the other.

So, when we consider whether Batman could have been identical to the Joker, we’re interested in whether they can be one and the same individual in the same way that you’re identical to yourself and would be distinct from your
twin, if you had one. We’re not interested here in whether the Joker might undergo extensive surgery, purchase a new costume, and near-perfectly resemble Batman. Rather, we want to know if Batman and the Joker could have been the very same, identical individual.

Here’s one thing we know for certain about identity: everything is identical to itself (or self-identical) and not identical to anything else. Given that every thing is self-identical, many philosophers endorse a principle called the Indiscernibility of Identicals (let’s call this “IOI” for short). According to this principle, in order for things to be identical, they must share each and every property they have. So, for example, you and yourself have all the same properties: you’re both human, you’re both literate, and you both know who Batman is. Because you and yourself share each and every property, you and yourself are identical. Now suppose that you have a twin sibling and that your twin was born a minute later than you. You and your twin are distinct: you do not share the property of being born at the very same instant.

Similarly, if Bruce Wayne and Batman are identical, we can say that if Bruce Wayne is a billionaire, IOI entails that Batman is a billionaire. While the fact that Batman is Bruce Wayne’s “secret identity” might make this claim seem somewhat counterintuitive, it’s important to realize that the sense in which one might think that Batman is not a billionaire is likely a looser, more metaphorical sense than we’re interested in. Because IOI entails that identical things never differ in what properties they have, it will be helpful to keep IOI in mind when we attempt to determine whether Batman could have been identical to the Joker.

Picking through Possible Worlds

Modal questions are framed in terms of “possible worlds.” Despite the name, these possible worlds—other ways this world could have ended up—are more like alternate universes than alien planets. By using possible worlds as a tool, we can distinguish between different ways for sentences to be true. For example, it is true that dinosaurs might not have become extinct, since there is a possible world where we live side-by-side with dinosaurs. Similarly, it is true that the automobile might never have been invented, because there is a possible world where there are no cars. Our world, the actual world, is just one of these many, many worlds.

We can use possible worlds to explain important concepts like necessity. If a sentence is necessarily true, then it is true in every possible world. “2 + 2 = 4” and “Triangles have three sides” are both necessarily true; so, in every possible world, 2 + 2 = 4, and triangles have three sides. If a sentence is only contingently true, then it is true in some, but not all, possible worlds. “Butlers exist” and “Superheroes exist” are both contingently true, since there are some possible worlds where butlers and superheroes exist and other possible worlds where there are no butlers or superheroes. Another category of sentences, including “2 + 2 = 3” and “Triangles have only one side,” are necessarily false; it is impossible for these sorts of sentences to mean what they actually mean and still be true.

Possible worlds represent what we could or couldn’t have done, so when investigating modal questions, we have to look to possible worlds for answers. Curious about whether there could have been invisible planet-sized penguins? Well, if there is a possible world where there are such things, then it is true that there could have been invisible planet-sized penguins. In addition, when someone asks whether you could have been late for a meeting, we can use possible worlds to determine the answer. Very roughly: if there is a possible world (very similar to the actual world) where you were late for the meeting, then it is true that you could have been late for the meeting.

You might wonder how this person who was late for a meeting is indeed identical to you. After all, you have different properties: one of you was late for the meeting, one of you wasn’t. These are thorny issues, but one way to understand this is by thinking of yourself in other possible worlds as you would think about yourself at other times. Five minutes ago, you were standing; now you’re sitting down. Despite this change, however, you’re still identical to yourself now and to yourself five minutes prior. In what follows, we won’t discuss the metaphysical details of how things can be identical over time without violating IOI. Instead, we’ll just assume that individuals can be identical across different worlds just as they are identical across different times.

One further thing to note before continuing is that for most of what follows, we’ll assume that Batman, the Joker, and the rest of DC Universe are merely possible entities. Merely possible entities exist in possible worlds, but not in
the actual world. Given this assumption, the world could have turned out in such a way that Batman, Gotham City, and Two-Face would have existed. We’ll also be interested in a particular possible world: the possible world where all the usual truths about Batman and the rest of the DC Universe are true. For short, we’ll call this New Earth, as the current mainstream universe is called in DC. Having introduced notions like necessity, possibility, and possible worlds, we can now put these notions to good use in trying to answer the question at hand: could Batman have been the Joker?

If the correct answer to this question is yes, then there is a possible world where Batman and the Joker are numerically identical. This will be a possible world where Batman and the Joker exist as one and the same object. Put differently, in some possible world, the object picked out by our term “Batman” is identical to the object picked out by our term “The Joker.” This talk of terms “picking out” objects is actually shorthand for some philosophy-speak, and while the philosophy-speak is complicated, it’s important for getting to the bottom of matters modal in nature.

First, terms like “The Joker” and “Batman” are names, and names have a unique feature: when they refer to, or “pick out,” a particular object, they refer to that very object in each and every possible world. This unique feature isn’t shared by descriptions. To see why, consider the description “the police commissioner of Gotham.” On New Earth, the object that this description refers to is Jim Gordon. In other possible worlds, where things went rather differently, Alfred Pennyworth is the police commissioner of Gotham, so in these sorts of worlds, “the police commissioner of Gotham” refers to Alfred. Descriptions are, for this reason, very different from names in the way that they refer to objects. So, while “Harvey Dent” refers to the Harvey Dent in all possible worlds, “the former district attorney of Gotham” does not.

Second, the question we’re investigating isn’t merely about whether Batman could have been called “The Joker” and the Joker could have been called “Batman.” There is good reason to think that the English language could have developed so differently that the word actually used to refer to Batman could, in fact, have been used to refer to the Joker. What we’re interested in are the modal properties of the objects in question: Batman and the Joker. Like you and I, these objects both possess and lack certain modal properties. For example, many philosophers believe that you and I lack the modal property of possibly being a poached egg, but we do possess the modal property of possibly being an inch taller than we actually are. The fact that the terms “Batman” and “The Joker” are names doesn’t change the modal properties of these objects. Rather, the fact that these terms are names helps us better understand what reality must be like for sentences like “Possibly, Batman is identical to the Joker” to be true.

**Necessary Secret Identities**

Modal logic is a formal language—much like mathematics—used to simplify the way we reason about possibility and necessity. In modal logic, certain logical rules (axioms) are near-universally accepted. Here are few examples: If something is necessarily true, then it is possibly true. If something is true, then it is possibly true. A more complicated example would be the following: if something is possibly true, then it is necessarily possibly true. An absurdly complicated example is this: if something is necessarily possibly necessarily possibly necessarily true, then it is necessarily true!

The ins and outs of modal logic aren’t of crucial importance here, but one thesis of modal logic is important: the **Necessity of Identity** (hereafter, “NI”). If NI is true, then identity claims—claims that include the identity symbol “=”—are necessarily true, if they’re true at all. Actually, NI is more specific. It applies only to certain identity claims. Specifically, NI says that identity claims that have names on either side of “=” are necessarily true if they’re true, and necessarily false if they’re false. For this reason, NI guarantees that “Harvey Dent = Two-Face” and the equivalent sentence “Harvey Dent is identical to Two-Face” are necessarily true. NI does not, however, guarantee that “Harvey Dent = the former district attorney of Gotham” is necessarily true. NI doesn’t apply to this sentence, since “the former district attorney of Gotham” is a description rather than a name.

Why should we believe NI? Because of IOI and the obvious claim that, necessarily, everything is identical to itself. Imagine that $x$ and $y$ are like variables in algebra; they stand for objects. Now, if everything is necessarily identical to itself, then, in every possible world, $x = x$. And if $x = y$ in some possible world, then IOI entails that $x$
and $y$ must have all of the same properties. This means that if $x = \text{Batman}$ and $y = \text{Bruce Wayne}$ and $x = y$, IOI guarantees that Batman and Bruce Wayne share all the same properties. Well, one property $x$ has is the property of being necessarily identical to $x$ itself; therefore, IOI entails that $y$ must also have the property of being necessarily identical to $x$. In Bat-terms, if Batman and Bruce Wayne are identical in some possible world, then, since Batman has the property of necessarily being identical to Batman, Bruce Wayne must also have the property of necessarily being identical to Batman. The conclusion of this compact but complicated argument is this: when things like Bruce Wayne and Batman are identical, they are necessarily identical.

If NI is true and “Batman” is a name, then we can make an argument showing that Batman couldn’t have been the Joker: Batman and the Joker aren’t identical on New Earth. Since Batman and the Joker aren’t identical on New Earth, “Batman = The Joker” isn’t necessarily true. But, given NI, if an identity claim is true, it must be necessarily true. Because “Batman = The Joker” isn’t necessarily true, we can conclude that “Batman = The Joker” can’t possibly be true. And, since “Batman = The Joker” can’t possibly be true, Batman couldn’t have been the Joker! (Wasn’t that easy?)

“The Batman” and “The Robin”

Okay, we admit it—we’ve offered up a rather complicated argument for why Batman couldn’t possibly be the Joker. It relies upon some unfamiliar, although plausible, assumptions about identity and necessity. So here’s an objection against the argument we’ve formulated, and thankfully, it relies on vastly less complicated premises. Let’s call it the Robin Argument. We’ve assumed that “Batman” is a name, and we’ve concluded that “Batman” couldn’t have been anyone other than Bruce Wayne, much less the Joker. It seems, however, that “Batman” and “Robin” are the same sorts of terms, so, if one is a name, then they’re both names. If one is a description, then they’re both descriptions. As a matter of superherofic fact, there has been more than one Robin. Dick Grayson, Jason Todd, and Tim Drake (among others) have all been Robin at one time or another, so it isn’t necessarily true that Robin is identical to Tim Drake, or to Jason Todd, or to Dick Grayson. And if identity claims involving “Robin” aren’t necessarily true or necessarily false, then “Robin” can’t be a name, given what we know about names. So “Batman” can’t be a name either. And if “Batman” isn’t a name, then the above argument fails: NI just doesn’t apply to sentences involving “Robin” or “Batman,” since they’re descriptions rather than names.

There is something appealing about this conclusion. It seems that different individuals can take up different secret identities, and one way to explain why this is possible is by holding “Batman” and other “secret identities” to be descriptions. For example, “Robin” might be shorthand for “the guy—or girl, in Stephanie Brown’s case—wearing the Robin outfit.” In fact, one might think that this is fairly obvious. First of all, Bruce Wayne is often called “The Batman” and one might imagine that “Batman” is merely an abbreviation for a certain description. Second, others (such as Jean-Paul Valley and Dick Grayson) have donned the cape and cowl and have “been Batman” in Wayne’s stead. Third, the fact that “Robin” and other terms are so similar to “Batman” in use, and that “Robin” and other terms might not be names, provides reason to think that “Batman” is not a name.

But there are also good reasons to think “Batman” is not a description and is, in fact, a name. First, most descriptions pass a certain linguistic test. As with most linguistic tests, there are exceptions, but this test is nevertheless a generally good one. If certain terms show up in the description, certain inferences are usually good inferences. Consider the description “the ugliest criminal in Gotham.” If this description picks out an individual, we can reasonably draw certain conclusions about the individual in question. In particular, we can infer that that individual is ugly, a criminal, and located somewhere in Gotham. “Batman” seems to fail this test—we cannot reasonably infer from the fact that “Batman” refers to an individual that the individual is a bat. While this consideration isn’t conclusive, it at least gives us good reason to suspect that “Batman” isn’t a “disguised description.” According to some philosophers, disguised descriptions are commonplace. For example, if “Bruce Wayne” were a disguised description, “Bruce Wayne” would really just be a shorthand version of “the son of Martha Wayne and Dr. Thomas Wayne.”

Second, and more important, descriptions refer to objects by virtue of specifying certain properties. “The ugliest criminal in Gotham” picks out Killer Croc because Killer Croc is ugly, a criminal, and located somewhere in—or under—Gotham. But, if some individual wanted to, that person could strive to become uglier than Killer Croc, a
criminal, and a citizen of Gotham. If he accomplished this rather strange goal, this description would then refer to him. Notice that “Batman” doesn’t work quite this way: no matter how good a costume you assemble, or what cave you build under your house, “Batman” will refer to the fictional character Batman rather than to anyone else. For this reason, “Batman” doesn’t seem to behave like a description.

It seems, then, that the Robin Argument gives us some reason to believe that “Batman” is not a name, which means that the argument involving NI fails. But there is also good reason, as shown by the two arguments just considered, to believe that “Batman” isn’t a description. For this reason, it seems that “Batman,” whatever it is, is a strange term indeed.

There are a few ways one might go about resolving this problem and determining whether “Batman” is a name or a description. One might argue that despite failing these tests, “Batman” is really a description and, since it is a description, it could refer to the Joker in some world other than the New Earth. One might also argue that although it seems like there have been multiple individuals that “Robin” refers to, there have really been multiple individuals with different names that are always “abbreviated” in some disguised way. If Batman and the Joker are merely possible individuals, then in order to figure out whether Batman could have been the Joker, we would need to resolve this issue. That said, we’ll close by discussing exactly what sorts of entities Batman and the Joker are rather than whether “Batman” is a name or a description. Ultimately, we’ll suggest that certain metaphysical considerations seem to suggest that Batman could indeed have been the Joker.

Fictions and Possible Worlds

Up to this point, we’ve assumed that although New Earth and its inhabitants are not actual, they still could have existed. According to this assumption, “Batman” and “The Joker” are merely possible entities like your merely possible twin brother or a merely possible galaxy-sized piece of French toast. If these entities did exist, they would be a lot like the physical objects that make up our universe. They would be concrete objects like you or me or this book or the Empire State Building. Most of the objects that we’re familiar with are concrete; they’re subject to the laws of physics and they’re located somewhere in time and space.

But fictional characters, like Batman and Robin, aren’t concrete. They’re more like numbers and stories; it just doesn’t make any sense to say that you have the number five in your pocket or that Hamlet is located on Coney Island. For these reasons, fictional characters are abstract objects like numbers rather than concrete objects like this book. There’s good reason to think that concrete entities are very different from abstract entities, but fictional abstract objects, like Batman and the Joker (but not the number two), seem especially different from concrete objects. One way that fictional abstract objects might be particularly unique is in the way that they possess modal properties.

The modal properties of everyday, concrete objects like tables, shoes, and books are determined by objective facts independent of what anybody thinks about them. In our argument, we treated Batman and the Joker like concrete objects, but as we have just indicated, they are quite different; they are abstract fictional entities. Still, if characters like Batman aren’t concrete inhabitants of merely possible worlds, it isn’t clear how we can make sense of the modal claims we make about them. Despite this, we can say that of the modal claims about fictional entities, some are true and some are false. Batman could have killed the Joker. Mr. Freeze couldn’t survive walking on the sun (or even Miami Beach). So how do we make sense of the modal properties of abstract fictional characters? Perhaps fictional characters like Batman have their modal properties in a very special way: they have these properties because they are created by authors and artists like Bob Kane, Grant Morrison, Jim Aparo, and Jim Lee.

More precisely, because abstract fictional characters aren’t merely possible entities, we can’t use possible worlds to make sense of their modal properties. This means that an alternative account of how fictional characters have modal properties is needed. Here’s one account we’re fond of: the modal properties—the properties of contingently or necessarily being a certain way—of fictional characters are stipulated by those characters’ authoritative creators. The modal properties of Batman are unlike the modal properties of giraffes and gazebos: the former are stipulated by authors like Bob Kane, while the latter are fixed independently of anyone’s intentions. If this is true, the things that Batman can and can’t do are determined, not by what possible worlds there are, but by what the authors of Batman
comics believe to be possible for him.

Fleshing out this proposal more fully will prove a very complicated affair, but the consequence for the question we’ve been interested in is clear. Whether or not Batman could have been the Joker can’t be determined by our usual methods of modal investigation. To answer this question, we need to know what modal properties the creators of the stories involving Batman believe Batman and the Joker to have. It seems, then, that one way to answer this question is by old-fashioned investigation: reading.

Well, we did the reading—after all, that’s what we do—and the results are in: Batman and the Joker could have been identical. Why? Because in *Batman: Two-Faces* (1998), Batman and the Joker are one and the same. This Elseworlds tale—a Batman story that seems to takes place outside the typical continuity of the DC Universe, or on an Earth other than New Earth—describes a scenario where Batman and the Joker are, in fact, numerically identical, much like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. So this particular case provides us with good reason to think that fictional identities (secret or otherwise) might not be quite so necessary as we would have thought.

**All Joking Aside, This Is a Modal Muddle**

At the beginning, we set out to answer the question “Could Batman have been the Joker?” We assumed from the get-go that “Batman” and “The Joker” are names of merely possible individuals—things that exist in other possible worlds—and, given these assumptions, we argued that there’s reason to think Batman couldn’t have been the Joker. Despite this, there are some reasons to believe that “Batman” might really be a description and, if it is, then Batman could very well have been the Joker. We then suggested that Batman and the Joker might be strange, abstract, fictional entities rather than merely possible individuals.

Some philosophers might complain about both of these options. These philosophers, sometimes called *nominalists*, prefer a sparse, desertlike view of reality. They deny that there are merely possible individuals or abstract entities. They take seriously the metaphysical maxim that “less is more” and believe only in actual entities and concrete individuals. While there are attractive features of the nominalist metaphysical picture, the nominalist has to bite at least one unappealing bullet: since the nominalist denies the existence of abstract or merely possible entities, the nominalist must deny that Batman, the Joker, and Robin exist at all. This consequence might make nominalism seem unattractive, but interestingly enough, you might think that Batman himself ought to be a nominalist. After all, if nominalism were true, there would be no crime in Gotham. That said, there would be no Gotham at all.

**NOTES**

1 The “alternate Earths” of the DC Universe (before *Crisis on Infinite Earths* and after *52*) are a lot like what philosophers call possible worlds; they are separate, alternate universes where reality took a different turn somewhere in the course of history.

2 Thanks from the authors to Chloe Armstrong, Barak Krakauer, Eitan Manhoff, and Chris Tillman for discussion and helpful comments.
What does it mean for somebody to be Batman? Is there something that is required for us to identify someone as Batman? Is there a quality or attribute such that if an individual has it, then that individual must be Batman? In this chapter we’ll tackle these questions. Along the way, we’ll see that a useful way to capture the meaning and identification of Batman, or anything for that matter, is through the idea of “family resemblance.”

**Comics, Conditions, and Counterexamples**

Philosophers have terms for the types of conditions that let us identify something as being essentially what it is, or defining it as part of a group of things. If an attribute or quality is required for being part of a group, we say that it is a *necessary condition*. Think of an apple: if something is an apple, then it is necessary that it be a fruit, or being a fruit is a necessary condition for being an apple. Notice that this does not mean that being a fruit is enough for being an apple. Apples also have to be apple-shaped, have stems, and not be oranges, to name some other necessary conditions of “applehood.” All this means is that something can’t be an apple without being a fruit; all apples are fruit, but not all fruits are apples.

On the other hand, if meeting a particular requirement *is* enough to be included in the group, then that requirement is a *sufficient condition*. Consider the case of animals. The fact that something is a cat is enough—it is sufficient—for that thing to be an animal. Notice that there can be many different sufficient conditions for being an animal. It is also sufficient for something to be an animal that it be a bird, or a salamander, or a human; all cats are animals, but not all animals are cats.

So can we identify necessary and sufficient conditions for Batman? Thanks to widely read stories such as *Batman: Year One* (1987) and *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986), along with the various animated series and live-action movies, many possibilities immediately come to mind. Batman is a man, Bruce Wayne, who dresses up in a costume that represents a bat, and fights crime. Batman acts in this way to avenge the death of his parents, who were killed when he was a child. Since his parents were murdered with a gun, Batman doesn’t use a gun, and he also never kills. This is a fairly traditional and uncontroversial picture of Batman’s attributes. But riddle me this: are these necessary conditions, sufficient conditions, both, or neither?

The simple answer is . . . no. No part of this conception of Batman qualifies as a necessary or sufficient condition for a person to be Batman. To see this we’ll use a method of argument that philosophers call *counterexample*. We’ll first consider a candidate for a necessary or a sufficient condition, and then we’ll give an example or two that shows why this candidate fails. A counterexample for a necessary condition will be an example of Batman that lacks the feature, which shows that the condition is not essential to Batman. A counterexample for a sufficient condition will be an example of the feature being present in something that is not Batman, which again shows that the feature is not exclusive to Batman.

Let’s start with the claims that Batman doesn’t kill and that he doesn’t use guns. A counterexample to the
proposition that these are necessary conditions can be found in Batman’s fifth appearance. *Detective Comics* #32 (October 1939)—just look for it, I’m sure you have one—contains the second part of a story where Batman fights a vampire named the Monk. In this story, the Monk and an accomplice have hypnotized Batman’s girlfriend (Julie Madison) and are holding her hostage. Batman solves this problem by shooting them both with silver bullets and killing them while they are sleeping, showing that someone that is Batman has used a gun.¹ Neither of these conditions is sufficient for being Batman either, which is even easier to show. There are obviously many things that do not kill or use guns and who are not Batman, ranging from other comic book characters, like Detective Chimp, to people, like Gandhi, to inanimate objects, like my stapler.

It’s often suggested by casual Batman fans that being Bruce Wayne is both necessary and sufficient for someone to be Batman. Readers of *Batman* comics in the early 1990s, however, know better. During the *Knightfall* story arc (1993-1994), Bruce Wayne gives up the mantle of Batman after his back is broken by the villain Bane. To the shock and horror of fans everywhere, Bruce chose Jean-Paul Valley (the hero Azrael) to replace him, and in the subsequent *Prodigal* arc (1994-1995), he chose Dick Grayson (Nightwing, and the first Robin, whom fans were much happier with). So, for over two years, someone who was not Bruce Wayne was Batman, on authority of Bruce Wayne himself. Furthermore, during that period, Bruce Wayne was not Batman, showing that being Bruce Wayne is neither necessary nor sufficient for being Batman.²

Perhaps the next most likely candidate for a necessary condition of Batman is that his parents have been murdered. Those who have read the Elseworlds story *Batman: Castle of the Bat* (1994), however, know that this is not the case. This story begins like the traditional Batman origin with the death of the parents of Bruce Wayne. In this story, a twist on the classic Frankenstein tale, Bruce Wayne grows up to become a great scientist and devotes the bulk of his research to the reanimation of dead tissue. Ultimately, Bruce manages to resurrect his father with the help of biomaterials that came from—you guessed it—a bat. Bruce then sends his bat man, whom he calls (no surprise) “Batman,” to avenge his dead parents. The murdered father of Bruce Wayne is the Batman in this story, so “Batman’s” parents were not murdered in this version. And once again, the case for sufficiency is even harder to make: murdered parents are common in superhero comics. Just to name one example, Helena Bertinelli’s parents were murdered, but this caused her to become the Huntress, not Batman.

It’s often said of Batman that he is a loner, choosing to work alone and teaming with others only when absolutely necessary. Upon reflection, there are a number of counterexamples to this claim. Very early in Batman’s history he started working with others. In *Detective Comics* #38 (April 1940), Robin the Boy Wonder was introduced as Batman’s sidekick, and the number of allies have exploded since then. In Batman comics today, you will occasionally read a reference to “team Batman” or “the Batman family,” the large group of people on whom Batman has come to rely (including Robin, Nightwing, Oracle, and others). And it should be obvious that being a loner is not sufficient for being Batman (consider Saint Anthony and Ted Kaczynski [the Unabomber], for example).

Since one of the nicknames for Batman is the Dark Knight, some might suggest that it is necessary for Batman to be dark and brooding. But consider the Silver Age Batman stories.³ During this period, thanks to the Comic Code Authority, superhero comics were cute and campy, and the stories usually turned on a gag or a gimmick. An example of one such story is *Batman* #108, where the Silver Age Batwoman (Kathy Kane) makes her first appearance. This is the beginning of a series of stories featuring the courtship of Batman and Batwoman, with typical romantic comedy tropes: Batman struggles to protect his bachelorhood while Batwoman agitates for marriage. Silly? Yes. Dark? No.

What about the “fact” that Batman necessarily fights crime? As you might have guessed, there are counterexamples for this as well. My favorite example of a Batman who commits crime rather than fighting it is a two-part story from *Justice League of America* #37-38 (August and September 1965). In this story, we are introduced to Earth-A, an earth where new versions of Silver Age DC superheroes form the Lawless League. In this story, the Justice Society (from Earth-2, for those keeping track at home) fights the Lawless League in classic DC world-jumping form. (An amusing visual choice in this story is that the Batman of Earth-A looks exactly like Silver Age Batman except that he has a five o’clock shadow.) So clearly being a crime fighter is not a necessary condition for being Batman. Again, the claim for sufficiency is obviously false, because all superheroes—even Booster Gold—fight crime.
Wittgenstein and Language Games

Without any necessary and sufficient conditions, you might wonder how we can successfully identify instances of Batman. One answer is found in Ludwig Wittgenstein’s (1889-1951) *Philosophical Investigations*. Wittgenstein admits that in attempting to identify things as “language,” he’s in a situation like the one we’re in with Batman: “Instead of producing something common to all that we call ‘language,’ I am saying that these phenomena have no one thing in common which makes us use the same word for all, but they are related to one another in many different ways. And it is because of this relationship, or these relationships, that we call them all ‘language.’”

The relationship he is writing about is one of similarity. What makes all the different things called “language” language is that they are similar to each other. This similarity is called family resemblance by Wittgenstein, because you see this type of similarity in families. Consider your own family—if you are biologically related, you will resemble your parents and siblings to some extent. If we had to find ways in which you all were similar, however, we would fail. For instance, you and one of your sisters might have red hair like your dad, but the rest of your family does not. You, your sisters, and your mother might have brown eyes, but your dad does not. You might have a nose that doesn’t look like either parent or sibling. This same point can be made if you consider body and face shape, complexion, and ear size.

Wittgenstein uses the case of games to make this point. There are many different types of games. What is common to these things? If you start with board games, you might think that all board games have pieces that move around boards. Adding card games into the mix, you will notice that neither of these things is necessary. Video games and solitaire show that there doesn’t have to be more than one player. You might think all games are fun, but what about the game adults try to make children play—“Let’s see who can be quiet the longest”? Some games involve skill to play well, like tennis, while others, like roulette, do not. What about Russian roulette? This is an example of a game that is very dangerous, unlike most games (although there are still definite winners and losers). Some games, however, don’t even have winners and losers, like ring-around-the-roses. So, it seems that there is nothing common to all games—all we have are sets of similarities that are a part of different sets of games.

Wait a minute—some people may say that some of the examples of games I have given are not games at all, especially ones like Russian roulette and ring-around-the-rosy. There seems to be good reason to count Russian roulette as a game, though. After all, casino-style roulette is a game. If betting with money that a random spin of a wheel will stop where you want it to is a game, why would betting with your life instead of money stop it from being a game? Ring-around-the-rosy also seems a plausible candidate for a game. It has many of the elements other, less controversial games have: it is physical, fun to play, and has a set of rules. The reason for wanting to reject ring-around-the-rosy is that there is no winner, but by this criterion, single-player Tetris is not a game. None of this is meant to prevent you from drawing a line and saying something is not a game; it is just meant to show that there is nothing about games that points to a line to draw. The difference is that you might say, “Ring-around-the-rosy is not a game,” but that will just be a feature of how you choose to use the term, not a feature of the actual concept.

Games and Gotham

We can make a similar response to the objection that we should not count Elseworlds stories as instances of Batman. When you draw a line and say that Batman can be understood as a set of necessary claims about the Batman from mainstream continuity, or the general public’s conception of Batman, you are choosing to fix a description on the concept of Batman. This, however, is different from the concept’s actually having that concrete description.

Some readers might object that without a firm boundary for what is and is not a game, the term would not be useful at all. This doesn’t seem to be the case, however. We all use the word “game,” and as we have seen, no such boundaries can be given. This is also the case with Batman. Earlier we saw that there are no necessary and sufficient conditions for being Batman. Since this is the case, we can’t give a concrete definition of Batman in the same way that we can’t give such a definition for “game.” Still, we use the word “Batman” easily, and we understand others who do so. So, it seems the term is perfectly useful without firm boundaries.
But how should we explain to someone what a game is? Wittgenstein says that we describe different particular games to the individual, and then add “and things similar to this are ‘games.’” This seems to be a plausible account of not only how we would explain a game on Wittgenstein’s account, but also of how we actually explain what a game is. If a child asks us what a game is, we point to examples the child knows, saying, “Monopoly, Candyland, and baseball are games, and other things are games if they are like these things.”

Let’s now consider this in terms of Batman. If someone asked us what/who Batman was, we would give a brief origin story for Batman in much the same way I did at the start of this chapter. We might then go on to describe some interesting stories we have read. This person would then be able to see what is common between these instances of Batman. She might then run into some of the strange cases of Batman that I have mentioned, and she will have to consider “is this an instance of Batman?” The person will be able to see what is common between these new instances of Batman and his previous conception, just like a child who stops to consider if catch or Marco Polo are games.

Robin? Who’s That?

You might balk at the idea that every term of our language is understood in terms of a family resemblance, but Wittgenstein has two more arguments meant to convince you. First, consider someone saying, “There is no Robin.” This might mean any number of things. Maybe it means that Batman has no sidekick, but it might also mean that Dick Grayson is no longer his sidekick. Some philosophers think that the name “Robin” can be fixed by a series of descriptions. Some such examples might be “the boy whose parents were killed when their trapeze act was sabotaged” and “the boy whose sexual advances were rebuffed by Barbara Gordon.” Switching between these definitions with the claim “There is no Robin,” however, changes the claim.

Wittgenstein goes on to make this point another way. If the definition of “Robin” is fixed by these descriptions, and then it is shown that one part of the description is false, it means that there was never a Robin. So, if Robin’s history were “retconned” so that his sexual advances were accepted by Barbara Gordon (as is the case in post-Zero Hour continuity), and we stuck to our previous claim that they were not, then it would mean that there was never a Robin! This isn’t what happens when we find conflicting information, however. What happens is that we no longer hold that the disconfirmed claim is true of Robin. The point of this argument is that language is used all the time without a fixed meaning. Before reading this chapter, some of you probably thought it was a necessary condition of Batman that he didn’t kill. After being shown that this is false, you didn’t deny that the character was Batman; instead, you modified your picture of Batman.

Wittgenstein relies on one more example to make his point. Imagine someone says, “There is a Batarang,” and then as the person gets closer to it, it disappears. We might say that the Batarang was never there and that it was an illusion. But imagine further that the Batarang reappears, and we are now able to touch it. We might now say that the Batarang was real and that the disappearance was an illusion. What if the Batarang disappeared again, only to return intermittently? Is this thing a Batarang or isn’t it? If you don’t know how to respond to this question, don’t feel bad. Most people don’t have an answer ready to this question. This, however, is enough to make Wittgenstein’s point. The fact that we don’t know how to rule on this case shows that we can use the word “Batarang” without having the rules of use fixed. If that’s true, we use language without having the meaning of the words fixed, and the only plausible reason for this is that we understand all things in terms of a family resemblance.

Batman and superheroes generally provide actual cases of the example of the disappearing Batarang. New stories are constantly being written, and many of these purposely change the status quo. Consider the case of The Dark Knight Returns. Before this story was written, people most likely thought that Batman and Superman were friends and that they were both good guys. This story, however, puts the characters at odds, with both of them defending opposing positions to which they are morally committed. They can’t both be good, given this situation. So what did we do when we read it? We let our conception of the characters change with the new information provided in the story.
Keeping It in the Family?

In closing, let’s consider what the family resemblance account means for other areas of philosophy. For starters, if Wittgenstein is right, then it will serve as an objection to moral theories that attempt to use fictional characters as moral exemplars (as in the chapter by David Kyle Johnson and Ryan Rhodes in this volume). If there is no fixed description that can be given of a character, then you can’t make reference to specific traits of that character, or to how that character would behave in a given situation. In other words, saying, “You should behave like Batman” doesn’t help us decide how to act, because “Batman” may act in different ways in the same situation in different versions or time periods. You can always stipulate what you mean by Batman by referring to specific character traits, or to how he would act in specific situations. But if you do, then there is no reason to refer to Batman as a moral exemplar—you can just refer to the character traits. Great philosophical ideas are rarely limited to one area of philosophy, and often a question in moral philosophy, for example, can lead to a metaphysical or epistemological mystery. In that sense, all philosophers are detectives, but not all detectives are . . . well, you get the idea.⁹

NOTES

1 However, you might argue that he hasn’t really killed, because they are vampires, and therefore already dead. Fine—but in The Dark Knight Strikes Again (2001), Batman actually kills Dick Grayson (who has become a killer himself, murdering aged superheroes) by dropping him into a pit of lava.

2 My favorite counterexample actually shows that both the claim of necessity and the claim of sufficiency are false. In World’s Finest #167 (June 1967), we are shown a world where Clark Kent is Batman and Bruce Wayne is Superman!

3 The Silver Age of comics is the second major period of comics (the Golden Age was the first), which ran from the late 1950s to the early 1970s.


5 Ibid., Remark 65.

6 Ibid., Remark 69.

7 Ibid., Remark 80.

8 Ibid.

9 For their helpful comments I would like to thank Ruth Tallman and Clarice Ferguson.
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A BATMAN?

Ron Novy

You had a bad day once, am I right? I know I am. I can tell. You had a bad day and everything changed. Why else would you dress up like a flying rat?


I could never kill you. Where would the act be without my straight man?

—The Joker, Batman #663 (February 2007)

Answering the Batphone

Imagine yourself doing whatever Batman does. Would the experience let you know what it’s like to be Batman? Like a lot of kids with the impulse to leap off furniture and spring through doorways, it only took a bath towel pinned around my neck for me to become the Caped Crusader. Sliding across the kitchen linoleum in my pre-nonflammable footie pajamas, I would provide my own soundtrack with the “nah-na nah-na, nah-na nah-na” theme from the 1960s TV show. At that time, I had no doubt that this was a thoroughgoing Batman experience. As it turns out, I was wrong.

In fact, if you or anyone besides Batman could know what it’s like to be Batman, you would need to meet at least two conditions: first, you’d need to be as extraordinarily and psychologically damaged as Batman; second, you’d need to have the same experiences and relations to the world as Batman. As we’ll see, the only person who comes close to meeting these conditions is the Joker, and even he doesn’t really know what it’s like to be Batman.

What It’s Not Like to Be Batman

The term *phenomena* refers to the subjective appearance of material objects in your own conscious experience. So, while reading this sentence, your senses register a variety of stimuli: dark marks on a light field, a particular weight and texture in your hands, perhaps also the smell of freshly brewed coffee and the sound of rain at the window. While the weight of the book or the trace of Arabica in the air can be objectively measured, your experience of these phenomena is subjective—something to which only you have access.

Now, acting *like* Batman is quite different from actually knowing *what it’s like* to be Batman. At best, one can “do as Batman does”—brood in the Batcave, admire the long curve of Catwoman’s calf, or tumble down an alley with some of the Joker’s henchmen. Insofar as your actions mirror those of Batman, with a little practice you could do a pretty fair job of behaving as Batman behaves—but this is not the same as knowing what it’s like for Batman to be Batman. Your late-night patrols, undertaken with your Keatonesque, Kilmerite, Baleian, or even West-like physique packed firmly into a Kevlar-and-Lycra costume worn by an actual ice-skating stunt double in the movie *Batman and Robin*, may even garner an above-the-fold story from a cub reporter on the *Gotham Gazette* police beat.

Nonetheless, your phenomenal experiences are yours and only yours—even those that occur while you're
imagining yourself to be Batman and performing “Batman deeds.” To actually know Batman’s experience of such events—that is, to know what it’s like to be Batman—would require knowledge of Batman’s subjective experiences, knowledge to which (it seems) Batman alone has access.

We all find ourselves limited in this same way regarding the subjective experiences of other conscious beings. So, to clarify an old chestnut, when it’s claimed that we can’t understand another’s perspective until we have “walked a mile in her shoes,” this doesn’t mean we can come to know what that experience is actually like for that other person, but rather that we can imagine what that experience may be. Nevertheless, this can often deliver the desired understanding, not because we have actually experienced what it’s like to be her, but rather because we are imaginative and empathetic creatures. We can understand one another because people are alike in many ways: we share common experiences, physiology, and so on.

In this way, despite our never having met, you have a reasonable chance of having a phenomenal experience similar to mine when, say, you strike your thumb with a hammer. I say “reasonable” not merely because you have experienced or can imagine experiencing such a thing, but because we share the sort of physiological, psychological, and social background that together brings forth a shooting pain, a yelp of surprise, and some slight embarrassment at having whacked oneself in the distal phalanx. You could reasonably expect that I would shake the injured hand and let fly a string of naughty words, again not necessarily because you had ever hurt yourself in precisely this same way, but because you have had other experiences similar enough to mine to imagine your own reaction.

This all seems quite commonsensical until you discover that you aren’t like me in some relevant way: perhaps your thumb lacks nociceptors—the embedded sensory neurons that translate stimuli into action potentials and transmit this information to the central nervous system—while my thumb does not. Without a shared capacity to feel pain, you would have no grounds on which to claim that you have much of an idea what it’s like for me to have that whacked-by-a-hammer experience. This is so even if you’ve learned to perfectly mimic my pain-related actions such as jumping up and down in a frenzy, weeping, and muttering profanities.

Like us, Batman is “just” a man, with no superpowers: no gifts from mythological benefactors, no alien physiology, no beneficial accident involving experimental radiation. Instead, his body is like ours: his “power” is a product of rigorous physical training, the ability to unnerve criminals, and access to what Jack Nicholson’s Joker called “those wonderful toys.” And yet, Batman is profoundly not like us.

**Bats and Thomas Nagel**

To my knowledge, Thomas Nagel (b. 1937) isn’t a superhero, and he’s never been accused of being the Batman, but he is a renowned philosopher and the author of “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?” In this essay, Nagel argues that even a complete accounting of the physical object “brain” will nonetheless fail to fully describe what we mean by the term “mind.” Perhaps most important, such a reduction of “mind” to “brain” would be unable to account for the central feature of consciousness—the subjective character of our experience. As Nagel puts it, “An organism has conscious mental states if and only if there is something that it is like to be that organism—something it is like for that organism.”

To use Nagel’s example, you and I can’t know what it’s like to be a bat. The average Chiroptera experiences the world quite differently from the way we Homo sapiens do: it sleeps hanging head-down from a cave roof, it pursues insect delicacies on leathery wings, and it navigates complex flight paths by way of echolocation. While you and I can imagine what it would be like for us—as humans pretending to be bats—to hang upside down or to eat bugs as wind whistles through our hair, our experiences will never be interchangeable with those of the bat. Our subjective experience, even of the same physical phenomena encountered by a bat, relies both upon our particular senses and upon our particular histories.

For Nagel, this inability to capture subjective experience necessarily gives us an incomplete account of consciousness. While Nagel was focused on attacking the hypothesis that subjective experience and consciousness could be fully understood as “merely” a physical event of the brain, it should be stressed that one doesn’t have to take the presence of echolocation in bats and its absence in humans to be crucial for his point. Nagel’s focus on the
bat’s echolocation capacity, an ordinary “sense” for the bat yet truly alien for us, makes our inability to “know what it’s like to be a bat” quite stark. Yet, unless we are willing to grant that any *Homo sapiens* can know what it’s like to be any other *Homo sapiens*, there must be something besides difference in body type underlying the issue. Surely a lack of shared experience, not a lack of a shared body type, is what is required.

Suppose that Barbara Gordon, also known as Oracle, the brilliant hacker and brains behind the Birds of Prey (not to mention a former Batgirl), had begun her career not as a coy librarian with a crime-fighting alter ego, but as a scientist studying the neurophysiology of vision. She knows everything there is to know about the physical processes involved in sight, from the physics of photons to the wavelength associated with the term “maroon,” from the anatomy of the retina to the particular chemical processes involved in conveying visual information in the brain. Strangely, Barbara has spent her whole life in a room absolutely devoid of color and has experienced the world beyond her room only through a black-and-white television monitor. So while Barbara has a fully functional set of visual hardware from cornea to occipital lobe, she has never seen a field of yellow daisies, oranges at the grocers, or bronzed lifeguards in a blue ocean.

Now suppose that while she slept, you slipped a shiny ripe tomato onto Barbara’s nightstand. Even with her complete knowledge of the physical processes necessary for vision, when she sees the tomato in the morning, should we expect her experience of “redness” to be just like yours or mine? It seems unlikely, given the innumerable places, times, and hues of “redness” that you and I have experienced in the past relative to her single encounter. If this difference holds between Barbara Gordon’s experience of redness and ours, it seems reasonable to expect that for you to know what it’s like to be Batman, would require you to have had formative experiences similar to his. Given that Batman and the Joker were transformed into the creatures they are now under similar rare and horrific conditions, and given that each has attempted to make sense of the world through this shared and fractured lens, I suspect that if anyone besides Batman could know what it’s like to be Batman, that person would be the Joker.

**Freedom and Conflict**

*At every opportunity, the truth comes to light, the truth of life and death, of my solitude and my bond with the world . . . of the insignificance and the sovereign importance of each man and all men. . . . Let us try to assume our fundamental ambiguity. It is in the knowledge of the genuine conditions of our life that we must draw our strength to live and our reason for acting.*

—Simone de Beauvoir

Now we switch gears a bit, from discussing phenomena and consciousness to discussing situated freedom and identity, but for a very good reason. Just as you and the color-deprived Barbara Gordon experience the redness of the tomato differently despite both having the capacity to see red, Batman and the Joker find their lives built upon similar foundations, which result in very different narratives bringing each man to his current place in life.

At base, both Batman’s and the Joker’s self-identities—and with them their conceptions of duty and right—are firmly anchored in *situated freedom*, a concept developed by Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986). Situated freedom refers to the idea that our capacity to act and make sense of the world is always constrained by our lived experience of the world. In other words, there are objective conditions under which we live, and these conditions open some options to us while closing others. Thus, while a Neanderthal-era Batman would likely live in a Batcave, he would never strap into the Batmobile or understand the Joker as in need of anything less than a good beating. Similarly, it is difficult to imagine an Elizabethan Batgirl who could appear in public without the corset and petticoats of her contemporaries, or who had the opportunity to develop the martial skills of Barbara Gordon or Cassandra Cain.

The “freedom” part of situated freedom means that the individual is constantly in a position to make meaningful choices that manipulate the world, choices that in turn alter the options available later. Given that we are social beings with our futures open in this way, a choice made by one person may well change the options available to another. So, even the smallest of our decisions carries with it some moral weight.

For example, your decision to sign on as the Penguin’s henchman simultaneously expands and restricts your future opportunities. You’ll meet people and visit places you likely wouldn’t have otherwise, while at the same time sacrificing any chance you may have had to attend the police academy. Your decision also ripples through the futures available to those around you: the wealth and influence that come with being the Penguin’s enforcer may have gotten your child into the exclusive Brentwood Academy with Tim Drake and the other scions of Gotham’s
upper crust; similarly, a shopkeeper late with one of Mr. Cobblepot’s payments may never be able to play the violin because of your enthusiastic, crowbar-wielding reminder.

To say that this freedom is “situated” is to acknowledge that we’re all born into a world already brimming with buildings, ideology, poems, commerce, dental hygienists, mythology, bacteria, and hats. The world didn’t start anew with our birth, but rather is an independent and complex product of the past in which we must learn to navigate. As such, there are facts about our existence over which we have little or no control, from our gender, poor eyesight, and strawberry allergy to when, where, and to whom we were born. Obviously, at least some such contingencies can affect future options available to us.

To recognize that freedom is situated is to also recognize that the future is unwritten, as well as that we are always teetering at the edge of violence. While we all share the desire to live a life that is as fully human as possible, decisions made by people grounded in different situations will necessarily neither open nor close off the same future options. Since all possible futures cannot simultaneously come to fruition, we inevitably come into conflict with one another. Violence is thus a constant presence lurking about the edges of human freedom.

One Bad Day

All it takes is one bad day to reduce the sanest man alive to lunacy. . . . You had a bad day, and it drove you as crazy as everybody else—only you won’t admit it!

You have to keep pretending that life makes sense,
that there’s some point to all this struggling!
God you make me want to puke.

—The Joker, The Killing Joke

Batman and the Joker were each born in violence, each the product of an ordinary person who was fundamentally transformed on “one bad day.” Their strange intimacy is the madness shared by two angels of death debating conditions necessary for human freedom.

Batman’s story is well known. Young Bruce Wayne witnesses the senseless murder of his parents by a small-time crook. Despite their cooperation, the mugger loses his nerve and shoots the pair. In that instant, Bruce loses not only his parents, but also his illusory understanding of the world. Suddenly, he realizes that not all people are decent and that not everyone cares about his happiness; that some problems can’t be resolved by a generous dip into a bottomless bank account; that visceral hate and explosive violence can be liberating; and that the polished world of Wayne Enterprises is built upon a sunless foundation in which suffering and want are not isolated occurrences.

The Joker’s “one bad day” is less well known: An unremarkable chemical engineer has quit his job and failed at his dream of being a stand-up comedian; he loses his pregnant wife in a fluke accident, is forced into a bungled robbery of his former employer, and plummets into a tank of noxious waste while fleeing the police. It is a baptism from which emerges the Joker: green hair, pallid skin, and insane. Recognizing Batman’s similar experience of destruction and rebirth, the Joker is stunned by Batman’s commitment to fight chaos:

When I saw what a black, awful joke the world was, I went crazy as a coot! I admit it! Why can’t you? I mean, you’re not unintelligent! You must see the reality of the situation. . . . It’s all a joke! Everything anybody ever valued or struggled for—it’s all a monstrous, demented gag! So why can’t you see the funny side? Why aren’t you laughing?

For both Batman and the Joker, violence overthrew a coherent picture of the world without installing a replacement; they share this realization and are bound together in an effort to make sense of it. Like violators of the tabernacle or visitors in Oz, each has glimpsed behind the curtain of appearances—that is, beyond the “merely” phenomenal world. Recognizing that what we call “the world” is just an appearance cobbled together by our minds from sense data, is also to admit that there is a world “out there” unmediated by our sight or touch. This other world that exists behind the appearances—what Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) called the noumenal world—is terrifying. It serves as the armature upon which our knowledge is organized; and yet, we can know next to nothing about it apart from what might be inferred from those illusory appearances.
This experience of becoming disillusioned and of catching this glimpse of secret knowledge binds Batman and the Joker, though neither is quite sure what was revealed about how the world “really is.” While they have different hopes regarding the nature of that world behind the appearances, they have only one another with whom to commiserate regarding the terrifying recognition that this world—our world of cops and robbers, joy-buzzers and cemeteries—for them doesn’t exist.

Even acknowledging that this phenomenal world is one of appearance, Batman and the Joker, at least in regard to each other, behave as if the world matters. Batman has ended more than a few story arcs by returning the killer clown to Arkham Asylum—something one might not expect given the Joker’s body count and the numerous opportunities Batman has had to offer Gotham City “a more permanent solution” to its recurring Joker problem. Yet as he reveals to Mr. Zsasz, the serial killer who commemorates each kill with a tally mark carved into his own body, Batman needs to continue his relationship with those he fights. It is in their struggle that he gains recognition as something apart from the world of appearance: “Do you want to know what power is? Real power? It’s not ending a life, it’s saving it. It’s looking in someone’s eyes and seeing that spark of recognition that instant, they realize something they’ll never forget.”

The Joker, too, recognizes this reciprocal relationship with Batman, a relationship without which each one would cease to be who he now is. As he explains it to Batman, “You can’t kill me without becoming like me. I can’t kill you without losing the only human being who can keep up with me. Isn’t that ironic?!” For the Joker, behind the façade that dissolved in the tank of chemical slop, there is only chaos. While literally nonsensical, chaos is also wholly liberating—in chaos, there is no fear to restrain you and no conditions that might limit your choices. According to his therapist at Arkham Asylum, the Joker “creates himself each day. He sees himself as the Lord of Misrule and the world as a theater of the absurd.”

For Batman, this world beneath the appearances is one of order, though not a predetermined order one might read about in that copy of *Metaphysics for Dummies* you picked up from the discount table at your local bookstore. Rather, it is a moral order that must be wrestled into existence by recognizing the effect of one’s choices on our shared future.

### What It Is Like to Be Out of the Asylum

Yet, for all of the shared events, nonsense, chaos, tragedies, and victories that Batman and the Joker have experienced, they do not—and can not—know what it’s like to be in one another’s shoes. Batman’s phenomenal experience and situated freedom is wholly his own; the Joker’s phenomenal experience and situated freedom is wholly his own; and each is unable to experience the world in any other way. Yet, both Batman and the Joker are committed to the absurd yet serious task of seeing the world as it truly is. Each seems to grasp that this requires a sort of testing, and thus the other’s participation, despite that other person’s literal inability to experience the world in the same way.

With this in mind, consider the joke the Clown Prince tells Batman at the end of *The Killing Joke* as they wait for the police to arrive. Two inmates decide that they should escape the lunatic asylum together. They scramble to the top of the asylum’s wall and gaze upon the world spread before them in the moonlight. Just one hop to a nearby roof and they’re free—out of the asylum and into the world. The first jumps across and then turns to see his partner frozen on the far side. As the Joker puts it, “His friend daredn’t make the leap, y’see. Y’see, he’s afraid of falling.” The inmates stand there, freedom waiting in any direction if only the second man would leap over what his companion sees as a little gap but which he perceives as a deadly abyss. The first man proposes a solution:

He says, “Hey! I have my flashlight with me. I’ll shine it across the gap between the buildings. You can walk along the beam and join me.”

But the second guy just shakes his head. He says . . . he says, “What do you think I am crazy? You’d turn it off when I was half way across!”

As it begins to rain and the police lights appear in the distance, the Joker and Batman laugh. Their snickers build to doubled-over roars, overcome by the absurdity of their shared secret. The first unable to know what it is like to be Batman; the second unable to know what it is like to be the Joker.
NOTES


3 Nagel does not specify any particulars about his bat beyond the capacity for echolocation. But the Joker, having stumbled upon the Batcave, used its computer to help determine the taxonomical classification for Batman. Deciding that “obviously he’s from the ghost-faced family,” the Joker cannot restrain his giggling at the genus name mormoops (Alex Irvine’s novel Inferno [New York: Del Rey Books, 2006], 73).


7 This version of the Joker’s origin—and there have been many—is revealed in flashbacks throughout The Killing Joke (1988).

8 Ibid.

9 The terms “phenomena” and “noumena” are technical terms used by Immanuel Kant in his 1781 opus Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1929), 9.

10 See Mark D. White’s essay in this book for more on why Batman has never ended the Joker’s life.


12 Batman #663.

PART FIVE

BEING THE BAT: INSIGHTS FROM EXISTENTIALISM AND TAOISM
ALFRED, THE DARK KNIGHT OF FAITH: BATMAN AND KIERKEGAARD

Christopher M. Drohan

The Saint

Alfred Pennyworth is a man of exceptional character. As butler to the illustrious Bruce Wayne, Alfred single-handedly manages all of Bruce’s domestic affairs. He also serves as Bruce Wayne’s confidant, and perhaps the closest thing that he has to a father. Ever since young Bruce saw his parents gunned down before his eyes, Alfred has been there to care for him. Only Alfred is privy to the horrific nightmares that haunt Bruce Wayne, and to the alter ego of Batman that they spawned.

Accordingly, Alfred bears another set of duties paralleling his work as a housekeeper. At a very different level, we must consider the role that Alfred plays knowing that Bruce Wayne is also Batman, for it is Alfred who mends his costumes, mans his digital networks, attends to the mechanics of his many “toys,” and carefully stitches Batman up every time he’s beaten to a pulp. When Batman is in the field, it’s Alfred who waits up all night for him, patiently watching Batman’s cameras and computers, ready to help him in any way that he can. On top of this, Alfred personally guards the security of the Batcave and the manor above it, going so far as to wrestle intruders to the ground.¹

Alfred performs his tasks with prodigious energy, both physical and spiritual. His devotion to Wayne reveals his belief in a higher duty, an ethical obligation to serve another to the best of one’s ability. It nurtures his soul; after all, how else could he accomplish so much in so little time, and with such disregard for his own health, safety, and personal gain? Alfred was willing to lose his mind and even die for Batman.² Why, he even claims to have been kidnapped twenty-seven times in his service!³ Taking no part in the notoriety of Bruce Wayne or Batman, Alfred certainly doesn’t do it for the fame. Rather, we’re astounded at his humility, for although Alfred is surely aware of the vital role he plays in the Dark Knight’s forays, he asks for no praise. Instead, he remains so humble that on the same day that he changes the tires on the Batmobile, programs Wayne Manor’s security systems, and reinvents Batman’s utility belt, he’ll happily clean toilets, as if there were no difference between the tasks.⁴

Through it all, Alfred exudes a level of commitment and faith that is reminiscent of mythical heroes: knights-errant, martyrs, or even saints. However, there is nothing quixotic about his mission, and at no point do we think of him as some kind of naive disciple of the cult of the bat. Alfred is too confident and self-assured to be that kind of man. In fact, he spends most of his time chastising Bruce for his recklessness, showing that his only concern is for his master’s well-being. While Alfred is obviously worried about Batman’s methods, his devotion to him nonetheless reveals that he ultimately believes in Batman’s conviction that justice can be realized concretely, and that Gotham can someday be a peaceful place.

In this chapter, the great Danish philosopher and theologian Søren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) will help us understand Alfred’s loyalty to Batman. In particular, we will focus on Kierkegaard’s work Fear and Trembling, in which he compares two fundamentally different ethical orders. On the one hand, there are those like Batman, who champion infinite justice as their ethical ideal, while on the other, there are those like Alfred, who champion personal love, devotion, and faithfulness as the moral high ground. Although both ethics are noble in their own ways, in the end we’ll see that Alfred’s justice is superior, for, as Kierkegaard points out, “Faith is a miracle, and yet no man is excluded from it; for that in which all human life is unified is passion, and faith is a passion.”⁵ Whereas humanity may never realize infinite justice, we are all capable of being faithful to each other. Accordingly, Alfred, like Kierkegaard before him, understands that peace begins on an individual basis and that justice is served only when we treat each other with respect.
Justice: Law and Fairness versus Love and Devotion

For Batman, justice is first and foremost sociopolitical. Justice is served when life and liberty are protected, namely by the laws and legal institutions founded in justice’s name. These structures set clear boundaries for people’s behavior and stop them if they overstep these limits. Accordingly, Batman works hand and hand with the police and the justice system, the sworn protectors of law and order, because ultimately they’re the ones responsible for defending its justice.

However, Batman is the first to break the law if he deems it unjust, and the first to work against the police if they overstep the boundaries of either law or justice. Batman realizes that justice is something concrete that no legal system could ever completely capture. There are always situations that exceed abstract legal codes and precedents, moments when the laws are either too broad or too narrow. For example, few people would argue that stealing food to feed a starving family or jaywalking is morally reprehensible. Yet they are illegal, and subject to the full punishment of the law.

Considering that the law gets its power from justice, Batman’s ethical obligation belongs primarily to that very justice. Batman knows (like any juror, judge, or police officer) that every crime involves variables that our abstract laws cannot account for, and that the law must be interpreted so as to preserve its just mandate. When the law fails justice, as it sometimes does, Batman is forced to supersede it so as to restore the balance between justice and law, crime and punishment.

Like Batman, Alfred also believes in a concrete and non-abstract form of justice. For Alfred, justice isn’t so much a matter of social structure, but a personal matter of treating people with respect, kindness, and love. Alfred’s actions reflect his intrinsic belief that people are duty-bound to each other, and that justice occurs when one serves another to the best of one’s ability. But Alfred also views justice as duty, whereby he honors his promises, cares for those he is responsible for, and values the work he has chosen. Thus when Alfred agreed to serve the Wayne family, the commitment was a blood oath, a lifelong obligation to be broken only by dismissal or death.

Although we could say the difference between Batman and Alfred is the difference between social justice and personal justice, this would actually miss the point entirely. Whereas Batman shows us justice as law, peace, and fair institutions, Alfred shows us a much higher justice, that of justice as love and devotion. This kind of justice is inherently unfair, because there’s never a guarantee that one’s kind deed will be reciprocated. In fact, for Alfred, that’s rarely the case. Although Bruce Wayne treats Alfred with respect, he will never attend to Alfred like Alfred does him. Instead, Alfred passively accepts that his life is but a means to Wayne’s ends, and that his justice has been subordinated to Batman’s quest for social order.

The Absurdity of It All

And yet paradoxically, Alfred must willingly give himself and his justice over to Batman so that his own justice can be realized. The situation is entirely absurd! Alfred often feels that Batman’s justice is a misguided one, though in order for him to teach the young Bruce Wayne how to channel it positively, Alfred must follow Wayne’s orders so that this most stubborn student doesn’t abandon him entirely. In actuality, though, Alfred is only superficially led by Wayne. Tacitly he not only remains Wayne’s moral compass, but also his physical protector, feeding, clothing, and caring for him like one would a child.

Despite the absurdity of this situation, Alfred nevertheless retains his faith in Master Bruce, knowing that Wayne’s education will be a lifelong process. As his teacher, Alfred possesses a superior wisdom that only comes with age, and so his judgment is always ahead of Wayne’s, guiding his young apprentice toward a kindred inner peace. No matter how Bruce reciprocates his love and support, Alfred gives it unconditionally, never for a moment believing that he will not succeed in helping him calm his inner demons. Faith against all odds and faith amidst the absurd—this is Alfred’s existential condition.

Many philosophers have tried to describe our “existential condition.” It was Kierkegaard who observed that from
the moment we are born, “man is not yet a self”: we each struggle to discover who we are and our relation to the world around us. Building on this idea, Heidegger (1889-1976) noticed that our existential condition is therefore a matter of “Being-in-the-world,” which “is as it is.” Regardless of whether we are born into a life of privilege and luxury, or one of pain and misery, we are all “thrown” into the world and must make of it whatever we can. This “thrownness” constitutes a perpetual state of anxiety for us, as we try to define ourselves distinctly from our environment and from the mass of other people surrounding us. This is what Kierkegaard called our “Sickness Unto Death,” a term borrowed from the Gospel of John 11:4. We “despair” at the absurd paradox of trying to constitute a unique identity amidst places and histories that existed before us, and despite the opinions and identities that others impose upon us. And yet the moment we define ourselves for others is the moment we succumb to their histories and definitions, never really arriving at our own individuality. Thus, “an existing individual is constantly in process of becoming,” says Kierkegaard.

Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) interpreted this idea positively. Being born without identity, we are therefore free to choose to become whatever or whomever we want: “First of all, man exists, turns up, appears on the scene, and, only afterward, defines himself. If man, as the existential conceives him, is indefinable, it is because at first he is nothing. Only afterward will he be something, and he himself will have made what he will be.” “Sickness” or “despair” at life arises from the fact that we are all “condemned to be free.” However, being free, we then become completely responsible for choosing the ethic that will guide our lives, a choice that always involves a certain degree of absurdity. For instance, it is absurd that we will never really know the full impact of our ethical decisions, and how much or how little they affect others. It is absurd that our existence changes as we go through life, and that we constantly face new ethical decisions, while being haunted by those we’ve made in the past. It is absurd that someday we will die, and that all our ethical decisions may be in vain. And it is absurd that we exist with the faith that our life has meaning, without ever knowing what that meaning ultimately is.

Like Alfred, Bruce Wayne grapples with his own absurd existential predicament. To start with, imagine how the young Bruce felt as his parents were gunned down in front of him by Joe Chill. As his parents bled to death at his feet, we can imagine the child’s worldview shattering. Thereafter, he would seem to be damned to a life of grief. We wonder how it was that someone so traumatized could then find it within himself to dedicate his life to the pursuit of justice, a justice that he can never share in. When he finally meets Chill and has a chance to kill him, he instead takes pity on the man, realizing that Chill is a pathetic sot whose whole life is already a damnation. Batman must face the fact that killing Chill will neither absolve him of his past, nor bring the kind of justice he’s looking for. This realization becomes all the more absurd when Batman is forced to ally himself with Chill in order to stop the Reaper, inadvertently making Chill a tool of the same justice that Batman seeks. Furthermore, Chill’s mother, Mrs. Chilton, may have even helped raise Bruce Wayne, leaving us to wonder whether caring for Bruce caused her to neglect raising her own son, and if this could have, ironically, led to Joe’s life of crime. Regardless of all these twists of fate, Batman trudges on toward justice, desperately trying to make some good of his tragic life, so that his parents’ deaths were not in vain.

Absurdity, Irony, and Faith

The absurdity and irony that both Alfred and Batman face, and the way in which they both use their personal faith and belief to overcome them, remind us of the biblical character Abraham, whom Kierkegaard once used as a philosophical model of the perfect man of faith. As the story goes, Abraham and his wife Sarah had been trying for many years to have a baby, so that they would have an heir to their family name and fortune. With both of them nearing old age, it seemed impossible that Sarah would ever bear a child. However, the Bible tells us that as a reward for upholding his covenant to God, and for worshipping no other, Abraham and Sarah were finally blessed by Him with a son, Isaac.

After so many years trying, the couple was astounded at this gift of life, and loved Isaac dearly. However, unbeknownst to Abraham, God had another test of faith in store for him. One day he called to Abraham, saying, “Take your son Isaac, your only one, whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah. There you shall offer him up as a holocaust on a height that I will point out to you” (Genesis 22:2). Abraham was astounded, for God was asking him to sacrifice the very gift He had given him, his only son, whom he loved more than anyone else on Earth. And
yet despite the absurdity of the request, Abraham submitted to God’s task.

Kierkegaard remarks on this moment in Abraham’s life, saying: “He believed by virtue of the absurd; for there could be no question of human calculation, and it was indeed the absurd that God who required it of him should the next instant recall the requirement. He climbed the mountain, even at the instant when the knife glittered he believed . . . that God would not require Isaac.” When Kierkegaard tells us that it was by “virtue of the absurd” that Abraham believed, he means that Abraham was able to trust God because what he was being asked to do was unfathomable. That he could find no reason for God to give him such an impossible task did not dissuade him; instead, it actually made him believe in its necessity. Rather than speculate at God’s motives, Abraham instead simply trusted in God, for God had never let him down and had never betrayed his blind obedience.

**Batman, the Knight of the Infinite Resignation**

Just like Abraham resigned his will to the dreadful task that God asked of him, Batman, too, “believe[s] by virtue of the absurd.” The pain of his parents’ death could have destroyed him, for “sorrow can derange a man’s mind,” yet he managed, like Abraham, to find a “strength of will which is able to haul up so exceedingly close to the wind that it saves [his] reason, even though he remains a little queer.” Psychologically, Bruce Wayne is scarred and somewhat neurotic, though he takes his trauma and reshapes it. His neuroses are transformed into weapons, as he uses what would otherwise defeat his will as a means to propel it. By allying himself with his fears, Batman allows them to pass from his heart into the hearts of his enemies. Accordingly we must look at the suit, the car, the bat-signal, and so on as artistic and therapeutic creations whereby Bruce Wayne converts his internal fears into external objects, so that those who oppose justice can see the terror they truly inspire, ironically making these villains suffer the same violent trauma they try to inflict upon others.

Externalizing and organizing his pain in this way, Bruce Wayne is able to again carry himself self-assuredly. In the face of the absurd, he has confidence in a more infinite justice, to which he resigns himself. Kierkegaard tells us that “resignation [is] the surrogate for faith,” for as a person resigns himself to what is infinitely just, that justice becomes the crux of his very existence, and the ground for his faith. At once he feels that his life has meaning, and he looks beyond his own pain and suffering toward easing the pain and suffering of others. Bruce Wayne regains his confidence precisely at the moment he devotes himself to helping others, realizing that if only people were more inclined toward protecting and enforcing justice, perhaps the tragedy of his parents’ death might not have occurred.

Once people have gained such confidence in the meaning of their lives, they take on a certain air. No longer are they content to passively participate in the world; instead they strive to take control of their life, using it as a means toward something greater. In this way, Kierkegaard says that these confident souls are more like knights, unwavering in their mission and completely devoted to their just cause. Batman is one of these “knights of infinite resignation,” for he has dedicated his life toward sowing infinite justice. His poise discloses his calling: “The knights of the infinite resignation are easily recognized: their gait is gliding and assured.” Having found a higher reason for living, these knights glide toward it like bats in the night soaring from one rooftop to another, plunging at it blindly, but without fear, for they are not afraid to die in the name of what is glorious. Their life is now but a means to an infinite end, an end that surpasses all other concerns, including self-preservation.

**Alfred, the Knight of Faith**

In contrast, Alfred Pennyworth is a knight of a different breed. He is not devoted to some infinite and ideal virtue, but to a humble trade. He strives not to make the infinite real, but to preserve only one man: Bruce Wayne. Why? Because in doing so he serves two purposes. First, so long as Bruce Wayne and Batman are preserved, so is their justice. Thus Alfred realizes the same justice as Batman does, but does so vicariously. Second, he then surpasses this justice by simultaneously realizing love, which is to say a justice made tangible in the instant. Whereas Batman’s infinite justice is never complete, and always something to come or some future state of order and peace to be
attained, Alfred’s loving justice is always at hand, and made real in the moment. Justice as love fulfills itself in the very movement in which it is made: the smile that follows a touch; the comfort of knowing that someone else is there for you; or the confidence that comes from having people around you that you can trust. Accordingly, Alfred sees justice in everything he does: how he can ease Batman’s pain with a little medical care; how he can calm Batman’s tortured soul with a few nice words and a homemade sandwich; or in any one of his witty remarks, which help to ground Batman and remind him of his tendency to overreact.

The paradox of this higher ethic is that on the surface it looks so ordinary, so banal. Whereas the knights of infinite resignation look confident and self-assured, “those on the other hand who carry the jewel of faith are likely to be delusive, because their outward appearance bears a striking resemblance to that which both the infinite resignation and faith profoundly despise . . . to Philistinism.” Oddly enough, the knights of faith give no sign of their ethical bent, nor do they express any of the panache found in the knight of infinite resignation. Rather, they look and act like ordinary and unenlightened people—Philistines. Kierkegaard describes the typical knight of faith, saying:

The moment I set eyes on him I instantly push him from me, I myself leap backwards, I clasp my hands and say half aloud, “Good lord, is this the man? Is it really he? Why, he looks like a tax-collector!” . . . I examine his figure from tip to toe to see if there might not be a cranny through which the infinite was peeping. No! He is solid through and through. His tread? It is vigorous, belonging entirely to finiteness; no smartly dressed townsman who walks but to Fresberg on a Sunday afternoon treads the ground more firmly, he belongs entirely to the world, no Philistine more so. One can discover nothing of that aloof and superior nature whereby one recognizes the knight of the infinite. He takes delight in everything, and whenever one sees him taking part in a particular pleasure, he does it with the persistence which is the mark of the earthly man whose soul is absorbed in such things. He tends to his work. So when one looks at him one might suppose that he was a clerk who had lost his soul in an intricate system of book-keeping, so precise is he. He takes a holiday on Sunday. He goes to church.

The knight of faith looks like a tax collector, a clerk, or in this case a butler, dressing as plain as any, and carrying on with the daily grind. Alfred dresses conservatively, keeps a pleasant demeanor, and is meticulously organized, just like Kierkegaard’s man of faith.

In contrast, the knights of infinite resignation are spectacular, their armor matching their self-assurance, and their deeds expressing infinite flair. Batman’s costume and his toys announce his heroic presence as much as they proclaim the metaphysical justice he stands for—some final kingdom of peace on Earth. While his work is nothing short of magnificent, epic in all its dimensions, how meager the knights of faith seem in the shadow of such an idol! Their dress is nothing special; their deeds are routine.

The real difference between these two, however, has nothing to do with the attention they draw to themselves. While the knights of infinite resignation are always waiting for some future ideal state, the knights of faith have found it, and are living it presently. Their eternity is not to come, but is found in the moment, as they realize that in loving and serving others they exercise the kind of fellowship that will infinitely sustain humanity. For them, peace on earth must be made with every gesture and every action. And it starts by committing ourselves to another person and by helping that person in every way that we can.

Alfred knows that if we all treated others in this way there would be no need for Batman, or for any type of coercive justice for that matter. And so he acts as a model for Batman, like some sage who follows Bruce Wayne around, if only to remind him of the true face of a justice here and now, and not a justice to come. This is why Alfred’s solitude never brings him malaise, and why he “takes delight in everything.” Every little deed he does for Bruce Wayne reinforces his faith, for he not only helps him survive, but also subtly inspires Wayne by his good example.

Like Kierkegaard’s knight of faith, “[he] is no fool,” for he chooses his profession so as to serve a misguided although otherwise good man. If anyone, Batman is the fool, recklessly chasing criminals to the point where he nearly gets killed. Alfred, on the other hand, is realistic about the type of justice he can accomplish with his life; as Kierkegaard writes:

Fools and young men prate about everything being possible for a man. That, however, is a great error.
Spiritually speaking, everything is possible, but in this world of the finite there is much which is not possible. This impossible, however, the knight makes possible by expressing it spiritually, but he expresses it spiritually by waiving his claim to it.24

Unlike Batman, Alfred does not foolishly seek out some type of justice for all, but only justice for the one person he cares for, Bruce Wayne. He waves his claim to the type of lofty justice that Batman is committed to, knowing that he is incapable of fighting crimes like Batman. Instead of combating felons on the street, he chooses to fight the tyranny of the soul that has made Bruce Wayne so cynical, and shattered his faith in humanity.

Toward this end, Alfred commits his whole life and the entirety of his faith, his honor coming from his vow. Alfred remains a knight because he never wavers from his commitment to help Batman. Were he to do so, he would abandon moral duty in favor of moral speculation. Batman’s life would henceforth become a means to Alfred’s own happiness, instead of an end in itself. Serving Batman unconditionally, though, Alfred avoids this moral contradiction. In remaining faithful to Batman, Alfred remains faithful to himself, to his past oath of duty, and to his ethical belief. And this, Kierkegaard tells us, ultimately is “Love.”25 By sacrificing his own life for the betterment of Bruce Wayne’s, Alfred demonstrates that he truly loves Bruce Wayne in the most selfless way possible. This is the kind of love that has “assumed a religious character,” a creed of love, whereby he dutifully cares for Bruce with all his heart, will, and effort.26

**Paradox and Peace**

Never for a second does Alfred stop remembering the commitment he made to the young Bruce Wayne the night his parents died, and how he made a secret oath there and then to stand by the suffering boy until Bruce became a whole person again. This oath and this remembrance are a constant pain for Alfred, for he is the one who must stand by and watch Batman struggle to attain his faith, a faith that Batman remains ignorant of because of his complete resignation to an infinite and ideal (and therefore impossible) justice. Alfred’s pain is like that of a father watching his child grow, of seeing the naiveté and idealism of youth and hoping that someday it will take on more realistic proportions. With the same love and affection that a father would give, Alfred relentlessly tries to teach Bruce Wayne justice as love, hoping beyond hope that he can lead him toward his own work of faith someday.

In the end, the story of Batman and Alfred, like the story of Abraham and the ethic of Kierkegaard, is analogous with our own personal struggles to find purpose and meaning in life. It is a story of struggling against impossible odds, of faith despite suffering and tragedy, and the wholehearted belief that our lives can make a real difference in the world. We must aspire to become “knights of faith,” whose sanguine devotion approaches religiosity, leading us to an ethic of hope and cheerfulness: “Faith therefore is not an aesthetic emotion but something far higher, precisely because it has resignation as its presupposition; it is not an immediate instinct of the heart, but is the paradox of life and existence.”27

Abraham’s paradox is that of a completely altruistic father, who loves his child despite knowing that his son may be destined to suffer from forces he can never protect the boy from. Batman’s paradox is that he has resigned his life to an impractical justice, a completely ideal justice, that no one person could ever possibly instantiate on their own, while Alfred’s paradox is the paradox of concrete faith, of loving and believing in Bruce Wayne despite his faults, hoping that someday soon the both of them will be at peace, and that Batman will find the justice he seeks.

**NOTES**

1 See *Batman* #16 (April-May 1943), which is also Alfred’s first appearance.

2 Alfred saves Batman and Robin by pushing them out of the way of a falling boulder in *Detective Comics* #328 (June 1964), and he is revived by a mad scientist in *Detective Comics* #356 (Oct. 1966).
See *Batman: Gotham Adventures* #16 (Sept. 1999).

See the interview with Bat-Tzu in chapter 20 of this book for more about Alfred’s humility.
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Does Batman Have a Conscience?

Not many things I was interested in as a teenager continue to appeal to me with the same intensity as the Batman. He is the modern Dracula, a wraith, a dark knight, and an avenging spirit, someone you would sooner find in a Greek tragedy than in a comic book. Batman’s method is to terrify his enemies almost to the point of madness, and in terrifying them he forces them to confront who they have become. The central question for me has always been how the Batman, who uses the very fear tactics and subterfuges employed by his enemies, and who himself is damaged goods, can remain the hero without becoming the villain. His quest to purge Gotham of crime and avenge his parents’ death is played out on the moral equivalent of a razor’s edge. (To see just how sharp this edge can be check out Frank Miller’s *The Dark Knight Returns*, from 1986.) What enables Batman to walk this edge, look into the abyss of men’s souls, and continue on? The best way to answer this question is to find out whether Batman has a conscience.

The problem of conscience—where it comes from, how it justifies moral behavior, and whether it even exists—has been debated in moral philosophy for over two thousand years. To appreciate how Batman fits into this debate, however, we need to go beyond the typical line of moral reasoning, which would focus on the nobility of his intentions and his moral authority as a “superhero.” These questions certainly bring out the complexity of Batman’s behavior, but they are of limited use in clarifying the underlying origin and legitimacy of conscience as a form of motivation. Rather we need to see these questions against the larger backdrop of Batman’s struggle to lead an “authentic existence.” Just as most of our moral choices are determined, at least in part, by who we are as individuals, Batman’s choices also flow from his deeper existential struggle to lead an authentic life. Because Batman is very much aware of the complexity of his dual life and the questionable character of his own choices, his life is an existential struggle. How he contends with these issues can not only explain the difference between an authentic and an inauthentic conscience, it can also help account for his continuing appeal as a superhero.

Conscience and Authority

This idea of leading an authentic life, as well as having an authentic conscience, is a philosophical theme that was introduced with the trial and execution of Socrates (470-399 BCE). But it was with twentieth-century existentialism that authenticity was defined in its full glory. *Existentialism* is a prominent school of philosophy that emphasizes the ambiguity and absurdity of human existence. It focuses its attention on the alienation that underscores much of everyday life, while largely rejecting any straightforward universal explanation of human behavior, whether religious, economic, political, or moral.

It may seem strange to turn to the Batman to gain some clarity on the meaning of authentic conscience. Certainly a man hiding behind a mask and prowling around at night seems inauthentic to say the least! Yet if we understand the term in its existential sense as developed by Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), the notion of authenticity is entirely appropriate. To say someone is authentic means at least two things: First, they are honest with themselves about what is and is not in their control, especially when it comes to the inevitability of death. Second, they take full responsibility for the direction of their lives and try to make transparent the meaning and purpose of what they do. Batman manages to live up to both these standards, despite serious emotional, psychological, and physical
People constantly make appeals to their conscience. Whether it is Martin Luther King Jr. or Osama bin Laden, there is a widespread belief that somewhere deep within everybody, if only we take the time to listen, we will discover an unfailing moral compass. This mainstream view endorses an “authoritarian” or “essentialist” form of conscience, where our most important moral duty is to follow through on our moral convictions. There have been many different philosophical advocates of this view, most notably Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) in his *Emile or On Education*.¹ If this innate view of conscience were the one embraced by the Batman, where moral goodness consists of listening to one’s heart, there would be little to be learned from him. But Batman is not Superman, and as an expert on criminal psychology, he is far too experienced to embrace such a simplistic view of moral behavior. That does not mean Batman has no moral stance, but only that this stance is not founded upon some “a priori” (timeless and universal) moral sense. Instead, Batman’s moral stance stems from an appreciation for the complexity of human behavior and the extreme forms such behavior can take.

For Heidegger, as well as for other existentialist thinkers like Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) and Albert Camus (1913-1960), life is what you make of it.² Each of us as individuals defines the meaning of our own existence through the choices we make and the stances we take. We cannot avoid this burden if we want to appreciate the reality of human freedom and its connection to moral integrity. Yet how does this struggle for authenticity relate to the Batman?

The young Bruce Wayne was disillusioned and unsure of himself before he discovered the symbol of the Bat, traveling the world to perfect his detective skills with little more than vengeance on his mind. But if the symbol of the Bat was more than just an invention to cope with the grief over his parents’ death, what did it promise young Bruce that he did not already have? The persona of the Batman completes the identity of Bruce Wayne by instilling in him a new sense of authentic conscience, one that is not clouded by revenge, burdened by the expectations of others, or anchored in any single all-embracing moral vision, but rather speaks to the actualization of freedom and human potential. (I think that’s enough, don’t you?)

### Money, Hot Tubs, and Life’s Tough Decisions

One of the central concepts of Heidegger’s philosophy, developed in his masterpiece *Being and Time* (1927), is the notion of “fallenness.” According to Heidegger, it is inevitable that people take on the expectations and concerns of other people. But when this happens, we often become so wrapped up in these concerns that we lose ourselves in the lifestyle and the views of the majority. This is especially true when it comes to other people’s opinions on moral matters. In this state of “fallenness,” as he calls it, we give up our own authentic potential to be ourselves, because others have decided upon the very meaning of our existence, and so we simply act out our part in life.

For Heidegger, as for most other existentialists, human life is constantly open to reinterpretation. To emphasize the interpretive character of human existence Heidegger employs the German word *Dasein* when discussing human beings. In using this term, Heidegger draws our attention to the unique way in which human beings are aware of their own “Being” (*Sein*) as always “there” (*da*) in some specific place, and engaged in some specific project. It is precisely because *Dasein* (aka human beings) can be aware of not only practical projects (like building bridges and making money), but also of what it is to exist, that conscience is possible.

Because we are *Dasein*, the meaning of our being is never settled. However, society functions on the premise that existence is settled, and that the purpose of life is to be a doctor, make lots of money, have a family, or some other host of clichés. As Heidegger explains: “The Self of everyday Dasein is the *they-self*, which we distinguish from the authentic Self—that is, from the Self that has been taken hold of in its own way.”² You’re probably familiar with the “they-self” from such bits of conventional wisdom as “They say you shouldn’t wear white after Labor Day” and “They say you shouldn’t swim until twenty minutes after eating.” When we follow the “they-self,” we don’t think or act for ourselves. Instead we just accept what the anonymous “they” of society has to say. In many ways the life of the young Bruce Wayne exemplifies the experience of fallenness and the difficulty one can have in affirming one’s own unique identity. (We are all in search of role models, and the death of Bruce’s parents would have made this search especially painful and confusing, though Alfred made for an excellent surrogate.)
But life as just Bruce Wayne would not have been so bad, right? Blessed with an ungodly fortune and good looks, he could have made a name for himself in countless ways. And the irony is that if his sole purpose in life was to do something with his life that his parents would recognize as noble, he would have been better off as just Bruce Wayne, running Wayne Enterprises full-time as a charity organization. But regardless of how much good Bruce Wayne could have done, his life would not have been free, because the choice to run Wayne Enterprises would not have been his own authentic choice. Moreover, his parents’ death would have become just one more statistic, and Bruce just one more anonymous CEO. Rather than resign himself to the world of the “they” and their expectations, Bruce Wayne decided to struggle against that world to accommodate the pangs of his own conscience. In doing so, Bruce confronted not only the meaning of his own existence, but also the deeper meaning of his parents’ death.

Seeing Things Clearly with Better Bat-Vision

The conventional wisdom among Batman fans is that the tragic death of his parents transformed Bruce Wayne into the Batman. For Heidegger, Sartre, and Camus, all meaningful transformations and changes in people’s lives come from the realization that we interpret existence. The meaning of life and death is never settled and finished, like some equation that can simply be memorized and parroted. In Batman’s case, although there is little doubt that the murder of his parents was the catalyst for change, it is the act of interpreting the meaning of their deaths that initiated the existential transformation from Bruce Wayne into the Batman. Following Heidegger’s insight on this score, we can say that it is through “wanting to have a conscience” that any substantial insight into the meaning of existence is gained. And it is the unique combination of wanting to have a conscience while facing up to the full meaning of his parents’ death that initiated his metamorphosis from a bloodthirsty young man to a caped crusader.

But what does it mean to want to have a conscience? According to Heidegger, much of what passes for human behavior is motivated by self-deception, both intentional and unintentional. People are constantly fleeing from their own possibilities, their past, and the inevitability of their own death, toward what is familiar and comforting. This state of fleeing is the defining characteristic of fallenness. We want existence to be something settled, to know we had no real choice in our failures or misfortunes, and that life has a clear-cut purpose we just need to find. As a result, much of social life ends up being an elaborate diversion to avoid contemplating the reality of our own mortality. As Heidegger sees it, we cannot authentically desire to have a conscience as long as we buy into a world in which everything in life is settled and death is some vague and distant event, since the only purpose that conscience can have under these conditions is censoring our individuality.

The common view of conscience that is epitomized by the anger and guilt of young Bruce Wayne is not the “authentic” conscience, but an internalization of familiar reactions and expectations. This internalization, although a common expression of conscience, ends up dictating how we should act and feel, making any personal resolve or insight we may have into the meaning of existence redundant. Appreciating the distinction between these two ways of experiencing conscience—authentic and inauthentic—can be difficult. On the one hand, we have the authentic sense of conscience that affirms individuality, while on the other, we have the inauthentic sense of conscience that denies any role for personal insight and ingenuity. What makes the Batman such an intriguing character is that despite being a superhero, he demonstrates the distinction between these two senses of conscience in a very instructive way.

*Batman: Year One* (1987) makes it quite clear that despite his many years of training, Bruce Wayne was largely a failure as a crime fighter without the persona of the Batman to guide him. But the interesting question here is: why? It’s not as if his training substantially improved once he put on the costume, or that his identity could be sufficiently hidden only through cape and cowl. As he states himself, commenting on his first few months as a crime fighter: “I have the means, the skill—but not the method . . . no. That’s not true. I have hundreds of methods. But something’s missing. Something isn’t right. I have to wait.” Certainly Bruce is not waiting for someone or something in the usual sense, nor is he expecting something to happen, so what exactly is he waiting for?

As Heidegger explains, “Conscience summons *Dasein*’s Self from its lostness in the ‘they.’” This “summons” is not expressed in words, or moral commands—if so, conscience would just be another incentive to live up to other people’s expectations. On the contrary, conscience “individuates” people by pulling them away from the world of
others by making them confront their own unique possibilities. The crucial point here is that the experience of authentic conscience is one of intense individuation, wherein we realize that at the end of the day no one can share the event of our death, nor prevent it. Just as we must own up to the inevitability of our own death, so we must take direct responsibility for the “meaning” of our own lives.

On that fateful night when a lone bat flew through the window of Wayne Manor, answering Bruce Wayne’s search for a new identity, he had what Heidegger calls a “moment of vision.” This moment of vision is distinctive in that it is not the expression of some religious command, or a simple moral ideal. Neither is it the answer to all of life’s problems. Rather, it is in this moment of vision that we experience the full meaning of conscience, which “calls us forth into a situation” by disclosing the deepest riddle of our own Being, revealing that who we are is perpetually an “issue” for each one of us.2

Through appropriating the symbol of the Bat “for himself” Bruce discloses his own anxiety and stands up to his own unique calling. As suggested in Legends of the Dark Knight #1 (November 1989), the Bat is recognized as Bruce Wayne’s totem, yet we miss the full significance of this totem if we look to give it some specific content or message. This would be to reduce Bruce Wayne’s discovery to that of the “public conscience.” Recognizing the Bat as Bruce Wayne’s totem discloses his authentic conscience in a moment of vision, in which Bruce confronts the power of possibility. Consider the following description from “The Man Who Falls,” which comments on Bruce’s realization of the Bat as his elemental symbol: “He knew. In that single instant, he understood what his direction had been all those years, what was possible to him—what he had to be. For a moment, he quietly savored a new emotion. For a moment he was happy.”8

Feeling Guilty (or “How to Battle the Blues”)

Batman’s existence is a continual attempt to locate and reaffirm the meaning of his own rebellion. Rather than deny the madness of his parents’ death and his own futile efforts to thwart crime in Gotham, Batman affirms the absurdity of his predicament as his own unique possibility. For when viewed in terms of overall success, Batman’s career as a crime fighter is surely questionable. Crime in Gotham never really decreases, and every major villain he puts away just ends up escaping again. Moreover, as the early issues of the Legends of the Dark Knight show, Batman’s exploits bring out copycat “vigilantes” who cause havoc for the general public.3 Beyond that, Batman’s very presence in Gotham acts as a beacon for every would-be lunatic in the area. The only explicit moral codes that Batman follows is his refusal to spill the blood of an innocent and his vow to never intentionally take another’s life, yet even these stances have been compromised on rare occasions. Yet if it is true that Batman’s success as a crime fighter is questionable given the collateral damage his very presence creates, what kind of guidance or wisdom is gained from having an authentic conscience?

Batman’s existence is his liberation and his torture, and it is the way he affirms both while acknowledging the larger futility of his quest that keeps him honest and authentic. Unlike many other heroes, Batman has no illusions about the questionable character of what he is doing.10 In early issues of Legends of the Dark Knight he repeatedly considers retiring the cape. What’s more, in The Dark Knight Returns, it is the summons of his truest possibility, the Batman, that after ten years of retirement calls him back from his fallen state of alcoholism. As Heidegger clarifies, the summons of authentic conscience “constitutes the loyalty of existence to its own Self.”11 Yet this true self is not some timeless person or voice deep within us, which is the common view of conscience, but the resolute desire to distinguish what is trivial and accidental in life from what is inevitable and truly one’s own. This struggle to unearth our deepest commitments and motivations can be seen in the way Bruce Wayne comes to terms with the fact of his parents’ death.

His transformation into the Batman occurs when Bruce confronts his guilty conscience over his parents’ death by grasping the meaning of his guilt in a different way, which is what Heidegger claims distinguishes the “moment of vision” as a form of awakening. Bruce’s personal guilt, which is experienced as suffocating and confusing, is disclosed at a more basic level of existence as the guilt of Being. Here the issue is not primarily one of “indebtedness” or “duty,” but the awareness of one’s own “nullity” or negativity.12 This means that one owns up to the fragility that limits life while also recognizing that this very fragility holds the power to transform life. The guilt
shifts from one of simple blame to the realization that everyone is guilty to the extent we all must take a stand on who we are and how we should live.

In choosing to free himself from the typical response to his tragedy, that of blind rage and vengeance, Bruce interprets the event of his parents’ murder as a calling to rebel against a life of victimization, complacency, and cynicism. In so doing Bruce redeems a senseless tragedy by confronting the senselessness of violence itself. With this the guilt that originally condemned him is experienced as a summons to be himself, and so Batman becomes the authentic conscience of Bruce Wayne. Taking on the persona of the Dark Knight enables Bruce to confront the absurdity of his parents’ death by disclosing another way of experiencing guilt, through recognition of one’s own mortality. It is in the acceptance of this and what it means for the legitimacy of his choices that gives Batman the courage to see the inevitability of his own death as a challenge “to be.”

**Dark Nights and the Call of Authentic Conscience**

Batman is ready to die. He has come to terms with the inevitability of death, yet this alone does not make him authentic; many people are ready to die for a cause. So what can Batman, a “mere” comic book character, teach us about being authentic? One of the crucial points to keep in mind is that Batman’s choice to risk his freedom on an impossible cause is not an escape from the reality of the world, but an affirmation of it. Batman does not seek to convert people to his cause, nor does he begrudge those who choose to fight crime in other, more traditional ways. Likewise, there is no completion to his quest, no proper ending, and no salvation, but only a continual reappraisal of his own choices. In accepting his choices in life as his own unique fate, Batman reveals himself as someone who has accepted the world for what it is, with all its absurdity and sorrow, while nonetheless remaining tolerant and compassionate toward everyone except those whose actions end in senseless violence.

Anticipation allows *Dasein* to understand that that potentiality-for-being in which its ownmost Being is an issue, must be taken over by *Dasein* alone. . . *Dasein* can be authentically itself only if it makes this possible for itself of its own accord. . . . When, by anticipation, one becomes free for one’s own death, one is liberated from one’s lossness in those possibilities which may accidentally thrust themselves upon one; and one is liberated in such a way that for the first time one can choose among the factical possibilities lying ahead.

This “freedom towards death,” as Heidegger calls it, is the distinguishing feature of the authentic conscience. To say someone is free to anticipate their own death does not imply a death wish, nor is it some morbid fixation on “the end.” It is the penetrating realization that the point of existence is something each of us must come to grips with as individuals by continually reaffirming the meaning of our own mortality. It is this attitude of authenticity that ensures that our lives are as transparent as possible in terms of who we are, freeing us from the “illusions of the ‘they’” and their obsession with familiarity, tranquility, and distraction. This is not easy. It requires that we admit our own vulnerability, along with rejecting any kind of fatalistic determinism or escapism, accepting that “to be” is to be anxious about who we are.

If we assume people are simply “born” with a conscience, rather than struggling to have one, as Heidegger explains, then there is no room for people to exercise their freedom to authentically make their own decisions in life. This does not mean that having an authentic conscience entails abandoning morality. On the contrary, it prevents morality from becoming another kind of conformism where the exercise of free and spontaneous moral judgment is exchanged for blind commitment and intolerance.

Of course, Batman is not the only example of an authentic conscience, but he is certainly an instructive one. Moreover, what makes him so instructive is the existential complexity of his identity, and not simply the fact that he is a superhero. It is his willingness to come to grips with his past, his rejection of all facile excuses, and his passion
to deal with reality on its own terms that distinguish Batman from the moral fanatic, and that make his type of heroism so significant. As Batman himself puts it, “You play the hand you’re dealt. . . . What I am, I am of my own choice. I don’t know if I’m happy, but I’m content.”

Conclusions, Capes, and Cowls

The choice to lead an authentic life brings with it some dark nights, yet this is the price we have to pay to lead a life without delusion. Batman’s acceptance of this sustains his heroism. He relies on his own will to have an authentic conscience, not some superhuman power. Consequently, the purpose of his cape and cowl is not to hide who he is. Rather, it stands as testament to the choices he has made and the man he has become. Although we cannot literally emulate the Batman and the risks he takes—after all, he is a comic book hero—his internal battles are by no means alien to most of us. He is a person struggling to affirm the weight of his own choices and lead an authentic existence. In a world where mindless conformism is rampant, ignorance is the order of the day, and fear is our greatest taskmaster, Batman’s call to conscience is an example of how our willingness to confront the meaning of our own existence can also be the path to personal liberation.

NOTES


4 See the essay by Mahesh Ananth and Ben Dixon in chapter 8 of this book for the ethics of young Bruce’s decision to become the Batman.


6 Ibid., 319.

7 Ibid., 347.


10 Consider Batman’s testimony before the government subcommittee on the issue of superheroes: “Sure we’re criminals . . . we’ve always been criminals. We have to be criminals” (*The Dark Knight Returns*).


12 Ibid., 332.

13 For examples of this compassion, consider his complex relationships with Two-Face and Catwoman.

14 Heidegger, *Being and Time*, 308.
15 Ibid., 311.

16 *Legends of the Dark Knight* #23, 26 (October, 1991).

17 My thanks to Rolf Samuels and Ken Lee for looking over earlier versions of this paper.
BATMAN’S CONFRONTATION WITH DEATH, ANGST, AND FREEDOM

David M. Hart

A Determined Batman?

In the pantheon of comic book superheroes, few characters are more focused and determined than Batman. Superman makes time for a relationship with Lois Lane, Spider-Man worries about Aunt May and his job at the Daily Bugle, and the Fantastic Four are constantly preoccupied by their family squabbles. But Batman seems to devote every moment of his life to his personal war on crime, an endeavor that he takes to be his very reason for being. Even on the few occasions when he makes choices that might seem to give him something resembling a “normal” social life, like attending a Wayne Enterprises fund-raiser, invariably with a beautiful woman as his date, Batman always seems to justify those actions in terms of his mission. Being seen with a supermodel, for instance, helps keep up his playboy reputation and wards off suspicion that Bruce Wayne might be Batman. And going to a public event as Bruce Wayne gives him the chance to gather inside information and hear rumors. Relating every action back to his own personal war gives Batman’s life project a cohesive unity; everything he does is done to serve a single, greater purpose.

But the tricky thing about a character who is so deeply committed to one goal is that “excessive” passion can sometimes seem a little crazy. Indeed, since the mid-1980s, many writers have opted to push Batman’s single-minded dedication to such an extreme that the character often comes off as borderline psychopathic, driven not by an altruistic intention to create a better world, but rather by an irresistible compulsion induced by childhood trauma. In recent years, fans seem to have tired of this interpretation, and DC Comics has responded by focusing on a “kinder, gentler” version of the character. The new consensus among creators and fans seems to be that making Batman’s vigilantism no more than the simple product of a damaged psyche might have compromised the character’s heroism. The “grim and gritty” version of Batman appeared to be endlessly seeking vengeance rather than justice—and, at least in our current culture, being motivated by vengeance doesn’t seem all that superheroic.

The editorial decision to exorcise some of Batman’s psychological demons—literally, in 52 #30 (November 29, 2006)—and return him to a more traditionally heroic characterization raises some important philosophical questions concerning the problem of human freedom. For example, does Batman do what he does because he has chosen a path that he believes to be right, or does he do it because he feels like he simply can’t do anything else? Putting this question in philosophical terms, we might ask whether Batman’s behavior is completely determined by his past, or if there is a sense in which we can say that his choices are made freely. Furthermore, if his actions aren’t wholly determined by his past, can we explain Batman’s dedication to his mission in any way other than by a mechanistic law of psychological cause and effect, in which his childhood trauma leads inevitably to a need to punish bad guys? And can such an alternate explanation allow us to retain the notion of self-determination that seems to be tied to a hero’s nobility?

This chapter will offer some possible answers to these questions using the philosophy of Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), and along the way, we’ll explore a classic philosophical problem known as the “free will versus determinism debate.” By examining Batman’s motivations and actions through one of the major figures in recent philosophy, we’ll shed a little light on the way the Dark Knight made his choice of a life (if, indeed, he even had a choice).

Alfred and Appearance
Heidegger sets himself apart from his predecessors by overcoming the philosophical distinction between appearances and that which is said to “truly” exist. This distinction, which had dominated philosophical discourse since its earliest beginnings, is usually expressed in more recent philosophy in terms of a “subject-object dualism.” In everyday life, we use these categories when we say that an opinion is “merely subjective,” in contrast to the presumed objectivity of empirical science.

At the heart of this distinction is a conception of the human being as an autonomous subject, who exists in a sort of “inner world” of the mind, which is held to be completely separate from the external world of objects. The problem with this position is that drawing a firm line between the inner world of that which appears to the subject, and the world that objectively exists outside of us, results in a radical disconnection. It becomes seemingly impossible to establish that the appearances in our minds actually correspond to anything outside ourselves in the “objective” world. If we follow this line of reasoning through, it then seems to be possible (in theory) that the way the world appears to us could be no more real than the hallucinations Batman has when he’s hit with the Scarecrow’s fear gas!

In the absolutely radical response to the subject/object, inner/outer world problem that is developed in his major book *Being and Time*, Heidegger’s fundamental claim is that there simply is no meaningful inner/outer world distinction for human existence. On the contrary, Heidegger argues that human existence (to which he gives the technical name *Dasein*, German for “existence” or, more literally, “being there”) is fundamentally always already “out there,” in the world, among things, and outside of itself.

How can he make such a claim? Obviously, from a scientific perspective, we exist in and through our bodies; if Killer Croc takes a massive chomp out of our brains, we can no longer exist. But Heidegger’s response to that line of reasoning would be that a medical approach is guided by the same technical interpretation of being that led philosophers to the subject-object distinction. While it may be valid and good for its own purposes (for medical science or for the design of Croc-resistant Bat-cowls), thinking of the brain as an inner world in opposition to an external world doesn’t really get at the core of what it is like to be human. Instead, Heidegger’s analysis of human existence claims that our particular kind of being is fundamentally “in the world,” not simply in the sense of being within an area of space, but also in the sense of being always involved with or engaged in a world.

To clarify Heidegger’s claim that human existence is always “being-in-the-world” and thus always outside of itself, let’s consider Alfred’s way of being. As someone who has been a butler for many years, Alfred has a particular kind of existence, and accordingly, his world exists in a very particular way. When he glances around a room in Wayne Manor, Alfred doesn’t just see an “objective” collection of matter, mere atoms taking various forms. Rather, he sees the grandfather clock that needs to be dusted, the dust cloth he’ll use on the grandfather clock, the silver tray he uses to carry tea to Master Bruce, and so on. That is, he sees the world in terms that are not scientifically objective but are instead specific to his own existence. Moreover, according to Heidegger’s argument, insofar as these things “really are” anything, they really are just as Alfred understands them according to his own interpretive horizon. If we ask him, “What is a silver tray?” an entirely appropriate response would be, “A device used to carry Master Bruce’s tea.” For Heidegger, the scientific perspective, according to which a silver tray might be defined as “a polished silver instrument of such and such dimensions,” is only one possible interpretive horizon among many; while it is useful in terms of its own goals, it is still no more absolutely valid than Alfred’s perspective (or anyone else’s).

The major conclusion we can draw from this position is that for Heidegger, the most basic answer to the question of the meaning of being is that being is appearing. Particular beings in the world really are what they show themselves to be in appearances, so that Alfred’s silver tray can exist as both an instrument for transporting tea and as an object of scientific study, depending on one’s interpretive horizon; neither interpretation is more absolutely true than the other. And, to bring us back to the subject-object problem, if being is appearance, this also means that there simply is no purely “objective” world for us to be separated from. Rather than an inner world of the subject that might be cut off from the external world, Heidegger argues that we are fundamentally always out in the world, engaged with things as they show themselves (which is to say, exist) through our interpretive horizons; humans exist as beings who are always concerned with (and thus related to) things, and things exist in and through their appearances.

However, thinking further about Alfred’s existence leads us to what Heidegger argues is an even more fundamental way in which human existence is always outside of itself. We said that things show themselves to
Alfred in terms of his own interpretive horizon, but what determines this interpretive horizon? In Alfred’s case, the answer lies in his being a butler. Batman doesn’t see the dust on the grandfather clock as something he needs to worry about; he probably doesn’t notice it at all. But because Alfred has chosen to live his life as a butler, dust is an issue for him; it’s something he has to concern himself with. In Heidegger’s terminology, being a butler is a project for Alfred, a way of living that determines not only how the world at hand appears to him, but also how he relates to his own future. Because Alfred has taken up this project, the clock is something that ought to be dusted immediately, dinner is something that should be prepared by the time Master Bruce comes home, and living as Batman’s faithful assistant is what he plans to do for the rest of his life.

Through into Our Worlds

Like all of us, Alfred is always related to his own future in terms of the life he has chosen for himself, the projects he has taken on. Furthermore, this means he’s also always related to his own past. At some point in his life, Alfred made a choice between the possibilities available to him and decided to become a butler. This is why Heidegger characterizes human existence as a “thrown-project.” Finding ourselves always already “thrown” into a world, various concrete possibilities have always already presented themselves to us. For example, Alfred, as a young man, might have had the opportunity to become a professional actor or a career man in the British military. Becoming a butler was a choice he made from among the possibilities that he found available to him as a person thrown into that particular situation. Having made his choice of a life, he now relates to his own future in a way that is appropriate to (and determined by) that choice. It is in this sense that Heidegger makes the claim that human existence is temporally ecstatic (“ecstatic” being derived from a Greek term meaning “standing out”). Humans live as always outside of ourselves in time, projected toward the future so that we’re always, in a sense, ahead of ourselves through the plans we make and, at the same time, thrown into our present from out of a particular past.

More important for our purpose, the temporally ecstatic way in which humans exist means for Heidegger that we fundamentally are our own possibilities. The possibilities we’ve chosen in the past determine the concrete possibilities that are available to us in the present and the way they appear to us, while our being projected into the future determines how we’ll relate to those present possibilities. To continue our example, having at one time chosen to be a butler, Alfred now finds himself having the possibilities of either dusting the clock or starting dinner early. Because he wants to continue effectively serving Batman well into the future, Alfred will choose whichever of these possibilities he thinks will best bring about that future for himself.

Alternatively, we can imagine an Elseworlds story in which Alfred gets sick of faithful servitude and decides that he wants to spend the rest of his life in peace and quiet without having to worry about whether his employer is going to survive another night of crime fighting. In this case, the decision of whether to dust or cook first would cease to have any importance to Alfred (“Batman can dust his own clocks, for all I care!”), and other possibilities would present themselves instead (such as whether or not to move to a less dangerous city). Ultimately, Heidegger’s point is that what and where a person is at any given instant is far less important to understanding human existence than that person’s past and their plans for the future. A scientific study of Alfred can tell us that he’s balding and has a mustache, but we can never understand who he really is without knowing the choices he’s made for himself and the way he wants things to be tomorrow, next month, and ten years from now. For Heidegger, understanding those things demands an understanding of one’s existence as the various possibilities that one has chosen and the possibilities that emerge from a projected future.

Death and the Dark Knight

So what is Heidegger’s connection to Batman’s mission? In a word: death. As even the most casual Bat-fan knows, Batman’s experiences with death play a major role in making him who he is. Every retelling of Batman’s origin includes the scene in which a very young Bruce Wayne witnesses the tragic murder of his parents, and we readers are to understand that this traumatic experience set him on the path to becoming Batman. But the comics (and films) don’t tell us exactly how this experience shapes the way Batman chooses to lead his life. If we discard the notion of
Batman as compulsively driven and obsessed with vengeance (as the editors at DC have promised to do), then what exactly is the impact on Bruce Wayne of witnessing his parents’ murders? And just how does this experience lead him to take up his mission?

This is where Heidegger’s analysis of human existence comes in. For Heidegger, human existence fundamentally consists of its own possibilities, and, of course, death would be the limit of those possibilities. But for Heidegger, the significance of death is not that it is a literal end to one’s life, like a sort of end point on a line, but rather that it makes human beings aware of the fact that their own lives, their own possibilities, have a limit. That is, although we exist in a temporally ecstatic way, we are also temporally finite (limited), and what’s more, we know it. As Heidegger would say, “Initially and for the most part,” humans don’t think about our own deaths; we find ways to cover over death and avoid it. We busy ourselves with our projects, with our entanglements in the things at hand, and generally think of death as something that happens to other people. Admitting to ourselves that “people die” is easy enough, but there’s something unnerving about thinking “I will die.” Heidegger terms the uncomfortable feeling of authentically confronting the certain possibility of one’s own death Angst, and although we fans are quite familiar with “angsty” superhero comics, Heidegger has a very specific meaning for this word.

In the experience of Angst, Heidegger argues that death appears as what it really is: the possibility of my own impossibility. Once I die, I will no longer have my possibilities. After death, all my choices will have been made already, and the story of who I am will be complete. This is why Heidegger claims that the authentic confrontation with death in Angst individuates human existence. When I confront my own death, I see that it is something that no one else can do for me, something I will have to face myself. This in turn casts my whole life in a new light. Recognizing my death as the unavoidable end to my own life shows me that my existence is mine and mine alone. The completed story of my life will be the result of the possibilities I chose for myself out of the situation into which I was thrown at birth. I alone will have been responsible for whoever I was. Beyond that, in Angst, the meanings of all the ordinary things of the world slip away, such that things in the world are no longer relevant at all. If we imagine Alfred in Angst, the silver tray and grandfather clock would no longer be things of concern to him. In the authentic relation to his own death, such things would be, quite simply, nothing.

Why should this be the case? Because confronting my own death puts all of my projects in question. Things show themselves to us in terms of their relevance to our projects, but in the consideration of one’s life as a whole that Angst brings about, our projects themselves appear to us as what they really are: possibilities we have chosen for ourselves. In our average, everyday way of existing, people don’t often deeply question the choices they have made for their lives. Alfred doesn’t lie in bed every morning wondering if he has any real reason to get up because most of the time, he simply thinks of himself as being a butler, and butlers get up in the morning to do their jobs. However, in Angst, being a butler would appear as a choice Alfred has made for himself, and in showing itself as a possibility, being a butler would appear as something changeable. In other words, it’s not written in stone that Alfred has to be a butler for the rest of his life; he could choose otherwise and begin a wholly different life. In short, Angst lets the world as it is fall away, bringing one’s projects into question by showing them as possibilities, and allowing one the freedom to choose a life (and thus a world) for oneself.

**I Shall Become a Bat**

Mindful of his own mortality, Batman is able to maintain a single-minded determination about his mission, seeing his life and his world exclusively in terms of the singular project he’s chosen for himself. Instead of being driven by guilt over his parents’ death (an event he really had no control over) or by a violent need to exact vengeance for that traumatic loss from criminals who had nothing to do with it, perhaps the real impact of that fateful night was instilling in young Bruce Wayne an authentic understanding of his own life as finite and limited. If Heidegger’s claims about our relation to death are right, then the consideration of his own death in Angst would have allowed Bruce to decide on a life for himself without any regard for the expectations of so-called normal society. Free to organize his entire existence around a mission of his own choosing, and limited only by the possibilities into which he finds himself thrown (which aren’t very limiting when you’re an heir to billions), an authentic recognition of his own inevitable death could have allowed Bruce Wayne to become Batman purely out of a sense of responsibility for his own existence.
To some extent, this Heideggerian interpretation of Batman is supported by the comics. The end of the first chapter of Frank Miller’s *Batman: Year One* (1987) beautifully illustrates the idea of Angst as giving one the freedom to choose a life. Having completed his years of training abroad, Bruce Wayne returns to Gotham. Although he wants somehow to take a stand against the criminals and corruption in his city, he has yet to find the right means to accomplish his goal. After a botched attempt to help out an underage prostitute, Bruce sits alone in the dark, bleeding profusely, having an imaginary dialogue with his father. Although he realizes that his wounds are severe enough that he could die, he doesn’t seem very concerned about them. Rather, he is concerned with the possibility that he may never find a way to do what he feels he should. He thinks to himself, “If I ring the bell, Alfred will come. He can stop the bleeding in time,” but having lost patience with waiting for the right solution to appear to him, Bruce would rather die now than continue living a life that doesn’t fulfill the expectations he has for himself.

Physically confronted with his own death and remembering the night his parents died, Bruce recounts all the possibilities he could take advantage of, if only he had a project to organize them: “I have wealth. The family manor rests above a huge cave that will be the perfect headquarters . . . even a butler with training in combat medicine.” Yet none of that matters without a concrete project to take make use of it; as Bruce says, it’s been eighteen years “since all sense,” all meaning, left his life, and he’s become absolutely desperate for a project that will once again give his world significance. Then, without warning, a bat crashes through the window, and everything falls into place. The possibility of a project that will give meaning to his life suddenly shows itself, making itself available for him to choose. At the moment when Bruce says to himself, “I shall become a bat,” the whole of his new existence, his new world, comes into view, and from that point on, his every action will be determined from out of this one, authentic choice of a life.

**Determinism and the Dark Knight**

If we return now to the debate between free will and determinism in light of this example, it should be easy enough to see why neither of these categories can sufficiently encompass Heidegger’s analysis of human freedom. In the first place, the free will-determinism distinction is grounded in the same subject-object dualism that Heidegger is so intent on critiquing and overcoming. Theories of free will rely on a notion of the human subject as radically disconnected from the “external” world, so that one’s choices may be determined by nothing outside of oneself. On the other hand, psychological and scientific understandings of determinism interpret human existence in the same terms we apply to objects that can be present at hand, such that human choices are in no way exempt from the regime of cause and effect. As nothing more than moments in a great chain of causation, determinism treats human choices as a mere illusion of self-determination. As we have seen, Heidegger’s thinking deeply complicates this simple, binary division between human existence and the world by reinterpreting the concept of “world” itself. When Bruce authentically confronts his own finitude in Angst, the world that had existed for him drifts away, leaving his choices radically undetermined.

Simultaneously, though, his choices are limited by the concrete possibilities that are available to him and that now appear to him as pure possibilities. Had the bat never crashed through the window, Bruce might never have had the idea to become Batman, yet at the same time, neither that event nor the death of his parents forces him to carry out his mission in the way that he does. Indeed, the experience of Angst lets all of his possibilities show themselves as they are. This means that the possibility of taking on responsibility for his own life appears right alongside the possibilities that would allow him to run away from that responsibility. The experience of death in Angst could always end with a flight from one’s own finitude and the responsibility that it entails. Bruce could easily have buried his experience of Angst by living the hedonistic life expected of a billionaire playboy. And perhaps it is just this choice, this refusal to flee from himself, that makes Batman such a great hero. When he could have taken the easy way out and when nothing forced him to do otherwise, Bruce Wayne authentically took up the choice of his life as a whole. He chose to become Batman when nothing demanded that he must.

**NOTES**

2 See, for example, the articles in *The Oxford Handbook of Free Will*, ed. Robert Kane (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2004).
PART SIX

FRIEND, FATHER, . . . RIVAL? THE MANY ROLES OF THE BAT
WHY BATMAN IS BETTER THAN SUPERMAN

Galen Foresman

Backstory: Bat-fans’ Bane

A classic staple of discussion in the world of comics is the comparison of two great superheroes, and perhaps the most famous of all comparisons is that between Batman and Superman. Unfortunately, all too often Batman is summarily dismissed for lacking any superpowers, leaving Bat-fans crying foul. This chapter—like a great hero—comes to the aid of those Bat-fans by giving a brief introduction to value theory, specifically the notion of “better than.”

Donning the Philosophical Persona

As shown in Batman: Year One (1987), Batman’s first night out on the streets of Gotham ended disastrously. Bruce Wayne entered the fray unprepared. True, he did have years of martial arts training, but no matter what the movies show, if enough guys attack at once, all that training won’t be enough. Bruce learned from that little adventure, and from it he developed his Batman persona. We can learn from that little adventure, too, by making sure we don’t jump into a dispute with Super-fans without adopting a persona of our own.

Bruce knew that criminals were a superstitious and cowardly lot, and that the best way to catch them off guard—and ultimately be more effective—was to be scary. Childhood experience in a well (that would later become the Batcave), and a random run-in with a bat in his sitting room at home, convinced Bruce to don his famous cape and cowl.

In the realm of arguments and disputes, there is no better persona than the philosopher. It certainly isn’t as scary as a man parading as a bat—in many cases philosophers are quite laughable—but philosophers are specially trained to argue. When you need to strike fear in an opponent, be like a bat—dark, elusive, and scary. But when you need to change a person’s mind about something, be like a philosopher—careful, quizzical, and tenacious. More specifically, if you’re trying to convince someone that something is “better than” another thing, then be like a value theorist.

Value theory is the area of philosophy that is primarily concerned with the study of value and evaluation. Evaluation is the process of determining how good or bad something is, and value is what makes that thing good. For example, we might suppose that “being cool” is one of the properties that makes something good. In a way, then, being cool is a sort of value to us. When we are evaluating something that’s cool, like the Batmobile, then we count that value of being cool as one of the reasons the Batmobile is so good. Unfortunately, it isn’t so obvious what values really are. “Coolness factor” is just an example of what values are like, but it isn’t likely to be an actual candidate for real value.

Most of value theory is devoted to figuring out what values boil down to, and among other things, value theorists try to figure out what the difference is between something valuable and something that isn’t valuable. Value theorists are also particularly interested in how something can be “better than” or “worse than” another thing. In our case, we want to be like value theorists, because we want to know what it is that makes Batman better than Superman.
Donning now our philosophical persona as value theorists, we can continue our quest. The first step is to prepare our utility belts with a little vocabulary that will help us on our way. When we say that Batman is better than Superman, we are making an evaluative comparison. Comparisons are pretty common in our everyday lives, but many of them are not necessarily evaluative. Sometimes we’re just trying to explain how two things are alike or different without saying that one is better than the other. We’ll call these descriptive comparisons. An example of a descriptive comparison could be noting that one car is black and another is blue. If our only aim is to explain how the two cars are different, then we aren’t making an evaluative comparison.

An evaluative comparison relies on our evaluation of several things, and basically, evaluations tell us how good or how bad something is. Thus an evaluative comparison occurs when we take our evaluation of one thing and compare it with our evaluation of another thing. For example, if we evaluate the black car and determine that it is really good, and we evaluate the blue car and determine that it is really bad, then we can compare these evaluations and conclude that the black car is better than the blue car. In so doing, we will have made an evaluative comparison.

This vocabulary that we’ve added to our utility belt helps us describe our quest. The battle that rages between Bat-fans and Super-fans is a dispute over an evaluative comparison. Bat-fans think Batman is really good and Superman is not so good, and so they conclude that Batman is better than Superman. Bat-fans are just comparing their evaluations of these two superheroes. Whether their judgment is correct hinges crucially on whether their evaluations of these two great superheroes are correct. We can’t, however, solve this puzzle without doing a little background detective work.

The Origin Story: How We Make Evaluative Comparisons

The evaluative comparison of Batman and Superman is much like any evaluative comparison we’ve made in our lives, and so there’s something to learn by examining how we’ve made these evaluations in the past. For example, evaluative comparisons we once made as children do not always come out the same when we make the comparisons as adults. If we’re honest with ourselves, when we Bat-fans were young and immature, we too may have really liked Superman and all his superpowers. What’s more, we may have a difficult time explaining why we changed our minds. When Batman fights crime, we all know why he does it. We’re all familiar with what Joe Chill did to his parents. Batman’s origin story helps explain why he does what he does as an adult, and in similar fashion, we have origin stories, too. So let’s take a moment to explore our own origin stories to see how it is that we came to make evaluative comparisons in the way that we do. In doing this, we may be able to put our finger on why it’s so difficult to justify our evaluative comparison that Batman is better than Superman.

When many of us were young, evaluative comparisons of ice cream primarily revolved around the amount of ice cream we were going to get. In other words, the bigger the bowl of ice cream, the better it was, and between two bowls of ice cream, the bigger bowl was the best. We’ll call this simplistic way of making evaluative comparisons the quantitative method. Quantitative evaluations are evaluations based on the amount or number of something there is. When we move to comparing those evaluations based solely on differences in amount or number, we are making quantitative evaluative comparisons.

As we grew up and became more sophisticated in our tastes, the mere amount of ice cream simply wasn’t enough to persuade us. We began to prefer things like chocolate to vanilla, and so our evaluative comparisons took on new and more complicated aspects. Quantitative evaluations would take us only so far, because now we began to recognize that qualitative differences in things sometimes made smaller amounts better than larger amounts. Suppose you think chocolate is better than vanilla. If you had to evaluate and compare a bowl of chocolate ice cream to a bowl of vanilla ice cream, then the chocolate ice cream is probably going to be better to you. We’ll call this sort of evaluative comparison a qualitative evaluative comparison.

Our evaluations and comparisons become the most difficult to make when we blend quantitative and qualitative aspects of things together. If, for example, you need to evaluate a large bowl of vanilla ice cream against a spoonful of chocolate, then you run into the difficult challenge of determining which bowl of ice cream is better than the other by mixing quantitative and qualitative evaluation. If you really hate vanilla, then no amount of it is going to be good to you. But what if you think vanilla ice cream is okay? Is a lot of okay-tasting ice cream really better than a
spoonful that tastes really good?

By now I suspect most Super-fans have tired of reading about evaluation, comparison, and ice cream. Their origin stories still have them thinking quantitatively: more power is better. This explains why they’ve probably moved on to something that doesn’t take as much intellectual fortitude. Bat-fans’ efforts, on the other hand, have been rewarded by learning what makes the comparison of Batman to Superman so difficult. And if we’ve learned anything from Batman, it’s that knowing and understanding the problem is essential to solving it. (This is why we think villains are so stupid for sharing their evil schemes with heroes once they’ve been captured.) We can sum up the problem like this: comparing Batman and Superman is like comparing two bowls of ice cream that have many good qualities in various amounts. Knowing that it’s sometimes hard to make a simple comparison of ice cream helps us to see it’s exponentially more difficult to compare two great superheroes. But I am confident that Bat-fans are like their fearless (and smart) hero, and so they’re up to the challenge. (Don’t let me down!)

Lurking Villainy: Begging the Question

We’ve come a long way, Bat-fans, but before moving further into the heart of this debate, it will be useful to note an important error that people tend to make when evaluating and comparing. This error is the lurking villainy in most evaluative comparison disputes like those over Batman and Superman, and it is particularly important to take note of it so as to not employ it ourselves. The error I’m referring to is a general argumentative strategy called “begging the question.” It’s a subtle and fallacious—in other words, bogus—style of argument that can be employed in virtually any argument. It’s relevant to the Batman and Superman dispute because it is commonly employed when we make lists of pros and cons to make difficult evaluative comparisons.

“Question-begging” is an abused term these days. We often hear people say things like “This begs the question” when what people really mean is “This raises the question.” What philosophers mean when they say something begs the question is that an argument assumes the truth of the conclusion in its premises, whereas a good argument will support its conclusion with evidence or reasons that people can agree on apart from the conclusion.

For example, suppose you and I are arguing over whether or not vanilla is a better flavor than chocolate. I think vanilla is better than chocolate, and in order to convince you that I’m correct in thinking this, I formulate the following argument:

“Vanilla is better than chocolate, because vanilla is the best flavor in the world.” The conclusion is that vanilla is better than chocolate, and the reasoning for this conclusion follows from the fact that vanilla is the best flavor in the world. When we examine this argument, we can see that if vanilla really is the best flavor in the world, then it has to be better than chocolate. The problem, however, is that if you don’t think vanilla is better than chocolate, then you aren’t going to be convinced by my reason that vanilla is the best flavor in the world. For vanilla to be the best flavor in the world, vanilla must be better than chocolate. Unfortunately, our original argument assumes that vanilla is the best flavor in the world and so it assumes that the conclusion is true as well. Therefore, it begs the question.

In the dispute over Batman and Superman, we run into the very same begging-the-question problem. In these arguments, Superman’s amazing powers come up time and time again as the reason Superman is better than Batman. But just as in the chocolate and vanilla dispute, unless you already agree that superpowers make for the best superhero, then you aren’t going to agree with the Super-fans’ conclusion. For decades now, the Super-fans have been using this bogus argument to undermine Batman’s primacy, and that’s an insidious villainy we must put a stop to. (To the philosophy-mobile!)

As we all know, in stopping any villain, it is of supreme importance to avoid stooping to the level of the villain. In this particular case this means avoiding begging the question against Super-fans. To avoid the Super-fans’ mistake and to help them see the error of their ways, we need to once again discover the source of their mistake. When we were exploring our origin story, we noticed that it is extremely difficult to justify an evaluative comparison when mixing quantitative and qualitative evaluations, which we’re doing when we claim that Batman is better than Superman. One of the most common ways to overcome these difficulties is to list the pros and cons of the things you
are comparing. It is, however, this very method of deciding between two possibly good options that causes us to beg the question.

When we make a list of pros and cons, we are making assumptions about what should count as a pro and a con. This means that you are not providing a reason for why something goes on the pro side of the list or the con side of the list. You are simply assuming that particular attributes are pros while others are cons. If you did something similar with Batman and Superman, your lists of pros and cons for each superhero would consist solely of the attributes the superheroes have that you assume are good and bad. Problematically, this provides fertile ground for begging the question in a dispute.

When a Super-fan makes their list of pros, it’s probably chock-full of things like X-ray vision, superstrength, and the ability to fly. When the very same Super-fan makes a list for Batman, they probably cite Batman’s lack of X-ray vision, superstrength, and the ability to fly as cons for Batman. But this is clearly an unjustified evaluation of Batman, since Batman does not need these features to be great. And it begs the question against Batman’s greatness when Super-fans assume that Batman needs these features to be the better superhero.

Bat-fans, on the other hand, must also avoid making lists based on the assumption that only the features that Batman has are good. I hesitate to point out the number of times Bat-fans have said that Batman is better because he is smarter. While certainly true, it, too, runs the very same question-begging problem. What makes us Bat-fans think that being smart is so great? We need to have a good reason for thinking this that is independent of our evaluation of Batman, before we can use it as a reason to justify Batman’s greatness. To emphasize the error that is being committed when Bat-fans assume this, let’s take a look at a similar argument.

Suppose we made a list of pros and cons for Batman. Batman has a lot of cool gadgetry. He needs it. Which column would cool gadgetry go into, pro or con? I’d put it down as a pro, as I suspect many other Bat-fans would. But for what reason? Here is one reason we cannot use: Batman is great and so his gadgetry must be a pro. Of course, this would beg the question, since we are trying to figure out why Batman is so great. If you think about this argument, it would go like this: Batman is great because he has awesome gadgetry, and his awesome gadgetry is great because he’s Batman, and Batman is great. This argument travels in a circle. To avoid begging the question, we need to straighten that circle out. To do this, we need to justify the greatness of Batman independently of how we already feel about Batman.

So here’s the task for the Bat-fan: explain why Batman is better than Superman in such a way that doesn’t already assume all the things about Batman are better than features possessed by Superman. If we think about how we got to this point in the discussion, we can see where some of the major errors in reasoning have occurred. In particular, think about making lists of pros and cons. Such lists start by assuming some things are good and some things are bad, even though they don’t tell us why we think they’re good and bad. To avoid begging the question when comparing Batman and Superman, we need to decide first what makes a superhero great and then see whether Batman or Superman has those features. In other words, figure out what sorts of things belong on the list of pros and cons before evaluating the individual superheroes.

Justice Restored: Superheroes and Bravery

No doubt the last section ended with a difficult task, but this is no time to despair. We have discovered a great weakness in these nefarious argumentative strategies, and now it’s time to bring them to justice. To accomplish this difficult task, we need to decide on some essential features of a superhero. We can then use these essential features to make a list of pros and cons for both Batman and Superman that doesn’t beg the question in favor of one or the other. These lists will, however, tell us who turns out to be the best superhero of the two.

Our list of essential features will have to be brief, since it would take an entire book to cover the issue thoroughly. The motivation is for you to get an idea of how to start thinking about solving this comparison between Batman and Superman. I will offer one possible argument. It is not watertight, but it may kick off a more fruitful debate about what it is to be a great superhero, and why Batman better fits that mold than Superman.
Before diving into the argument—because we know that usually turns out badly—here’s my plan of attack. Good superheroes must be heroic, and to be heroic a person must be courageous or brave. Batman is more courageous and brave than Superman, and so he is more heroic. The more heroic a superhero, the better that superhero is, and since Batman is more heroic than Superman, we can conclude that Batman is a better superhero than Superman. To see how this argument works, let’s make up a superhero to see how he compares to these greats.

Imagine, for a moment, a superhero who has the ability to make socks appear on people’s feet by clapping his hands. And these socks are extremely comfortable and durable. Every time this superhero does this, however, he gets a small headache. He likes to help people, and so he often endures the headache to provide socks for hundreds of thousands of people around the globe. He can do something that ordinary people cannot do, and he makes a personal sacrifice to help people every time he endures his headaches. This is a superhero, and we, of course, are interested in determining how great this “Argyled Avenger” really is.

I’ve suggested that one thing that separates great superheroes from the not-so-great is bravery. There are, of course, other factors like the greatness of their goals, and for this argument we’ll assume that Batman and Superman are basically tied on that score. The Argyled Avenger is a superhero as well, but he’s not so great since his heroism comes from putting socks on people’s feet at the cost of suffering a small headache. If he were somehow risking his life to do this great service, then we’d probably speak more highly of him as a superhero, even though his goals are still not as lofty as those of Batman and Superman. Bravery, then, is fundamental to evaluating a superhero. If a superhero is not all that brave, then he is not all that great.

What does it take to be brave or courageous? Enduring a headache doesn’t seem to be very brave, even if it is making a sacrifice to help others. But why is it that enduring a headache doesn’t seem all that brave? One reason is that we don’t think that enduring pain automatically qualifies as doing something dangerous, and we do think that doing dangerous things can mean a person is brave. Going to work can give most people a headache, but we aren’t going to be handing out certificates of valor to those with good attendance. On the other hand, when someone confronts something dangerous to help others, then we usually say that person is brave.

It’s also important that the heroic person knows that what they’re doing is dangerous in order for us to think of them as brave and courageous. For example, there is a big difference between the person who runs into a burning building to save children when he knows it could collapse at any moment, and the person who runs in thinking that the fire is small and unlikely to harm them. A brave person understands what he’s doing is dangerous and confronts it anyway.

Return now to Batman and Superman. They both have the lofty goals of saving lives and maintaining justice, but only one of them faces danger on a regular basis and knows it. Only one of them is consistently brave and courageous, while the other is a lot like the Argyled Avenger. (Three guesses as to which one . . .)

Batman has no superpowers. He is not bulletproof. He cannot fly. He cannot look through walls to see what’s coming. What’s more, he is smart enough to know that he is constantly putting himself in danger to help others. So Batman is braver and more courageous than Superman. In other words, Batman takes bigger risks to help people than Superman. In this respect, Batman is better than Superman, which means that on the list of pros and cons, Batman is a better superhero than Superman on a very important score.

To our credit, we came to this conclusion without begging the question against Superman. We didn’t have to stoop to the Super-fans’ level. Our goal was accomplished by thinking about what makes superheroes great before we applied our criteria to our evaluation, and our comic relief—the Argyled Avenger—was a useful foil for helping us in the evaluation of all superheroes. (See—he was useful after all!)

To Be Continued . . .

This does not, of course, end the debate. I suspect some Super-fans who got bored learning how to reason fairly opted to just skip to the end of this chapter to see the conclusion, and in so doing have had time to think of many objections to my claims about Superman’s bravery. It’s true that Superman is, on occasion, brave, and it’s also true
that on occasion Batman is not brave. After all, sometimes his gadgetry stops bullets or helps him fly, but the simple quantitative comparison here is that more often than not, Batman is more heroic than Superman. The great irony in all this is that the things so many Super-fans like about Superman, his superpowers, are the very things that prevent him from being better than Batman. After all, isn’t Superman at his most heroic when kryptonite or magic is around? It’s just too bad for Super-fans that it isn’t around more often!\footnote{I’d like to give a special thanks to Chris Metivier and John Ridgway for inspiring critical thoughts in this chapter.}
WORLD’S FINEST . . . FRIENDS? BATMAN, SUPERMAN, AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

Daniel P. Malloy

No one would choose to live without friends even if he had all other goods. —Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics

I teach you not the neighbor, but the friend. The friend should be the festival of the earth to you and an anticipation of the overman. —Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra

World’s Finest

There is no superhero duo more emblematic of the extremes in comics than Batman and Superman, the world’s finest team. One is the pinnacle of human perfection and will, an ordinary man who made an extraordinary promise the night his parents were murdered before his eyes and who has dedicated every waking moment since to fulfilling it. The other is the last son of a dying race, sent out in an act of desperation, adopted by a childless farm couple, raised as their own with their traditional values. But he was blessed by his alien DNA with powers and abilities far beyond those of mortal men.

Beyond the differences in their origins and abilities, there are also fundamental differences in their methods. Just compare their costumes: Batman’s dark, cowled figure stands in stark contrast to Superman’s maskless, bright uniform. Superman inspires hope and trust, while Batman relies on fear and superstition. It is extraordinary that such extremes can exist in a single universe, but there is something even more amazing about these two remarkable beings—their friendship.

What makes their friendship especially noteworthy is that Batman and Superman, who agree on very little, disagree even on the nature of friendship itself. At first this may sound strange. Everyone knows what friendship is, right? And everyone agrees about its nature, right? Wrong, on both counts. Philosophers have been debating the nature of friendship since Plato, and they still haven’t been able to agree on it. When you think about it, it’s obvious that there are various degrees and kinds of friendship. You have a certain sort of friendship with the neighbor you say hello to every morning, but the friendship you share with the people you grew up with is different from that, in both degree and kind.

Similarly, with Batman and Superman, each calls the other his friend, but each means something entirely different when he says that. Just consider the other people they associate with. Superman has Lois Lane, both his friend and his wife; his pal Jimmy Olsen; and many of the other heroes in the DC Universe. Batman, on the other hand, has no other friends. To be sure, he has acquaintances and comrades-in-arms—Alfred, Robin, Nightwing, Oracle, Huntress, and so on. The “Bat-Family,” as Batman’s inner circle has been called, is indeed large. But, with the possible exception of Catwoman (whose relationship with Batman is never clear), none of them are friends. They are an odd combination of family members and soldiers in his war, but only Superman is a true friend in Batman’s world.

While Superman and Batman are definitely friends, their friendships with one another have different meanings. Superman’s concept of friendship can be traced to the philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BCE), while Batman’s concept has its origins in a very different philosopher, Nietzsche (1844-1900).
That Superman—What a Guy!

So is Superman a superfriend? It’s easy to see that ol’ Kal-El is quite the friendly guy. In either his street duds or his world-saving red and blues, Superman is the kind of guy you want to have around. He may be a little naïve and old-fashioned for some, but let’s face it: can you think of anyone better to turn to when you need a helping hand?

How great would it be to have Superman as a friend? Can you think of anyone you’d rather have to help you move? He’d be finished in six seconds, with a coffee break. Or how about a cookout? Heat vision to light the grill, microscopic vision to make sure all the nasty little things in the meat are dead, superbreath to keep the cold drinks cold? He’s a one-man barbecue! And those are just his physical attributes; let’s not forget the personal attributes of Superman. It’s not for nothing that he’s been called the world’s oldest Boy Scout—he’s trustworthy, loyal, helpful, courteous, kind, cheerful, and brave. Sure, he may not be cool, or particularly fun, but he’s reliable and good-natured, and every group of friends needs at least one doormat. It doesn’t hurt to have a superpowered, demigod-like doormat.

So it’s easy to see why anyone would want to have Superman as a friend. But this review of Superman’s personality traits does raise a question—given his overall friendliness and his positive, optimistic attitude toward the world and everyone in it, why does a ray of sunshine like Superman choose to pal around with Batman, the original Captain Bring-Down? Think about it: Batman’s greatest nemesis is the embodiment of levity (a dark and twisted levity, it’s true), the Clown Prince of Crime himself, the Joker. At one point, Superman, with a kryptonite bullet lodged near his heart, asks Batman to do them both a favor and buy a sense of humor. The only time Batman has any fun is when he’s hurting people—people who deserve it, that is. This duo is like the captain of the football team hanging out with the creepy Goth kid. So why does Superman count Batman as a friend, never mind a close friend?

On the one hand, we could say that it’s just because of Superman’s general friendliness. This is the kind of guy who would try to make friends with a shark—and probably succeed. But there’s something more going on in his relationship with Batman. Big Blue isn’t just being friendly; he genuinely trusts Batman. He even likes him, proving that he truly is a super man—even Batman’s nearest and dearest don’t particularly like him. But what’s important here is the trust factor. Superman famously can only be harmed by one substance: kryptonite. And he has a small sample of kryptonite shaped as a ring—a ring he entrusted to Batman.

So why is Superman so close to Batman? Why trust him above everyone else? Why not leave the ring with Aquaman? Or Wonder Woman? The answer goes back to Superman’s understanding of friendship, and why he is closer to Batman than anyone else in the superhero community.

Superman the Aristotelian

Philosophically, Superman’s understanding of friendship comes closest to Aristotle’s conception of the highest type of friendship. Friendship plays a key role in Aristotle’s ethical theory. Naturally, we have neither the time nor the space to go into all the details of Aristotle’s theory of friendship. Happily, we don’t need to, because the word that is translated as “friendship” from Aristotle’s Greek has a much broader meaning. That word is philia, and it is used by Aristotle to indicate a broader range of relationships than “friendship,” which is why we can focus solely on Aristotle’s highest type of friendship.

In the books of the Nicomachean Ethics that deal with philia, Aristotle discusses virtually every type of human relationship, from familial bonds to the relationship between a buyer and a seller. Most of these relationships obviously have little or nothing to do with “friendship” as we understand the term. Aristotle does, however, discuss at length something akin to the modern understanding of friendship. Bear in mind that Aristotle’s theory is proposed as part of an overall ethical theory. Given that, it should come as no surprise that the highest friendship, and the type most deserving of the name, is the friendship between two good men.

There are a few reasons for this. First, only good people can love each other purely and simply for who they are—for their characters. For this same reason, this type of friendship lasts the longest. A true friend loves the character of
his friend—something that changes very little over time. Other friends, friends for pleasure or for utility, are friends only for as long as they can get pleasure or utility from one another. Many of us have experienced these types of friendship—the girl down the block you played with only because she had the coolest toys, the guy in college you talked to only because he had a car, that kind of thing. These friendships, of course, tend to be short-lived. The highest type of friendship not only tends to last longer, it encourages us to be better.

Superman’s friendships tend to be of the highest types. He simply does not have shady friends. Lois Lane, Jimmy Olsen, Perry White—they’re all good people. And Superman’s superhuman friends are all heroes, and they all look up to him. Superman once confessed to the Flash that he finds all the adulation from younger heroes humbling, and he isn’t sure he can live up to his reputation. (Interestingly, later in the same story, Supes goes toe-to-toe with an angel!)

This also applies to Superman’s friendship with Batman. Batman may be dark, and he may employ methods based on fear, but underneath it all, he is a good man in Superman’s mind. Of all of Superman’s friends, Batman is easily the most calculating and ruthless. Should the need arise, he may be the only one willing to use the kryptonite ring against Superman. But when would the need arise? The kryptonite ring is to be used, and has been used, in the eventuality that Superman himself goes rogue. So, in a certain sense, the ring is a testament to this aspect of their friendship—it exists to keep Superman a good person.

But that isn’t enough to explain the close bond between Big Blue and the Dark Knight. For that explanation we must turn to Aristotle, who tells us that your friend is another self. This means, among other things, that you want the same things for your friend that you want for yourself. But it also means that your friend is a kind of mirror. Now, Superman has lots of mirrors in this sense, but none so good as Batman. Why? For all of their differences, Batman and Superman share the same morals, broadly speaking. Also, Batman and Superman are both pinnacles of achievement. Of all the heroes in the DC Universe, Batman is one of the few who weren’t inspired by Superman. As such, he, unlike other superheroes, can stand on equal footing with Superman. Equality, after all, is central to this highest type of friendship. Other heroes are not really equal to Superman. Too many of them follow his lead. Aristotle says that friendship of a type is possible between unequals, but it can never be the highest friendship.

Don’t think so? Let’s suppose you have a rich man and a poor man who share common interests, values, and goals. Can they be friends? Our egalitarian consciences will want to scream “Yes, of course they can.” But they can’t, not really. Their concerns are too different, and the friendship will rapidly deteriorate. The same is true, although in a less dramatic way, in Superman’s relationships with other heroes. He is their hero, and as such, is not allowed to fail. This is dramatized when Superman and Batman reveal their secret identities to fellow members of the Justice League of America—one of them announces that he didn’t think Superman even had another identity! After all, how could Superman be just a man?

What Kind of Friend Is Batman—or Bruce Wayne?

So we’ve seen what kind of friend Superman is. What about Batman? In asking this question, we face a problem that we didn’t have to deal with in the discussion of Superman: the question of identity. Because, while there is some distance between the personalities of Superman and Clark Kent, it isn’t much: they have the same values, drives, and so on. The only real difference is that Superman displays more grace and confidence—oh, and superpowers. But between Batman and his alter ego, Bruce Wayne, the differences are pronounced. We won’t go very far into this question of identity, but we should note the differences between the two faces of the Batman, because you might want one of them as a friend and not the other.

Bruce Wayne would make an excellent friend in a number of ways. The man’s got more money than God, throws a great party, loves sharing the wealth, and has connections that world leaders would kill for. Never mind the fact that he’s smooth, sophisticated, and handsome. Who wouldn’t want to count Bruce as a friend? Sure, Superman’s a one-man barbecue—but Bruce can supply the meat and the kinds of guests you wouldn’t mind spending some time with. Of course, you would never be his “close” friend; he’s too flighty for that. But if you’re looking for a friendship of utility or pleasure, you would be hard-pressed to do better than Mr. Wayne.
The Batman, on the other hand, is not nearly so flighty as his alter ego. If you could get close to him, you would find a loyal friend. On the other hand, unlike his alter ego, Batman is not a good friend for pleasure or utility. He’s not exactly a party guy or a people person. How much fun can you have with a guy whose primary activity is brooding and who gives demons nightmares? The only time he smiles is when he’s inflicting pain or planning to inflict pain. And those are just the surface problems! When it comes to the idea of a friendship of utility with the Dark Knight, there is one major drawback: he’s smarter than you, and he has plans of his own. Batman is driven and, in some ways, utterly Machiavellian in his war on crime. He manipulates everyone around him, and no one ever knows exactly what’s going on in his head.

There have been several excellent storylines in recent years exploring this aspect of the Batman. First, in the JLA trade paperback *Tower of Babel* (2001), it was revealed that Batman has developed plans to neutralize his superpowered teammates in the Justice League. His “friends,” as it were. Would you like a friend secretly scheming to neutralize you? In another storyline, a crossover of the Batman-related comics titled “Bruce Wayne: Fugitive,” Batman abandoned the identity of Bruce Wayne as well as his inner circle, because he felt they had become hindrances to his work. Just like that, he turned his back on the closest thing he’s had to a family since his parents were murdered. Finally, in the lead-up to DC’s recent *Infinite Crisis* storyline, it was revealed that Batman had developed and deployed a satellite, Brother Eye, to spy on all of Earth’s meta-humans, including his fellow heroes. In each case, the people who were closest to Batman, who counted him among their friends, discovered that they had been manipulated or betrayed (or both).

Through all of this, however, Batman has continued to count Superman as his friend. For instance, after his countermeasures to the Justice League were stolen and used by Ra’s al Ghul, Batman was voted out of the League—with Superman casting the deciding vote. Batman didn’t mind the other Leaguers voting against him, even Plastic Man (whom Batman brought into the League), but Superman’s vote felt like a betrayal. What does that mean? It certainly means something different and something more than it does in Superman’s case, because Batman does not make friends easily, and he does not trust easily. Like Superman, Batman has a close circle, but they are not his friends. He associates with superheroes, but they are not friends.

Superman’s vote was a betrayal of their friendship, while the votes of Plastic Man, Wonder Woman, and Aquaman were not, because the latter three are not Batman’s friends. Why not? What does Batman share with Superman that he doesn’t with other superheroes? Most important for us, Batman considers Superman his equal. This is key in both Superman’s and Batman’s conceptions of friendship, but they have different ideas of equality. Superman’s notion of equality is something akin to moral equality. All of us, by virtue of being moral agents, are the equal of Superman and, therefore, potential friends. To Batman, on the other hand, being a moral agent does not qualify a person as his equal. If it did, then all the members of his inner circle could be his friends, rather than the bizarre mix of family members and aides-de-camp that they are, as could his fellow Justice Leaguers. Superman is Batman’s friend because Batman sees him as an equal, not in terms of being a moral agent, but in terms of his abilities and character. Superman’s nigh-incalculable power makes him the equal of Batman, with his ingenuity and drive. Equality in Batman’s friendships means an equality of power. In keeping with his aristocratic heritage and upbringing, not all people are created equal in the Batman’s mind.

### Batman the Nietzschean

To understand Batman’s friendship with Superman, we have to turn to a different philosopher. Nietzsche’s conception of friendship is a bit harder to explain than Aristotle’s, in large part because it has to be pieced together from some passing comments. However, the general connection between Batman and Nietzsche has been made before, that Batman represents the *Übermensch*, or “overman.” And there is a connection between the overman and Nietzsche’s concept of friendship. In *Thus Spoke Zarathustra* Nietzsche writes, “In your friend you shall love the overman as your cause.” Interestingly enough, in early translations of Nietzsche, *Übermensch* is often rendered as “superman.” Superman represents to Batman something that humans could be, not in terms of his powers and abilities, obviously, but in terms of his values and virtues. In truth, Superman is something that Batman would like to be, but can’t.
This is not to imply that Batman wants to be Superman—not in every aspect, at least. Batman doesn’t want powers. In fact, during one adventure his consciousness was placed in Superman’s body. He described the experience as exhilarating and dangerous—the temptation, he said, was not to rely on his wits, and to fall back on the sheer power. So, unlike everyone else on the planet, Batman doesn’t want Superman’s powers. Instead, Batman would like to mimic his friend in terms of his character. Batman wishes he could be as trusting and optimistic as Superman is. It’s not the “super” bit that Batman wants, but the “man.” For Batman, Superman serves as a living monument of what a man can be.

Think about it like this: Superman is a demigod trying to earn people’s trust. As such, in his dealings with the public, he has to downplay his distance from them. Therefore, he acts like the Boy Scout, and everyone (with a few notable exceptions) loves him. Batman, on the other hand, is an ordinary human trying to do extraordinary things. He has to create a myth around himself that serves as part of his armor. We all know the famous line “Criminals are a superstitious and cowardly lot.” But in order to use that superstition and cowardice against the criminal element, Batman must likewise distance himself from the citizens he protects. It’s not enough for criminals to find Batman mysterious—everyone has to, or the jig is up. Naturally, this creates a lonely, isolated life that is in large part self-imposed.

This monumental appreciation does not go just one way, though. So far, what we have is a kind of familiar hero worship—the kind of relationship that Superman has with most of the other superheroes in the DC Universe. In order for their relationship to be a friendship, in Nietzsche’s sense, there must be reciprocity and equality. For instance, Superman is an ideal for Batman, but at the same time, Batman believes that Superman has a great deal to learn. Why? For all of his powers and virtues, Kal-El is far from perfect—far from being Nietzsche’s Übermensch. Big Blue’s powers make him vulnerable—precisely insofar as he believes himself to be invulnerable. He forgets—despite his “death”—that he is still mortal, and also that his rosy image of human beings is entirely inaccurate. It is Batman’s contribution to their friendship to try to teach Superman all of the lessons that his parents’ killer, his years of training, and his complete awareness of his own and others’ vulnerabilities have taught him so harshly. Batman is a hard teacher, as Nightwing, Robin, and Oracle can attest, and he does his best teaching in combat—never is he a friend to Superman as well as when these two come to blows.

**When Friends Fall Out: Batman versus Superman**

The differences in how these two pillars of the DC Universe approach their friendship become most clear when their friendship is stretched and strained. Fights aren’t pleasant to begin with, and then there’s the added factor of fighting a friend. But as most of us learn sooner or later, we can’t always avoid unpleasant situations. Neither, it seems, can superheroes, because Batman and Superman always find themselves pitted against each other.

It’s a perennial game among geeks of every stripe to ask who would win in a fight between X and Y. What if Spider-Man fought Darth Vader? What if He-Man took on the Hulk? Who would win between Galactus and the Anti-Monitor? One of the oldest of these arguments is what if Batman fought Superman—who would win? The commonsense answer is Superman. Superhuman strength, speed, and senses, flight, heat vision, X-ray vision, and superbreath? No contest, right? Wrong. Batman wins. Hands down. Every time. Why? Because he’s Batman. He’s ruthless, he’s intelligent, and he’s always prepared. Oh, and he has access to kryptonite. Every time Big Blue and the Dark Knight go toe to toe, Batman wins.

In large part, Batman’s string of upsets against Superman is due to the way that the two of them approach the fight and each other. Superman views Batman as a friend in a conventional sense. He trusts Batman and believes (incorrectly) that he would never harm a friend. As Batman himself once described their differences, “Deep down, Clark’s essentially a good person. And deep down, I’m not.” Superman approaches confrontations with the Dark Knight with kid gloves. He pulls punches, leaves himself open. He expects Batman to fight honorably, which he does to an extent. More important, Superman understands what he could do to Batman if he wanted to. The power he wields makes it all the more important for him to restrain himself. So even in the heat of battle, he doesn’t use every advantage against Batman. He doesn’t use his speed or ability to fly; he tries not to use his heat vision or his arctic breath. Essentially, Superman wants to come as close to fighting fair as he can.
That’s why he loses—Batman doesn’t fight fair. He’s not in the same fight as Superman. He knows very well that Superman has all the advantages in a fair fight—so why bother fighting fair? In all of their battles, whether in Gotham or Metropolis or the depths of space, Batman uses the environment to his advantage. Sometimes that means using the city’s entire power grid to stun Big Blue, as he did in *Hush*. (That’s right: to *stun* him. Absorbing enough electricity to power one New York-sized city won’t hurt Superman, but it will give him pause.) Sometimes that means setting things up well in advance—things like hunter missiles activated by X-ray vision, or charges that will drop ninety tons of rock onto Superman on cue. Any advantage, however small, is worth using.

That also means taking advantage of Superman’s weaknesses. That’s right: weaknesses (plural). The obvious one, and one that Batman always uses, is kryptonite. But Superman has another weakness stemming from the power difference between himself and Batman—or, really, himself and everyone else. In Superman’s mind, he’s so much more powerful than . . . well, almost everybody, that he has to be careful not to cause permanent damage. Batman may be the most dangerous man on the planet, as Supes once called him, but he’s still just flesh and bone, like all the rest. From Batman’s perspective, Superman is cocky and arrogant—and foolishly underestimates his opponent. His reliance on his powers means that he has never learned to think strategically—an art that the Dark Knight had to master long ago.

Perhaps the best way to explain how Batman approaches Superman is by thinking about the term “respect.” Respect has any number of meanings, many of them morally important. For instance, one can speak of the sort of respect that every human being owes every other by virtue of the fact that both are moral agents. Then there are the kinds of respect reserved for friends, for colleagues, and for those whose example one would like to follow. These are all a part of how Batman deals with Big Blue. But another kind of respect also comes into play—the respect that one owes a rival. This is a key difference between Batman and Superman: Supes doesn’t view Batman as a rival, but Batman does. They are in competition, whether actively or not. Thus, when they are pitted against one another, as occasionally happens, Batman is prepared for it.

**BSFs: Best Superfriends Forever?**

What lessons can we draw from the friendship of Batman and Superman? One that springs to mind, and is perhaps somewhat trite, is that fights do not have to end friendships. But most of us know this by the age of six, so let’s move on to something a bit more important: fundamental disagreements, even about the nature of friendship itself, don’t have to end friendships. Even the inability to understand one another is not an obstacle to friendship. Superman knows that he will never fully understand what drives his darkest friend, just as Batman acknowledges (with some frustration) that he will never get Superman’s apparent naiveté. They know that they view the world, and each other, in incompatible ways, but that does not destroy their friendship—it makes it and them stronger. The differences and misunderstandings between the Caped Crusader and the world’s oldest Boy Scout strengthen their friendship by providing something for them to work through. Certainly this process is aided by the common ground they share: their common goals, and distinct methods, keep the world’s finest friends linked to one another—protecting and correcting each other. These differences, along with their desire and ability to work together in spite of them, make each of our heroes all that much better at what they do.

**NOTES**
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A Superhero without Superpowers

Batman is a superhero without superpowers. He’s a very different character from, for instance, Superman, whose powers and abilities exceed and surpass those of any mere mortal. No amount of training or preparation could ever turn a human being into Superman.

But no supernatural or highly implausible scientific gimmicks are needed for someone to acquire Batman’s powers and abilities. This may be the reason Batman has inspired and attracted a number of pupils and apprentices: Nightwing, Robin (or Robins), Oracle, and Huntress, to mention but a few. For various reasons these characters have all devoted their lives to the continuing fight against crime, and they have all chosen Batman as their mentor. Why? Because Batman’s powers, as opposed to Superman’s, Wonder Woman’s, or Spider-Man’s, are recognizably human powers. What Batman is, what he has become, is not the result of an unexplained natural phenomenon or a mysterious, scientific accident. Batman’s “powers” are the result of a dedicated (and arguably obsessive) human pursuit of physical, mental, and moral perfection. It may be far-fetched, but it is possible, at least in principle, that an ordinary human being, by devoting his or her life to a program of relentless exercise and study, could attain the same level of physical, mental, and moral excellence as Batman.

Aristotle and Learning-by-Doing

The idea that you can learn to be a good or virtuous human being by emulating or imitating a morally exemplary person is a very old idea. The Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BCE) argued for precisely this idea almost 2,500 years ago in his book the Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle asked a very basic and very simple question: How do we become good human beings? His answer was equally simple: We become good human beings in the same way that we become good at most other things, namely through practice and repetition. As he wrote, “Anything that we have to learn to do we learn by the actual doing of it: people become builders by building and instrumentalists by playing instruments. Similarly we become just by performing just acts, temperate by performing temperate ones, brave by performing brave ones.”

At first glance this might seem mere common sense. How else could we learn anything except by actually doing it, or at least attempting to do it? It is how we learn to do math, drive a car, throw a Batarang, and so on. But there seems to be a problem with Aristotle’s idea. It seems easy enough to distinguish and recognize the activities and actions involved in, say, building a house or playing an instrument, but how do we know which acts are just, temperate, and brave? How do we determine whether any particular action embodies the virtues that we are trying to acquire and develop?

Luckily Aristotle had an answer to this problem: if we want to know what it means to be just or temperate or brave, we should study those persons to whom we attribute these virtues. A just person, after all, is a person who regularly and reliably performs just actions; a temperate person is a person who can be relied on not to overindulge; and a brave person is a person who faces dangers without backing down. So, if we want to learn about justice, temperance, or bravery, we should look to those morally exemplary persons who we think actually are just,
temperate, or brave.

However, if we want to be just, temperate, or brave, we should not merely study the actions of people who are just, temperate, and brave. We should also try to imitate the actions of such people, in the hope that we might in the process acquire their admirable moral qualities or virtues. If we want to become brave, we should perform actions similar to those a brave man would perform; if we want to become temperate, we should perform actions similar to those a temperate man would perform; and so on.

Is Batman a Morally Exemplary Human Being?

Consider the relationship between Batman and Robin. Batman not only teaches Robin certain particular skills, like how to use the Batarang or the best way to disarm a robber. By his very actions Batman also provides Robin with certain moral standards and norms; for example, the idea that criminals should be pursued relentlessly, that dangers should be faced without flinching, and that one should attempt to make the world a better place. By following the example set by Batman, by attempting to act as Batman acts, Robin gradually acquires not only certain practical skills and abilities, but also a moral outlook and a number of virtues (like courage and a sense of justice) related to this outlook.

Batman thus seems to be a good example of what Aristotle had in mind when he suggested that we look to the virtuous person for guidance about how to become morally better persons. In Gotham City, in the DC Universe in general, and even in our own mundane reality, many people regard Batman as a morally exemplary human being. And, it would seem, with good reason: Batman is without a doubt courageous and intelligent. He has a strong sense of justice, is capable of keeping his head cool even in the midst of battle, and is willing to sacrifice his own life and happiness to make the world a better place. These all appear to be desirable and valuable qualities, which we would like more people to possess. So, following Aristotle’s suggestion, we should all perhaps attempt to be more like Batman, to act as he would act, in the hope that we can gradually acquire some of the virtues he has. Nightwing, Robin, Oracle, and the other masked heroes who have chosen Batman as the ideal by which to model and structure their lives thus seem to be following sound Aristotelian advice. They have chosen to emulate the actions and behavior of a morally exemplary person in order to acquire and develop the morally desirable qualities he seems to possess.

Authority Shmauthority!

There are several problems with Aristotle’s account, however. He may very well be correct that we acquire our very first understanding of right and wrong by following the example of people we regard as morally exemplary. In practice, the people whom children regard as morally exemplary will, more often than not, be people in a position of authority—their parents, their teachers, and so on. So it’s not surprising that Robin regards Batman as a person worth following and imitating. Both the first and the second Robins, Dick Grayson and Jason Todd, regard Batman as a kind of father figure. Bruce Wayne took Dick Grayson in as his legal ward after his parents were killed, and he adopted Jason Todd after having surprised him trying to steal the tires off the Batmobile.

But people should not be regarded as morally exemplary persons merely because they are in positions of authority; they should be regarded as morally exemplary because they are morally admirable. Batman should be considered a person who embodies many valuable virtues simply because he is Batman, but because he actually embodies these virtues. And children should choose to admire and emulate people who actually are morally admirable, not simply people who happen to be authority figures. Parents and teachers are not necessarily morally admirable persons, and the fact that children often admire and imitate their parents does not mean that their parents are, in fact, worth admiring and imitating. Just imagine what would have happened if the Joker, not Batman, had taken in Dick Grayson.
Let’s Call This the “Gordon-Yindel Disagreement”

So how do we know that the people we regard as morally virtuous actually are morally virtuous? Most of the people in Gotham City, as well as most of us here in the real world, may very well think that Batman is courageous, intelligent, just, strong, and so on. But not everyone thinks so. Some people believe that Batman is a dangerous vigilante, whose deliberate disrespect for the law constitutes a far greater threat to society than do the actions of criminals he puts behind bars.

The question of whether Batman is a hero or a villain is a very important theme in Frank Miller’s *The Dark Knight Returns* (1986). When James Gordon resigns as police commissioner of Gotham City, his last request is to ask his successor, Ellen Yindel, to take note of, and learn from, Batman. But instead, Yindel’s very first action as the new head of the police department is to denounce Batman as a masked vigilante and to sign a warrant for his immediate arrest. Yindel later regrets this decision, and toward the end of *The Dark Knight Returns* she actually seems to support Batman’s actions. But her initial reaction, and one shared by many of the characters appearing in Miller’s tale, is a clear rejection of the very idea of Batman’s being a morally laudable person.

The disagreement about Batman’s moral status reveals that merely regarding someone as morally virtuous and worth emulating does not mean that they actually are morally virtuous and worth emulating. But how should we decide whether someone actually is morally virtuous? We cannot simply rely on popular opinion or the advice of others, since popular opinion can be divided and people can disagree. Both James Gordon and Ellen Yindel are highly intelligent people who live in the same country, indeed the same city, and who share many of the same moral beliefs and values. And yet they disagree strongly about Batman’s moral status. Both Gordon and Yindel cannot be right at the same time, so how do we decide who is right? And, more important, if we have no clear and unanimous conception of who is, and who is not, morally virtuous, then how do we go about becoming morally better persons? Aristotle’s notion of moral education seems to be in trouble.

And in the Other Corner . . . Kant!

These objections to the Aristotelian account of moral education can be traced back to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). In his influential book *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals* (1785), Kant thus criticized the idea that we can use morally exemplary human beings to determine what to do, how to act, and whether a particular action is right or wrong. “For, every example . . . represented to me must itself first be appraised in accordance with principles of morality, as to whether it is also worthy to serve as an original example, that is, as a model.” Kant claimed that this is true even for Jesus, and he would presumably have said the same about Batman as well. Whether Batman actually is a morally exemplary human being, worthy of admiration and imitation, cannot be determined simply by appealing to the fact that most people think he is, or to his apparent authority. We need to directly ask whether Batman embodies the fundamental norms and requirements of morality.

For Kant the most fundamental feature of human existence, and therefore the most important moral value, is freedom. In the *Groundwork* Kant argued that the defining feature of human beings is their ability to direct their lives in accordance with rational, universal principles or laws, which they themselves had chosen. Kant named this ability autonomy, and claimed that being autonomous, being able to direct one’s own life in accordance with self-chosen or self-legislated universal principles, is what human freedom is: “What, then, can freedom of the will be other than autonomy, that is, the will’s property of being a law to itself?”

According to Kant, every human being has the capacity to act autonomously insofar as they are rational. But not everyone actually uses or realizes this capacity. Some people live their lives not in accordance with principles they have chosen themselves, but by how others think they should live. Kant calls the condition of letting your life and your actions be determined by external authorities or forces heteronomy. In *What Is Enlightenment?* Kant gives the following description of what it means to be in the condition of heteronomy and explains why many people never leave this condition: “It is so comfortable to be a minor! If I have a book that understands for me, a spiritual advisor who has a conscience for me, a doctor who decides upon a regimen for me, and so forth, I need not trouble myself at
all. I need not think if only I can pay; others will readily undertake the irksome business for me.”

Throughout history, Kant claims, heteronomy has been the default option for most people. Gods, priests, kings, doctors, and politicians have all been busy deciding how human beings should live and have spared little thought for those individuals’ own capacity for autonomy. And most people have not protested. Why? Because it is easy and comfortable to let others decide what to think and how to act. For Kant the primary purpose of moral education is to bring people from this comfortable condition of heteronomy to a point where they can effectively exert their capacity for autonomy. And this, Kant thinks, is somewhat at odds with the Aristotelian idea of moral education as primarily a process of imitation and emulation of other people. “The imitator (in moral matters) is without character, for character consists precisely in originality in thinking,” as Kant put it. The problem with Aristotle’s idea is that by letting the actions of someone else (like Batman for instance) determine how I should act, I relegate the responsibility for my own life to someone else and refuse to accept the burden of deciding for myself how to live and what kind of person to be.

The famous (or perhaps infamous) Batman TV series from the 1960s provides an extreme example of what Kant has in mind. One of the most irritating features of this show, even for fans, is the way Robin (played by Burt Ward) always comes off as a cheap copy of Batman (Adam West). Batman has all the bright ideas—Robin merely follows in his wake. Whenever the villain of the week manages to trap Batman and Robin in his surefire, “they’ll never get out of here alive” trap, it’s always Batman—never Robin—who finds the only, and often implausible, way to escape. Whenever the Dynamic Duo has to figure out some mysterious clue, it’s always Batman—never Robin—who manages to decipher it. It’s not because Robin does not try; the problem is rather that whenever he tries to show initiative, to think on his own, he fails because he has not acquired an independent frame of mind. He has merely adopted Batman’s way of thinking.

Dick Grayson and How to Become an Autonomous Human Being (or Your Money Back!)

So we have a problem. On the one hand, Aristotle’s account of how human beings acquire and develop a moral outlook seems quite convincing: we imitate and emulate those we regard as morally admirable, and through our attempts to follow their example, we gradually acquire certain values, norms, and virtues. On the other hand, Kant also seems to be right in insisting that autonomy, the capacity to determine for oneself the principles and norms by which one’s life should be structured, is a crucial feature of what it means to be human. The problem is that these two ideas seem to pull in different directions. Aristotle thinks that examples set by other people play an important role in moral education; Kant believes that relying on the actions and conduct of other people to tell us what to do amounts to a denial of autonomy. Who’s right?

Perhaps they are both right, or at least partly right. It seems obvious that most children are not able to consciously direct their own lives in accordance with universal principles, which they themselves have chosen. They simply do not possess the ability to do so. If we take Kant seriously, then one of the most important tasks of moral education must be to provide immature human beings with these capacities. But one way in which human beings acquire the capacities required for full-blown autonomy might very well be by imitating and emulating other persons, in particular, persons who seem to embody important moral virtues. If so, then both Aristotle and Kant may very well be right: Aristotle describes the initial stages in the process of moral education, whereas Kant focuses on the aim, or end, of this process. Neither Kant nor Aristotle would probably agree with this, but if we accept that they both seem to have gotten something right, then this is perhaps the price we have to pay. In philosophy, as in life, you cannot assume that because someone is right about one thing he or she is also right about everything else.

Once again the Batman-Robin relationship can be used to sharpen our understanding. One difference between the Robin of the 1960s TV series and Robin as portrayed in the comic books is that the former never manages to develop an independent personality and frame of mind (he remains in a condition of heteronomy), whereas the latter does. In the comics, Dick Grayson, the first Robin, gradually develops a life separate from and independent of Batman. He graduates from high school (no mean feat when simultaneously battling supervillains and crime lords next to Batman), leaves Gotham City for college, and cofounds and leads several versions of the Teen Titans. And,
at the perhaps defining moment of his career, Dick Grayson actually gives up his identity as Robin and instead assumes a new superhero persona, Nightwing. In at least some versions of the story, this latter decision leads to a heated encounter with Batman, who initially refuses to accept that Dick Grayson/Robin will no longer act as his sidekick. However, Nightwing perseveres and goes on to become the champion of his own city, Blüdhaven.

Dick Grayson doesn’t just free himself from Batman’s influence and become a respected crime fighter in his own right, he does so using the very abilities and character traits he has acquired and learned from Batman. Most obviously, Nightwing uses the detective skills he has been taught by Batman, and the physical and mental abilities he has developed through their mutual collaboration, in his own war against crime. Equally important, but not nearly as obvious, is the way Nightwing employs the courage, intelligence, and integrity that Batman has helped instill in him, to liberate himself from Batman’s influence. It takes guts to stand up to Batman, as most villains (and many superheroes) will testify, but Nightwing manages to do so and even gets Batman to accept his decision to quit being Robin. And he is able to do this largely because of the moral character he has acquired through his relationship with Batman.

Dick Grayson thus appears to have acquired and developed the capacities needed for him to become an autonomous human being, mainly by imitating and emulating a morally exemplary person, Batman. If this is right, then there is no necessary opposition between Aristotle and Kant. Or at least there is no necessary opposition between the Aristotelian idea that moral education involves learning from and emulating other people and the Kantian insistence on the importance of autonomy, the capacity to direct one’s life in accordance with self-chosen or self-legislated universal principles.

This also answers another question, namely how we determine whether a person whom we regard as morally admirable and worthy of emulation actually is morally exemplary. Remember that Kant believed that in order for someone to qualify as a morally exemplary person, he would have to “first be appraised in accordance with principles of morality.” For Kant, autonomy, the human capacity to direct one’s life and actions in accordance with self-determined principles, is the most important moral value. Using the Kantian notion of autonomy, we can now say that a person is morally exemplary if emulating her actions and behavior helps people develop the abilities and competencies needed to become autonomous human beings. If what we said about Nightwing is true, then Batman can truly be considered a morally exemplary person.

Leaving the Shadow of the Bat

Dick Grayson’s moral development has shown us that Aristotle and Kant can be reconciled. The virtues and abilities we acquire by emulating other people can be a (perhaps necessary) step on the way toward becoming autonomous human beings who are able to take responsibility for our own lives.

As Kant noted, it is easy and comfortable being in the state of heteronomy, being a person who has relegated the responsibility for her own life to kings, priests, and parents. Taking responsibility for one’s own life is not easy, and to be able to do so is an achievement, not something that simply happens. Other people can offer help and guidance, and their lives and actions can inspire us to better ourselves, to become the sort of person we ought to be. But at some point we have to stop being guided by others; we have to stop living our lives through examples set by other people, and start deciding for ourselves what to do, how to act, and what kind of person we ought to be. Batman can inspire us, but in the end we, like Dick Grayson, have to take charge of our own lives and give up the comfort of living in the shadow of the Bat.
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THE TAO OF THE BAT

Bat-Tzu (as interviewed by Mark D. White)

Master Bat-Tzu, I thank you for granting me this interview, especially since you have never spoken to anyone of your unique relationship with Bruce Wayne, also known to some as the Batman.

You’re most welcome. If my humble words can be of any help to anyone, I am glad to do it. Yes, as you say, I have known Bruce Wayne since he was a little boy. I was a friend of his parents, you know, particularly his father, Dr. Thomas Wayne. Good man, Dr. Wayne—I think of him often, as well as his lovely wife. So, of course, does Bruce.

I have tried to be a friend to Bruce since the untimely death of his parents. I hoped to guide him to a more harmonious place, but he chose a different path, what he has called the “way of the bat.” Even though I disagreed with his choice, I have tried to provide counsel when I could.

Why did you disagree with his choice?

Please don’t misunderstand—he does an immeasurable amount of good as the Batman. But his life as the Batman is a life without balance, and balance is necessary for all things, especially people. The importance of balance is one of the central teachings of the Taoist masters, such as Lao-Tzu and Chuang-Tzu, and through their writings they have been my teachers, as I have been Bruce’s.

Taoist masters?

Yes, Taoism is an ancient Eastern philosophy, dating at least as far back as Lao-Tzu’s time, which focuses on the natural flow of the universe. The Chinese called this tao, or “the Way,” for lack of a better name. Lao-Tzu actually says that the way is that which cannot be named. Taoists try to align themselves with the Way by balancing the opposing forces within themselves, the light and the dark, the feminine and the masculine, the soft and the hard—what the Taoists called yin and yang.

Like the popular black-and-white, circular symbol?

Correct—that symbol is a representation of the balance between opposing forces that defines everything about the world we live in. Yang (the white part) represents the masculine, the hard, the unyielding, while yin (the black part) represents the feminine, the soft, the nurturing. The way that the two sides look like snakes chasing each other’s tails shows that both sides flow into each other and ultimately define each other. This is also shown by the black dot in the white area, and the white dot in the black area—they tell us that the root of each side lies in the other.

Since that horrible day, I’m afraid that Bruce has let his yang dominate, believing it necessary to rid his beloved Gotham City of the criminals that infest it, but he has forgotten that he must still embrace his yin.

So he does have yin?

Yes, everybody does, and he is no exception—you can see it in the less tense moments, especially with Dick and Tim. . . .
The original and current Robins.

Correct—Bruce was often very hard on them, very demanding, in accordance with his yang, but he has had tender moments with them as well (though few and far between).

Didn’t he recently go on some sort of “spiritual quest” with Dick and Tim? Do you think that shows some striving for balance?

Yes, the year he spent traveling around the world, after that horrible mess with Brother Eye and Alex Luthor, when Dick was almost killed. I think he realized then that his yang had dominated for too long, and he had become bitter, cold, paranoid—even for Bruce. Lao-Tzu wrote that “sages remove extremes, remove extravagance, remove arrogance.” I think that is what he has started to do. Indeed, since he returned, I have seen changes in him—for instance, he decided to adopt Tim shortly after their return. And he has shown such tenderness toward Selina Kyle’s beautiful newborn child, Helena—I even heard he took her a teddy bear, in his Batman costume no less!

Why, he has even forgiven the magician, what is her name . . .

Zatanna? For the mind-wipe, you mean?

Yes, that’s right, Zatanna—lovely girl, though very hard to understand sometimes.

Ha!

Even I was surprised when I heard about that—I thought Bruce would never forgive her for violating his mind like she did. But you see, that’s his yin—warm, soft, accepting of others’ flaws—and it has begun to manifest itself more since his return. Of course, he still needs his yang, not only to perform as Batman, but to be a complete person, in harmony with the world and the Tao. All of us need that balance between the hard and soft, masculine and feminine.

Why is that? One of the key traits of the Batman is his single-minded devotion to the cause of fighting crime.

But a person with no balance is not in harmony—“knowing harmony is called constancy, knowing constancy is called clarity.” Many of Bruce’s teachers taught him this, not just me. The world is defined by dualities of opposing forces that must be held in balance to be effective—this is the meaning of the black and white intermingling in the yin-yang symbol. Lao-Tzu wrote, “Being and nonbeing produce each other: difficulty and ease complement each other, long and short shape each other, high and low contrast with each other, voice and echoes conform to each other, before and after go along with each other.” Without the repulsive, we would not know the beautiful; without the dark, there could be no light. We need the bad to highlight the good—how else would we know what the good is?

Look at Bruce, for example—he is defined by many dualities. Publicly, he lives in spacious, palatial Wayne Manor, but he spends most of his time in a dank, dreary cave covered in bat guano (dreadful stuff). He is one of wealthiest people in the world, a captain of industry, but he spends much of his fortune to support numerous charitable causes, as well as financing his crime-fighting activities. He could easily live a life of pampered leisure, but instead he has devoted himself to a thankless task, fighting crime, every day fighting exhaustion and injury that would fell a normal person. He is one of the most intelligent, learned people in the world, as well as a physical specimen of human perfection, yet he does not take pride in these things but rather uses his abilities for the good of mankind, claiming no credit for his accomplishments.

Think about this, my friend—for all of his physical prowess, his dark, frightening costume, and his formidable size and presence, the Batman’s most intimidating feature is that which is not even there—his shadow! As Lao-Tzu wrote, “The use of the pot is precisely where there is nothing. When you open doors and windows for a room, it is where there is nothing that they are useful to the room.” Nothingness can be more important than substance, which Bruce uses to “strike fear into the hearts of criminals,” as he likes to say (endlessly, I’m afraid).
Now what was I saying—oh yes, he can be single-minded, as you say. If I had but a penny for every time I’ve
implored him to take a night off, enjoy the company of one of the beautiful, intelligent women he’s seen over the
years, I could melt them down and make a second giant penny, like the one he keeps in his cave. But he usually
relents only when doing so would serve the greater mission against crime—silly man.

[Laughs.] The giant penny, yes—that reminds me of a story. Did you know that once, Bruce was so lonely he
asked that Aquaman fellow—not that new, young one, but the one from the old Justice League days—to help
retrieve that horrid museum piece from the crevice it fell into during the earthquake that struck Gotham City? He
couldn’t bring himself to ask his colleague to visit but instead had to concoct a ruse to lure him here. Insufferable
man, so afraid to share his feelings, to admit his emptiness, even with those closest to him.12

Have Dick and Tim inherited Bruce’s imbalance?

Oh, thankfully no. Take Dick, for instance—despite all of his soul-searching, he is a young man who keeps his yin
and yang in balance. Ever since he was a young boy, newly in our charge...

You were involved in raising Dick?

What? No... no, of course not, though I saw him quite a bit while visiting Bruce over the years. As I was saying,
despite being struck by the early, violent death of his parents, as was Bruce, Dick managed to maintain a basic
lightheartedness about him, light to balance the dark.

He had to—he couldn’t exactly be sullen in green Speedos and pixie shoes!

Oh! Don’t remind me... [Laughs.] Sorry... You’ve distracted me again. Stop that.

You know, I’ve heard that Dick, in his adult role as Nightwing, is often said to be “the Batman with a feminine
side,” which is precisely my point. He cares about his friends—not just as his responsibility, as Bruce does, but truly
cares about them and for them. Just think about his recent tenure with the Outsiders, which was supposed to be a
working group of heroes, rather than a family like the Titans, his former allies. But he found he couldn’t do it—he
found it impossible not to care about his colleagues, who truly became his friends, and he could no longer tolerate
leading them into danger. Of course, who did he hand the group off to? Bruce, who was more than happy to
assemble a group of heroes who would follow his commands to march into the flames of hell.13

What about Tim, the current Robin?

Oh, Tim is the one I fear for. He has lost so much since he began his crime-fighting career alongside Bruce—first
his mother, early on, and more recently his father; his girlfriend, Stephanie Brown, who fought crime as the Spoiler
(and Robin, for a brief time while Tim was “retired”); and two of his best friends, Conner Kent and Bart Allen.14
And all of them died at the hands of criminals, just like Bruce’s parents did. If anyone has a right to sink into despair
and lose his soft, compassionate nature in strict devotion to his hard, retributive side, it’s Tim. In fact, he told me
once that when his mother died and his father lay paralyzed in a hospital bed, he stared “into the dark side,” and felt
“the night-demon’s cowl... sucking me into a lifetime in hell.”15

But in the end I think Tim realized this danger; he is a very self-aware young man. As Lao-Tzu wrote, “Those
who know others are wise; those who know themselves are enlightened.”16 He’s seen what loss has done to Bruce—
you know, when Tim originally came to us...

“To us”?

Sorry, I did it again—when Tim came to Bruce, after deducing his secret identity, he said that Batman needed a
Robin, that Batman had sunken too far within himself after the death of the second Robin, Jason Todd. He had
become too hard and angry, again allowing his yang to rule over his yin. I suppose, in a way, that Robin has always
been the *yin* to Batman’s *yang*, the light to balance the Dark Knight.

*I suppose so. I had also never realized the role that death has played in many of Batman’s inner circle, including Dick...*

Certainly, Dick has shouldered his share of loss—his own parents, of course, and more recently his adopted town of Blüdhaven, including many of his close friends. But perhaps he understands the nature of death, and hopefully he can help Tim (and, perhaps, even Bruce).

*What do you mean by “the nature of death”?*

Death is just part of a natural cycle and should be accepted as part as the path that we all take. Chuang-Tzu wrote well on this subject: “If you are at peace in your time and live harmoniously, sadness and happiness cannot affect you.” He questioned the preference for life over death: “How can I know that wanting to live is not delusion? How can I know that aversion to death is not like a homeless waif who does not know where to return?... How do I know the dead do not regret having longed for life at first?”

*I suppose the resurrection of Jason Todd would be a good example of that?*

Yes—who is to say that he is happier now than in his previous state?

Oh, poor Jason—he was so angry, so wild, so uncontrollable—everything that Bruce could be if he doesn’t maintain a constant check on his rage. Lao-Tzu wrote, “When beings climax in power, they wane; this is called being unguided. The unguided die early.” Jason needed to learn control; we all tried to teach him that. Unfortunately, his mysterious return doesn’t seem to have taught him much either. Chuang-Tzu wrote that “the perfection of virtue is to take care of your own mind in such a way that emotions cannot affect you when you already know nothing can be done, and are at peace with what is, with the decree of fate.”

*Of course, we can’t discuss Jason without bringing up his murderer, the Joker.*

The Joker... well, the less said about him, the better, I think. I’m sure others have much more to say about him than I could offer. But interestingly enough, I do remember, once Bruce said that Dick told him that “the Joker exists because of me. How I represent the order that is necessary to live in Gotham City and the Joker is the chaos that disrupts that order.” That’s another example of how members of a duality support each other (and of Dick’s budding wisdom, I daresay).

*I notice you haven’t mentioned Alfred yet.*

Oh, I haven’t? Well, there’s... I suppose there’s really not much to say about Mr. Pennyworth, except that he’s a loyal servant, a trusted advisor—a paragon of humility. “Sages take care of themselves, but do not exalt themselves.”

*A bit like you, Master...*

Oh, I suppose, yes. Actually, I’ve always regarded Alfred as quite the epitome of the wise man, or sage, of Taoist thought. After all, Lao-Tzu wrote that “sages manage effortless service and carry out unspoken guidance.” That suits Alfred very well, I should think. Of course, he has put Bruce in his place on many an occasion, I should say.

*Indeed.*
Pardon me?

I’m sorry, just something caught in my throat.

Can I get you some water?

No, thank you.

Now that I think about it more, it seems to me that Alfred embodies a very important concept of the Tao, that of *wei-wu-wei*, or “action without action.” Lao-Tzu wrote, “Do nondoing, strive for nonstriving.” The wise man knows when to do nothing, and by doing so, does something. Alfred is of inestimable aid to the Batman, but does so by simply seeing a clue that Bruce did not notice, a possibility he did not imagine, or some valuable insight that escaped him. Alfred’s mind is open, and so he sees all at once. Chuang-Tzu told a story of a butcher who was so skilled he had never sharpened his blade in nineteen years. The butcher said that when he cuts up an ox, “the joints have spaces in between, whereas the edge of the cleaver blade has no thickness. When that which has no thickness is put into that which has no space, there is ample room for moving the blade.” Alfred is like that butcher, seeing what is there, and also what is not, which is often more important.

“Sages never do great things; that is why they can fulfill their greatness.” Alfred is not the Batman, but Bruce would not be the Batman without him. Chuang-Tzu wrote, “Sages harmonize right and wrong, leaving them to the balance of nature.” Alfred must balance the right and wrong within Bruce, tending to his health and his injuries, his joy and his sadness, his calm and his rage, trying to align them with the natural balance of things, the Tao.

It is a very difficult task that he has assumed, but that is Alfred’s way, and he chooses to go with it, not against it. He reminds me of what Lao-Tzu wrote about water: “Nothing in the world is more flexible and yielding than water. Yet when it attacks the firm and the strong, nothing can withstand it, because they have no way to change it. So the flexible overcome the adamant, the yielding overcome the forceful.” Water runs gently through your fingers but over time can carve mountains. It is patient, as is Alfred—yet another lesson Bruce could learn from him. As you know, many of the martial arts that Bruce has mastered over the years are grounded in basic Taoist principles such as flexibility and yielding—for instance, they teach one to use an opponent’s size and energy against him. Would that Bruce took those lessons to heart in other aspects of his life!

You know, Lao-Tzu wrote, “I have three treasures that I keep and hold: one is mercy, the second is frugality, the third is not presuming to be at the head of the world.” I can imagine Alfred saying that too.

*It’s almost like he just did.*

Pardon?

Nothing, nothing . . .

Do you have something to say, young man?

No, Master, it’s just interesting how you’ve gushed about Alfred, especially since a few minutes ago you “didn’t have much to say” about him.

(Silence.)

Okay . . . well . . . thank you again, Master. It has been a most . . . illuminating discussion.

You’re very welcome. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have some cleaning to do . . .
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